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Abstract

Surgical simulators present a safe and potentially effective method for surgical training, and can also be used in pre- and intra-operative surgical planning. Realistic modeling of medical interventions involving tool-tissue interactions has been considered to be a key requirement in the development of high-fidelity simulators and planners. The soft-tissue constitutive laws, organ geometry and boundary conditions imposed by the connective tissues surrounding the organ, and the shape of the surgical tool interacting with the organ are some of the factors that govern the accuracy of medical intervention planning.

This thesis is divided into three parts. First, we compare the accuracy of linear and nonlinear constitutive laws for tissue. An important consequence of nonlinear models is the Poynting effect, in which shearing of tissue results in normal force; this effect is not seen in a linear elastic model. The magnitude of the normal force for myocardial tissue is shown to be larger than the human contact force discrimination threshold. Further, in order to investigate and quantify the role of the Poynting effect on material discrimination, we perform a multidimensional scaling study. Second, we consider the effects of organ geometry and boundary constraints in needle path planning. Using medical images and
ABSTRACT

tissue mechanical properties, we develop a model of the prostate and surrounding organs. We show that, for needle procedures such as biopsy or brachytherapy, organ geometry and boundary constraints have more impact on target motion than tissue material parameters. Finally, we investigate the effects surgical tool shape on the accuracy of medical intervention planning. We consider the specific case of robotic needle steering, in which asymmetry of a bevel-tip needle results in the needle naturally bending when it is inserted into soft tissue. We present an analytical and finite element (FE) model for the loads developed at the bevel tip during needle-tissue interaction. The analytical model explains trends observed in the experiments. We incorporated physical parameters (rupture toughness and nonlinear material elasticity) into the FE model that included both contact and cohesive zone models to simulate tissue cleavage. The model shows that the tip forces are sensitive to the rupture toughness. In order to model the mechanics of deflection of the needle, we use an energy-based formulation that incorporates tissue-specific parameters such as rupture toughness, nonlinear material elasticity, and interaction stiffness, and needle geometric and material properties. Simulation results follow similar trends (deflection and radius of curvature) to those observed in macroscopic experimental studies of a robot-driven needle interacting with gels.

**Primary Readers:** Allison M. Okamura (Professor, Mechanical Engineering), K. T. Ramesh (Professor, Mechanical Engineering), Benjamin W. Schafer (Associate Professor, Civil Engineering), and Louis L. Whitcomb (Professor, Mechanical Engineering).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Realistic modeling of medical interventions involving tool-tissue interactions is considered a key requirement in the development of high-fidelity simulators and planners. Surgical simulators present an efficient, safe, realistic, and ethical method for surgical training, practice, and pre-operative planning. Computer-based surgical trainers use virtual patients. These simulators can generate realistic human anatomy, physiological responses including certain types of pathology, and in some cases also provide haptic feedback to the user. Using medical simulators, students can practice on a variety of complex cases and receive detailed feedback on their performance. Patient safety is not compromised while the student is learning. In addition to training health care professionals, surgical simulation systems are also useful for pre- and intra-operative planning of medical interventional procedures. Surgical and interventional radiology procedures often require a patient-specific plan prior to performing an operation. Thus, simulation systems which account for patient-specific
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

anatomical details and tissue properties may help clinicians increase accuracy of the surgical procedure and minimize patient trauma.

A fundamental, yet unanswered, research question is how much fidelity a surgical simulator needs in order to provide appropriate skill transfer to real procedures. There is some controversy over the relevance of haptic feedback and accurate tissue modeling for skill transfer, and rigorous, quantitative work needs to be done in this area [23]. In contrast, for surgical planning the required accuracy is determined by the clinical application. For example, in procedures like biopsies of the abdominal organs, breast, and lung tissue, predicting the location of the tumor as the needle penetrates the tissue is of primary importance, while reaching the target precisely in order to place radioactive seeds is paramount for procedures like prostate brachytherapy. Validation of surgical simulators is essential to motivate their application as a method for training and pre- and intra-operative planning. Validation techniques can be subjective (e.g. face and content validation) or objective (e.g. construct, concurrent, and predictive validation) [24]. If we follow the assumption that model fidelity and haptic feedback are important, then consider an approach in which we model the flow of information from the real tissue to acquired data, the model, the rendering technique, the haptic and/or visual display, and eventually the human user (Figure 1.1). We conjecture that each of these stages act as a “filter” in which information about force-motion relationships are lost or transformed. For example, the filter may be a result of the resolution of the measurement device used for gathering experimental data, the simulation model based on the constitutive law derived from experimental data, or simplification of the model required
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Figure 1.1: Modeling the information flow in simulator development and application. Each stage acts as a “filter” in which information about force-motion relationships is lost or transformed. This thesis specifically explores the factors important in the development of the complex tissue models (circled). Images are obtained from [3], [4], [5], [6], and [7]. Image corresponding to [3] printed with permission from ©2007 Elsevier Ltd.

to perform real-time haptic rendering. In addition, haptic devices have their own dynamics and are affected by control issues such as sample-and-hold and quantization. Finally, the just noticeable difference of force perception of the human plays a vital role in quantifying the necessary fidelity of the simulation.

As highlighted in Figure 1.1, the development of a high-fidelity surgical simulator involves many stages or filters. The first step is obtaining material properties of the tissues using in vivo experiments. This is followed by developing realistic organ models. These complex organ computational models need to be simplified such that they can be rendered in real time. This is generally done so that the models can be used to render force and/or visual information to the end user. This information is displayed to the user via haptic devices and using immersive virtual reality environments.

This thesis specifically explores the factors important in the development of the complex tissue models (circled in Figure 1.1). Some of the factors that govern the accuracy of medical intervention simulation and planning include the organ geometry, the shape and
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mechanical properties of the surgical instrument interacting with the organ, the soft-tissue constitutive laws, and boundary conditions imposed by the connective tissues surrounding the organ. Understanding these factors will help researchers in making justified simplifications to complex tissue models, and as a result quantify the “filter” while going from “Complex Tissue Model” to “Tissue Model” in Figure 1.1.

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an introduction to surgical simulation in the context of tool and tissue interaction models and reviews previous work done in this area. Following the literature review, the thesis focuses on the following three factors important for modeling tool and tissue interactions for surgical simulation and planning:

- The choice of soft tissue constitutive laws and comparison of linear versus nonlinear elastic tissue models for surgical simulation (Chapter 3).

- The importance of anatomical geometry and organ boundary constraints for surgical planning (Chapter 4).

- The effects of tool shape and tissue properties during path planning of invasive surgical procedures (Chapter 5).

Finally, the thesis concludes by providing directions for future research in the area of realistic modeling of tool-tissue interactions (Chapter 6).
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1.1 Dissertation Contributions

The major contributions of this dissertation are:

- **Modeling and perception of linear and nonlinear elastic tissues for surgical simulation:** Primarily due to computational considerations, most previously reported surgical simulation research within the robotics and virtual reality research communities has assumed linear elastic behavior for modeling tissues, even though human soft tissues generally possess nonlinear viscoelastic properties. Hence, we quantitatively compare linear and nonlinear elasticity-based models and demonstrate the importance of appropriate selection of soft tissue constitutive laws for realistic surgical simulation where force feedback might be provided to the user. It is shown that for a nonlinear model, normal forces are developed during shearing of tissue. These forces, which are not seen in a linear elastic model, result from a phenomenon known as the Poynting effect. Using continuum mechanics, we derive analytical expressions in order to describe the Poynting effect. This is followed by experimental studies on soft tissue simulants and tissue. Psychophysical experiments were also conducted in order to quantify the role of the Poynting effect on material discrimination. This work is described in Chapter 3 and has also been published in [25–28].

- **Importance of organ geometry and boundary constraints for planning of medical interventions:** During surgical tool and tissue interactions, in addition to soft tissue constitutive laws, the shape of the organ and surrounding tissue affect the
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deformation response of the organ. In this thesis, we demonstrate that, during the planning of medical interventions which are displacement-driven interventional procedures, the geometry of the organs and the surrounding boundary constraints are the most important factors influencing organ deformation. As an example, the procedure of needle insertion into the prostate is considered. Image segmentation is used to extract the anatomical details from magnetic resonance images, while object-oriented finite element analysis (OOF) software is used to generate patient-specific finite element (FE) meshes from the segmented images. Further, cohesive zone models are used simulate relative contact between the prostate and surrounding tissue. This work is described in Chapter 4 and has also been published in [29].

- **Modeling the interaction of flexible needles through soft tissue**: The shape of the surgical tool is another important factor that affects the accuracy of a medical intervention procedure, such as needle insertion. A possible method to mitigate needle targeting errors during the procedure is to robotically steer the needle to reach its intended target. In this thesis, we investigate the interaction of flexible bevel-tipped needles with soft tissue. The asymmetry of a bevel tip results in the needle naturally bending when it is inserted into soft tissue. Thus, a bevel-tipped needle can be steered by providing a series of translational and rotational inputs to reach its intended target within the body. We provide an analytical model that computes the tip loads based on the geometry of the bevel edge and tissue material properties. The analytical model explains trends observed in the experiments. We also present
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a mechanics-based model that calculates the deflection of the needle embedded in an elastic medium. Confocal microscopic observations of needle-gel interactions are used to characterize the tissue cleavage process. The model design is guided by both microscopic and macroscopic observations of several needle-gel interactions. The energy-based model formulation incorporates tissue-specific parameters such as rupture toughness, nonlinear material elasticity, and interaction stiffness, and needle geometric and material properties. The tissue properties (elasticity and toughness) for both gels and soft tissue are evaluated and incorporated into the model. We also incorporate these physical parameters into an FE model that includes both contact and cohesive zone models to simulate tissue cleavage. The results of this study contribute to a mechanics-based model of robotic needle steering, extending previous work on kinematic models. This work is described in Chapter 5 and has also been published in [30–33].
Chapter 2

Literature Review: Modeling of Tool-Tissue Interactions for Computer-Based Surgical Simulation

2.1 Introduction

People have always sought ways to understand and model the structure and functions of the human body. The earliest known anatomical models used for surgical planning were recorded around 800 B.C. in India for the procedure of rhinoplasty, in which a flap of skin from the forehead is used to reconstruct a nose. These ancient Indian practitioners used leaves to represent three-dimensional (3D) flexible tissues and plan the surgical operation [34]. Before the advent of medical imaging a century ago, the only practical way to see
inside the human body was to observe an operation or by dissection. Cultural and religious beliefs, the difficulty of obtaining cadavers, and lack of refrigeration imposed restrictions on the widespread use of dissection. Frustrated by these limitations, Louis Thomas Jerôme Auzoux, a 19th century French physician, improved and popularized anatomical papier-mâché models [35]. By the early 20th century, inexpensive and realistic plastic anatomical models that could be assembled and painted became popular with training medical students. Human cadavers and animals, however, are still used for training and, in some cases, surgical planning.

In the past decade, advances in computer hardware and software, and use of high-fidelity graphics have made it possible to create simulations of medical procedures. Computer-based surgical simulation provides an efficient, safe, and ethical method for training clinicians by emphasizing the user’s real-time interaction with medical instruments, surgical techniques, and realistic organ models that produce anatomically and physiologically accurate behavior. The objective is to create models that support medical practitioners by allowing them to visualize, feel, and be fully immersed in a realistic environment. This implies that the simulator must not only accurately represent the anatomical details and deformation of the organ, but also feed back realistic tool-tissue interaction forces to the user. As an example, consider the prototype hysteroscopy training simulator shown in Figure 2.1, which was developed at Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) Zürich [8]. This surgical simulator allows real-time visualization of the surgical procedure along with force feedback to the user.
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The development of realistic surgical simulation systems requires accurate modeling of organs/tissues and their interactions with the surgical tools. The benefits of tissue modeling are not only useful for training, planning, and practice of surgical procedures, but also optimizing surgical tool design, creating “smart” instruments capable of assessing pathology or force-limiting novice surgeons, and understanding tissue injury mechanisms and damage thresholds. Given the complexity of human organs and the challenges of acquiring tis-
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sue parameters, realistic modeling and simulation of tissue mechanics is an active research area. There is a large volume of literature on the topic of tissue modeling that is distributed across the biomechanics, robotics, and computer graphics fields. For certain topics outside the scope of this review, good references are available in the literature:

• There exists a rich literature in the biomechanics community involving the measurement of tissue properties of specific organs. In the 1970s, researchers such as Fung [10,36] and Yamada [2] applied the techniques of continuum mechanics to soft tissues and conducted extensive tests to characterize tissue properties.

• Extensive work has been done by researchers in the area of computer graphics to model and simulate deformable bodies in real time [37,38]. The present survey does not cover work in which the focus is to produce seemingly realistic visual effects while ignoring the physics underlying tissue deformation.

• Approaches for complete simulator design, specific medical applications, and training evaluation methods have also been widely studied in the last two decades [39,40].

This chapter summarizes the literature and presents a taxonomy (Table 2.1) of significant work in the field of realistic modeling of tool-tissue interactions for simulation and robot-assisted surgery. Since continuum mechanics provides a mathematical framework to model the deformation of biological tissues, the primary focus of this review is to compile the research done in the area of modeling and simulating surgical tool-tissue interactions in real time using the principles of continuum mechanics and FE methods, respectively. Some
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear elastic FE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deformation</td>
<td>Simulation only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(via indentation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real/Phantom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tissue studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture</td>
<td>Simulation only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(via needle insertion)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real/Phantom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tissue studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting</td>
<td>Simulation only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(via blade/scissors)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real/Phantom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tissue studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Survey of tool-tissue interaction models for surgical simulation and robot-assisted surgery. Within each category, authors are listed alphabetically and simulators that provide haptic feedback are designated by †.
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other methods that could be used to simulate physically realistic tool-tissue interactions are also discussed.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 summarizes the basic concepts and theories of linear and nonlinear elasticity, and Section 2.3 provides an overview of the FE modeling technique. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 classify the prior research work that has been done in modeling non-invasive and invasive surgical tool-tissue interactions, respectively.

Realistic tool-tissue interaction models require populating models with accurate material properties; Section 2.6 provides a summary of some of the methods for acquiring tissue properties. Section 2.7 lists some of the commercially available surgical simulators. This chapter concludes with Section 2.8, which describes some important directions for research in the area of realistic modeling of tool-tissue interactions.

2.2 Continuum Mechanics for Tissue Modeling

The study of deformation or motion of a continuous material under the action of forces is known as continuum mechanics. The objective of this section is to provide a brief introduction to the mechanics of soft tissues using the theories of linear and nonlinear elasticity.

The field equations of continuum mechanics are normally formulated using tensors. An overview of tensor analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter, but [93] provides a good introduction to this subject and its application to continuum mechanics. Tensor notations and manipulations consistent with the mechanics literature are used in the derivations in
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this thesis, e.g., bold face characters signify tensors, matrices, and vectors, while normal face characters are scalar quantities.

2.2.1 Kinematics of Continua

Consider a body undergoing deformation so that material points initially at \( \mathbf{x} \) are mapped to spatial locations, \( \mathbf{y} \). Then the deformation gradient tensor, \( \mathbf{F} \), is defined by

\[
\mathbf{F} = \nabla \mathbf{y},
\]

(2.1)

where \( \nabla \) is the gradient operator with respect to \( \mathbf{x} \). If the displacement is \( \mathbf{u} \), then \( \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{x} + \mathbf{u} \). Thus,

\[
\mathbf{F} = \mathbf{I} + \nabla \mathbf{u},
\]

(2.2)

where \( \mathbf{I} \) is the identity tensor. A useful measure of strain is the Green strain tensor, \( \mathbf{E} \), defined by

\[
\mathbf{E} = \frac{1}{2} (\mathbf{F}^T \mathbf{F} - \mathbf{I}).
\]

(2.3)

Substituting (2.2) in (2.3) results in

\[
\mathbf{E} = \frac{1}{2} (\nabla \mathbf{u} + \nabla \mathbf{u}^T + \nabla \mathbf{u}^T \nabla \mathbf{u}).
\]

(2.4)
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In linear elasticity theory, strains are assumed to be small \(|\nabla \mathbf{u}| \ll 1\), hence,

\[
E \cong \varepsilon := \frac{1}{2} (\nabla \mathbf{u} + \nabla \mathbf{u}^T),
\]

(2.5)

where \(\varepsilon\) is the infinitesimal strain tensor. Thus, linear elasticity theory is valid only for small strains (1%-2%). One of the fundamental drawbacks of using a linear elasticity formulation to describe soft tissues is that surgically relevant strains often significantly exceed the small strain limit, invalidating the assumption of linearity. However, linear elasticity is still used in many simulation applications due to analytical simplicity and computational efficiency, and so it is described next.

2.2.2 Linear Elasticity

Linear elastic modeling of soft tissues is the most widely used approach within the robotics and haptics community. Materials exhibiting linear elasticity obey the generalized Hooke’s Law, which relates the stresses, \(\sigma\), and infinitesimal strains, \(\varepsilon\), by the fourth-order tensor of elastic moduli, \(\mathbf{\tilde{C}}\), as

\[
\sigma = \mathbf{\tilde{C}} : \varepsilon.
\]

(2.6)

where : denotes double contraction. \(\sigma\) is also known as the Cauchy stress tensor and (2.6) could be rewritten as

\[
\sigma_{ij} = \sum_{m=1}^{3} \sum_{n=1}^{3} \tilde{C}_{ijmn} \varepsilon_{mn},
\]

(2.7)
where $\tilde{C}_{i j m n}$ are the components of the fourth-order tensor, $\tilde{C}$, with 81 constants, which are specific to the material. The subscript indices represent the components of the stress and strain tensor. Symmetry of the stress and strain tensors leads to $\tilde{C}_{i j m n} = \tilde{C}_{j i m n}$ and $\tilde{C}_{i j m n} = \tilde{C}_{i j m n}$, and the postulated existence of a strain energy density leads to $\tilde{C}_{i j m n} = \tilde{C}_{m n i j}$. Thus, $\tilde{C}_{i j m n}$ has 21 independent constants (called moduli) for a fully anisotropic material, i.e. a material whose properties change with direction.

If the assumption is made that the material is isotropic, then the material properties can be described by just 2 independent parameters: Young’s modulus, $E$, and Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$. The Cauchy stress tensor and the infinitesimal strain tensor given in component form, are related by

$$\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1 + \nu}{E} \sigma_{ij} - \frac{\nu}{E} \sigma_{kk} \delta_{ij}, \quad (2.8)$$

where $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta. Alternatively, the Cauchy stress tensor can be compactly written as

$$\sigma_{ij} = \lambda \varepsilon_{kk} \delta_{ij} + 2 \tilde{G} \varepsilon_{ij} \quad (2.9)$$

where $\lambda$ and $\tilde{G}$ are Lamé moduli. $\lambda$ and $\tilde{G}$ are related to $E$ and $\nu$ as follows:

$$\lambda = \frac{E \nu}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)}, \quad (2.10)$$

$$\tilde{G} = \frac{E}{2(1 + \nu)}. \quad (2.11)$$

In the vast majority of surveyed literature (the research cited under “Linear elastic FE” in
Figure 2.2: Tissue fiber orientation of the heart on the inside surface, (a) and (b), and outside surface, (c) and (d), constructed using diffusion tensor imaging (Zhukov and Barr [9]). Images are printed with permission from IEEE ©2003.

Table 2.1), $E$ and $\nu$ are the two parameters used to describe the soft tissue properties. Most biological materials are, however, intrinsically anisotropic. Figure 2.2 depicts the orientation of muscle fibers in the heart [9]. For example, a soft tissue containing fibers aligned along an axis will have different properties along and transverse to that axis. A summary of such anisotropies is presented in [94]. The nonlinear elastic behavior of myocardial tissue and its application to surgical simulation is highlighted in [25, 26].

### 2.2.3 Linear Viscoelasticity

Most soft tissues are inherently viscoelastic – they have a response that changes with time because of structural relaxations. Viscoelastic materials exhibit properties of both elastic solids and viscous fluids. Like linear elastic materials, linear viscoelastic materials retain the linear relationship between stress and strain, but the effective moduli depend on time. For small strains, the general linear viscoelastic constitutive equations can be derived by separating the stresses and strains into the hydrostatic (superscript $H$) and deviatoric...
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(superscript $D$) components:

$$\sigma = \sigma^H + \sigma^D, \quad (2.12)$$
$$\varepsilon = \varepsilon^H + \varepsilon^D. \quad (2.13)$$

Hydrostatic stresses/strains act to change the volume of the material, but maintain shape, while deviatoric or shear stresses/strains are those that distort the shape, but preserve volume (in isotropic and linear elastic materials). The hydrostatic stresses and strains are related by

$$\sigma^H = 3K\varepsilon^H. \quad (2.14)$$

For most materials, the bulk modulus, $K = \frac{E}{3(1-2\nu)}$, has little variation with time as compared to the shear modulus. Thus, $K$ considered to be independent of time. The deviatoric stresses and strains can be related by

$$\sum_{i=0}^{N} p_i \frac{\partial^i \sigma^D}{\partial t^i} = \sum_{j=0}^{M} q_j \frac{\partial^j \varepsilon^D}{\partial t^j}, \quad (2.15)$$

where $p_i$ and $q_j$ are material constants. In (2.15), the indices $N$ and $M$ depend on the number of material constants required to have good fit with the experimental results.

Two characteristic behaviors specific to viscoelastic materials are creep and stress relaxation. Creep occurs when a constant stress applied to the material results in increasing strain. On the other hand, stress relaxation occurs when a material is under constant strain
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Figure 2.3: Examples of characteristic properties of viscoelastic materials: (a) Creep and creep recovery - a constant applied shear stress $\sigma_0$ results in an increase in shear strain. (b) Stress relaxation - a constant applied shear strain $\varepsilon_0$ results in a decrease in shear stress until it reaches a steady state value.

but the stress decreases until it reaches some steady-state value. Figures 2.3(a) and (b) depict the behaviors of creep and stress relaxation, respectively. The one-dimensional (1D) models of creep deformation and stress relaxation are

\[ \varepsilon(t) = \sigma_0 J(t), \quad (2.16) \]
\[ \sigma(t) = \varepsilon_0 G(t), \quad (2.17) \]

where $J(t)$ is a material property called the “creep compliance” for constant stress, $\sigma_0$, and $G(t)$ is a material property called the “stress relaxation modulus” for constant strain, $\varepsilon_0$. The creep compliance and relaxation modulus are empirically determined and describe the creep and stress relaxation behavior of the viscoelastic material as a function of time.
In many cases, viscoelastic properties of soft tissues are represented by rheological models, which are obtained by connecting springs (elastic elements) and dashpots (viscous elements) in serial or parallel combinations [10]. Three simple material models used to represent solids are the Maxwell, Kelvin-Voigt (or Voigt), and Zener standard linear solid (or Kelvin) models shown in Figures 2.4(a), (b), and (c), respectively.

The Maxwell model predicts the relaxation behavior for soft solids accurately. This model postulates that for creep conditions, the strain will increase linearly with time. But for soft solids like polymers, the strain rate is observed to be decreasing with time. The creep compliance and stress relaxation modulus for the Maxwell model are given by

\[ J(t) = \frac{1}{k} + \frac{t}{b}, \tag{2.18} \]
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\[ G(t) = ke^{-\frac{k}{\eta}t}, \]  

(2.19)

where \( t \) is time. The Voigt model provides a satisfactory first-order approximation of creep, but is an inadequate model for stress relaxation. For the Voigt model, the governing equation is that of an elastic material, so there is no relaxation of stress, hence, the creep compliance is given by

\[ J(t) = \frac{1}{k} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{k}{\eta}t} \right). \]  

(2.20)

The Zener standard linear solid model provides a good qualitative description of both creep and stress relaxation. The creep compliance and relaxation modulus are given by

\[ J(t) = \frac{1}{k_1} + \frac{1}{k_2} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{k_2}{\eta}t} \right), \]  

(2.21)

\[ G(t) = \frac{k_1}{k_1 + k_2} \left( k_2 + k_1 e^{-\frac{(k_1+k_2)}{\eta}t} \right). \]  

(2.22)

2.2.4 Nonlinear Elasticity

Elastic materials undergoing deformations with large strains (>1%-2%) are described by nonlinear elasticity theory. In order to model biological tissues, it is common to use hyperelasticity and visco-hyperelasticity [10]. A hyperelastic material is characterized by the existence of a strain energy density function, \( W(F) \). The stress in the material as a result
of deformation can be obtained from

\[ \mathbf{P} = \frac{\partial W(\mathbf{F})}{\partial \mathbf{F}}, \]  

(2.23)

where \( \mathbf{P} \) is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and \( \mathbf{F} \) is the previously defined deformation gradient tensor. The Cauchy stress tensor and first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are related by

\[ \mathbf{PF}^T = J \mathbf{\sigma}, \]  

(2.24)

where \( J = \det(\mathbf{F}) \). There are several formulations for the strain energy density function, e.g. St. Venant-Kirchhoff, Blatz-Ko, Ogden, Mooney-Rivlin, and Neo-Hookean models [93]. Ogden and Mooney-Rivlin strain energy density formulations provide a fairly accurately representation of the constitutive laws for many biological tissues [95]. In an Ogden model, the strain energy density function for an isotropic material is given in terms of the principal stretches, \( \lambda_i \), as

\[ W = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{\mu_k}{\alpha_k} \left( \lambda_1^{\alpha_k} + \lambda_2^{\alpha_k} + \lambda_3^{\alpha_k} - 3 \right), \]  

(2.25)

where \( \lambda_1 \lambda_2 \lambda_3 = 1 \), i.e. thermal incompressibility, and \( \mu_k \) and \( \alpha_k \) are material parameters determined from experiments. The Mooney-Rivlin model, commonly used to represent rubber-like materials, is widely used for soft tissues and is given in terms of the principal invariants, \( I_i \), for isotropic and incompressible materials as

\[ W = C_1 (I_1 - 3) + C_2 (I_2 - 3), \]  

(2.26)
where $C_1$ and $C_2$ are material constants. The principal invariants are defined in terms of right Cauchy-Green tensor, $C = F^T F$, as

\begin{align*}
I_1 &= C : I, \\
I_2 &= \frac{1}{2} \left[ (C : I)^2 - (C : C) \right], \\
I_3 &= \det (C).
\end{align*}

(2.27) \quad (2.28) \quad (2.29)

Some researchers have used the Neo-Hookean model to represent soft tissues. The Neo-Hookean strain energy density function is a special case of the Mooney-Rivlin model and is given by

\[ W = C_{10} (I_1 - 3), \]

(2.30)

where $C_{10}$ is the material constant. If material parameter constants for Ogden or Mooney-Rivlin models are defined in terms of creep and stress relaxation functions, then the material can be modeled as visco-hyperelastic, which may realistically represent the behavior of many soft tissues [10].

### 2.3 Finite Element Modeling

The FE method is a numerical technique for solving field equations, typically partial differential equations, and has been used in the last decade to simulate soft tissue deformat-
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mation by solving the equations of continuum mechanics. The method originated from the need to find approximate solutions to complex problems in elasticity and vibration analysis [96]. Over the years, the FE method has spread to applications in many different areas of engineering, including structural analysis in civil and aeronautical engineering, thermal analysis, and biomechanics. Numerous FE computer programs are commercially available for general or specific applications. These include ABAQUS [97], ADINA [98], ANSYS [99], DYNA3D [100], FEMLAB [101], GT STRUDL [102], NX I-deas [103], and NASTRAN [104]. This section provides a very high-level overview of the FE method; there are numerous textbooks that deal with this subject, e.g. [96], [105], and [106].

Figure 2.5: Two-dimensional ABAQUS simulation results for soft tissue deformation of the human kidney that incorporates a hyperelastic constitutive model (Mooney-Rivlin model: $C_{10} = 682.31$ Pa and $C_{01} = 700.02$ Pa [11]) and the left side boundary nodes are fixed, while loads (2 Pa) are applied at the bottom and right edge nodes. (a) Undeformed mesh. (b) Contour plot of displacements. (c) Undeformed mesh is black and deformed mesh is red.
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In the FE method, the continuum is divided or meshed into a finite number of sub-regions called *elements*, such as tetrahedrons, quadrilaterals, etc. Two adjacent elements are connected via *nodes*. The elastic behavior of each element is categorized using matrices in terms of the element’s material and geometric properties, and distribution of loading within the element and at the nodes of the element. Linear or quadratic *shape* or *interpolation functions* are used to approximate the behavior of the field variables at the node. The element behavior is characterized by partial differential equations governing the motion of material points of a continuum, resulting in the following discrete system of differential equations:

\[
M \ddot{u} + C \dot{u} + K u = F - R, \quad (2.31)
\]

where \( M, C, \) and \( K \) are the element mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively. \( u \) is the vector of nodal displacements, and \( F \) and \( R \) are the external and internal node force vectors, respectively. All these matrices and vectors may be time dependent. One approach to solve (2.31) in a quasi-static manner is by setting \( \dot{u} = \ddot{u} = 0 \). Thus, with every simulation iteration, a large number of element-stiffness and element-force vectors are assembled, which leads to a system of algebraic equations, called the global system. The accuracy and numerical efficiency of the FE method lies largely in the development of effective pre- and post-processors, and algorithms for efficiently solving large systems of equations. On the other hand, (2.31) can be solved with a dynamic approach, using implicit or explicit integration schemes. For explicit integration methods, the state at a given instant is a function of the previous states, while for the implicit scheme, the state
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at a certain instant cannot be explicitly expressed as a function of the state at the previous time step. The implicit scheme involves inversion of the stiffness matrix at each time step, typically a computationally expensive process. The explicit scheme can be easily implemented, avoiding the matrix inversion process, but potentially requires very small time steps to provide a suitably accurate and stable solution. Properly designed implicit methods can be numerically stable over a wide range of integration time step values. Hence, they are preferable for simulation of systems described with stiff and nonlinear differential equations.

In recent years, FE methods have been applied to simulate the responses of tissues and organs (Figure 2.5). Biological tissues are anisotropic, inhomogeneous, undergo large strains, and have nonlinear constitutive laws; FE techniques present an attractive method to numerically solve such complex problems. However, most commercial FE codes are optimized for linear elastic problems. The number of nonlinear elastic material models available in most codes is quite limited and are sensitive to small variations in material properties. In general, the finer the mesh in an FE model, the more accurate the simulation. But a greater number of elements leads to larger computational time, which hampers the ability of surgical simulators to run in real time. The speed of the simulation may depend on the constitutive law used, the material parameters chosen, and the scale of the deformation. Further, it is difficult to obtain the material properties of an inhomogeneous and anisotropic organ, which limits the accuracy of results obtained from an FE model. Finally, organs have anatomically complex geometries and boundary conditions which are difficult to model.
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Despite these limitations and challenges, the FE technique remains the most widely used numerical method for realistic modeling of surgical tool-tissue interactions.

2.4 Non-Invasive Tool-Tissue Interaction Modeling

Having described the fundamental mechanics and simulation techniques required for realistic soft tissue modeling, we now begin the literature survey. We classify surgical tasks that do not involve tissue rupture as non-invasive tasks. Several modeling methods have been considered in the literature for modeling local and global tool-tissue interactions. Some studies have also investigated the effect of the tool geometry on interaction forces. Figures 2.6(a), (b), (c), and (d) provide some examples of the tools used to measure tool-material interaction forces [12]. It was observed that changes in tool geometry caused variations in the force-deflection responses only for large localized deformations of the material.

Most of the research presented in this section considered either distributed uniaxial compressive loads or loads exerted by indentors, without focusing on the tool geometry. For the purpose of building models for surgical simulators, this section categorizes the various non-invasive tissue modeling techniques as linear elasticity-based and nonlinear (hyperelastic) elasticity-based FE methods, and other methods which do not fall into the
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Figure 2.6: (a) Tools tested and measuring tool-material interaction forces during (b) and (c) deformation of rubber (d) deformation of bovine liver (Mahvash et al. [12]). Images printed with permission from publisher (EuroHaptics 2002).

realm of continuum mechanics and/or do not use FE methods for simulation.

2.4.1 Linear Elastic Finite Element Models

Linear elasticity-based FE models are probably the most widely used techniques to model tissue deformation in surgical simulators. Motivating factors include simplicity of implementation and computational efficiency, which enables real-time haptic rendering, since only two material constants are needed to describe isotropic and homogenous materials. This section describes the modeling of tool-tissue interactions using linear elasticity-based FE methods.

In general, due to the steps involved in setting-up and running a FE calculation, linear or nonlinear elasticity-based FE models cannot be simulated in real time. Hence, some researchers have focused their efforts on optimizing FE-based computational techniques to be applicable to surgical simulators. Bro-Nielsen [46] was one of the first researchers to apply the condensation method to an FE model for real-time surgical simulations. This method
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is based on the idea that only displacement of nodes that are in the vicinity of the tool need to be rendered. It was shown that nodal displacements resulting from this method are similar to those obtained from conventional linear FE analysis. Comparison studies were performed on an FE model of the human leg having 700 nodes. Tensile and compressive loads were applied to 3 nodes on the calf area of the leg while one edge of the leg was fixed. Cotin et al. [51] created real-time heptatic (liver) surgery simulations using a modified FE method wherein the bulk of the computations were performed during the pre-processing stage of the FE calculation. Using data from computed tomography (CT) scans, they also built a 3D anatomical model of the liver and used linear elasticity-based modeling to simulate its deformation. Basdogan et al. [41] and Kühepfel et al. [58], used linear elastic theory to develop simulators for laparoscopic cholecystectomy (gallbladder removal) and endoscopic surgical training, respectively. In order to enable real-time visual and haptic simulation, [41] only considered the significant vibration modes to compute tissue deformation, while [58] implemented the condensation method. An example of a non-real-time surgical simulation system using linear FE modeling is that of Gladilin et al. [56], who used a conventional linear FE model to simulate tissue deformations for craniofacial surgery.

The models discussed above typically used assumed material properties, and were not validated by comparing them with experimental results. Some researchers, however, have attempted to develop their linear elastic FE models based on experimental studies conducted on phantom or real tissue. Since non-invasive tool-tissue interaction modeling is a subset of the invasive surgical procedures, researchers such as DiMaio and Salcud-
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ean [15], and a few others presented in Table 2.1 (under invasive surgical procedures) first
performed indentation or other non-invasive measurements to characterize the tissue prop-
erties. Gosline et al. [63] developed a FE simulation model and coupled it to the haptic
device used by DiMaio and Salcudean [107]. In [63], the authors used a linear elasticity-
based FE model to simulate organs filled with fluid. Simulations were compared with
experimental studies done on phantom tissue with a fluid pocket. The phantom tissue was
deformed with a known load, while the fluid pocket was imaged using ultrasound and the
surface of the tissue was tracked using a digitizing pen. Kerdok et al. [13] devised a method
to measure the accuracy of soft tissue models, by comparing experimental studies against
FE models. They built the “Truth Cube” (Figure 2.7(a)), which was a silicone cube embed-
ded with fiducials having Young’s modulus of 15 kPa. They found good agreement between
the experimental and simulation results for small strains (1%-2%), where linear elasticity
theory is valid. As expected, the linear elasticity-based FE method did not compare well
against the experimental results for large strains. Figure 2.7(b) depicts the CT image for a
large strain indentation case. The results from the imaging studies were compared to the
FE model, shown in Figure 2.7(c). Sedef et al. [68] used a linear viscoelastic model where
the material properties, time constants for the relaxation function, and normalized values
of shear moduli were derived from indentation experiments performed in vivo on porcine
liver.
2.4.2 Hyperelastic Finite Element Models

Soft tissues undergo large deformations during surgical procedures. The study of non-linear solid mechanics, specifically hyperelasticity, provides a framework for analyzing such problems. The key to studying large deformation problems is the identification of an appropriate strain energy function. Once the strain energy function is known, the constitutive stress-strain relationships can be derived. A vast majority of the strain energy functions used for biological soft tissues are adapted from those used to model polymers and rubber-like materials. The Arruda-Boyce model [108], which is based on statistical mechanics and is normally used to model rubber, has been used to simulate palpation of breast tissues in [42]. Wu et al. [47] implemented the widely used Mooney-Rivlin model to simulate tissue deformation in the training simulator developed by Tendick et al. [109]. They introduced the concept of dynamic progressive meshing to enable real-time compu-
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tation of deformation.

In order to develop the best possible constitutive model and add greater realism to the tissue model, several researchers have used experimental data and elaborate setups to populate the coefficients of the strain energy function. Carter et al. [64] conducted several indentation tests on sheep and pig liver, pig spleen \textit{ex vivo}, and human liver \textit{in vivo} for the intended development of a laparoscopic surgical simulator. An exponential relationship that relates the stress to the stretch ratio, developed by [36], was used to fit the experimental data. Davies et al. [69] conducted large and small probe indentation experiments on unperfused and perfused pig spleen for potential use in surgical simulators. The experimental data were fitted with hyperelastic models of Neo-Hookean, Mooney-Rivlin, and exponential forms. The goal of their study was to underscore the fact that experimental studies are required to build realistic tool-tissue interaction models, and the hyperelastic model of exponential form is suitable for modeling pig spleen. Both Hu and Desai [71] and Chui et al. [66] based their model on results obtained from pig liver. In [71], the authors compared results obtained from Mooney-Rivlin and Ogden models, while [66] considered several strain energy functions that were combinations of polynomial, exponential, and logarithmic forms. Chui et al. [66] concluded that both the Mooney-Rivlin model with nine material constants and the combined strain energy of polynomial and logarithmic form with three material constants were able to fit the experimental data. The lowest root mean square error of $29.78 \pm 17.67$ Pa was observed between analytical and experimental results for the tension experiments where the maximum stresses were in the order of 3.5 kPa.
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Molinari et al. [73] present a model of the scalp skin to be used by plastic surgeons for preoperative planning. The authors assumed a strain energy function of polynomial form with four parameters dependent on the skin tissue. The maximum nodal displacement between the simulated and experimental results was observed to be 0.45 mm for load cases ranging from 5 N to 50 N.

2.4.3 Visco-Hyperelastic Finite Element Models

Real soft tissues exhibit both viscoelastic and nonlinear elastic properties. Thus, the coupling of viscoelastic and hyperelastic modeling techniques results in a more realistic representation of soft tissues. Puso and Weiss [43] were the first to implement an anisotropic visco-hyperelastic FE model for soft tissue simulations and applied this technique to model the femur-medial collateral ligament-tibia complex. In order to model the quasi-linear viscoelastic behavior, the authors used an exponential relaxation function. This was coupled with the Mooney-Rivlin model to represent hyperelasticity of the tissue. Though simulation data were not compared with real tissue data and this work does not represent a surgical tool-tissue interaction model, it provides an elegant FE modeling framework for modeling soft tissues.

An endoscopic surgical simulator developed at ETH Zürich is one of the few complete systems that incorporates continuum mechanics-based tool-tissue interaction modeling techniques, and provides realistic visualization and haptic feedback in real time [14]. This simulator is the culmination of many years of work and taps into the expertise of sev-
eral engineering disciplines [14, 17, 110]. Székely et al. [14] built a very detailed anatomical model of the uterus to be simulated, followed by the development of a 3D homogeneous isotropic FE model of the organ and populated it with real tissue material properties. Further, they designed parallel computing capability for the simulator to function in real time and integrated a custom-built force feedback device that would enable simulation of hysteroscopy. The authors used a novel tissue aspiration method to capture the force-displacement relationship of the uterine tissue in vivo. The authors considered a hyperelastic model [14] with five material constants and a visco-hyperelastic model [17] with two material constants and two constants due to the stress relaxation function. Nava et al. [72] used the tissue aspiration method of [17] on bovine liver and focused on modeling the preconditioning phase of soft tissue. The authors believe that the preconditioning phase provides information on the capabilities of the tissue to adapt to load and to recover its original configuration when unloaded during surgical tool and tissue interactions. A reduced polynomial form of the strain energy function was used to model hyperelasticity. Thirteen material constants relating to the visco-hyperelastic model were deemed sufficient to match the experimental data. Figures 2.8(a) and (b) depict the FE model and tool-tissue interaction presented in [14], respectively.

A few other researchers have also used visco-hyperelastic models to simulate soft tissue behavior, though their studies are not as detailed as the work presented in [14]. Work in accurate fitting of hyper-viscoelastic constitutive models to real tissue data is presented below. Both Kim et al. [74] and Kim and Srinivasan [11] used data from indentation experiments
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Figure 2.8: Formulation and results of the endoscopic simulator: (a) FE model of the human uterus containing 2000 elements. (b) Tool-tissue interaction model used in the surgical simulator (Székely et al. [14]). Images printed with permission from MIT Press Journals ©2000 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

on porcine esophagus, liver, and kidney. They fit a Blatz-Ko form strain energy function to force-displacement data obtained from quasi-static experiments, while both linear (Kelvin) and nonlinear viscoelastic models were used to fit force-time data from dynamic experiments [74]. A Mooney-Rivlin model was used in [11]. The nonlinear viscoelastic model consisted of several nonlinear springs and dampers in parallel, and was able to match the stress relaxation curves derived from dynamic experiments. Miller [70] and Miller and Chinzei [111] presented a visco-hyperelastic model to simulate the tissue response of pig brain to external loads. In [70], biphasic (a mixture of a solid deformable porous matrix and a penetrating fluid) and single phase models were evaluated, and the single phase model showed good correlation with the experimental data for up to $\sim 30\%$ strains. The visco-hyperelastic models considered were in terms of strain invariants and fractional powers of principal stretches in [70] and [111], respectively. Both models had two independent material parameters and one parameter relating to the stress relaxation function. In [70],
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theoretical results were also compared with published *in vivo* stress-strain data for Rhesus monkey liver and kidney. Real-time implementation of the simulation models has not been shown.

### 2.4.4 Other Modeling Methods

The primary motivation for choosing a tissue modeling technique that is not based on linear elasticity or hyperelasticity-based FE methods is to generate a computationally efficient simulation model. These specialized models are designed for straightforward implementation and could be used for static and dynamic computation, as described in Section 2.3. The realism of tissue deformation can be compromised as a result of such modeling simplicities since it is difficult to relate fundamental tissue properties to these models.

Mass-spring-damper models are the most common non-continuum mechanics-based technique used for modeling soft tissues. Organs have been modeled by combining the spring-damper models, described in Section 2.2.3, in series or parallel combination. In this case, a set of points are linked by springs and dampers, and the masses are lumped at the nodal points. [48], [49], [50], [52], and [53] are some of the studies that have used mass-spring-damper models to simulate tissue deformation, but they do not provide any information on the tissue properties required for the simulation. On the other hand, [55] used a sophisticated apparatus for data acquisition to enable virtual ultrasound display of the human thigh while providing force feedback to the user. The model for the human
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Thigh was composed of a mass-spring system whose physical parameters were based on an earlier study conducted by authors [112]. The two-layer model was composed of a mesh of masses and linear springs, and a set of nonlinear springs orthogonal to the surface mesh to model volumetric effects. The novelty of this research was that in order to provide real-time haptic feedback to the user, the authors incorporated a buffer model between the physical model and haptic device. This computationally simple model locally simulates the physical model and can estimate contact forces at haptic update rates. The buffer model was defined by a set of parameters and was continuously adapted in order to fit the values provided by the physical model.

In addition to continuum mechanics and FE methods, other innovative approaches have been developed to achieve real-time performance. In order to ease the computation burden caused by using FE-based modeling techniques, without resorting to non-physical methods such as mass-spring-damper models, researchers have tried to implement models with two-dimensional (2D) distributed elements filled with an incompressible fluid. Such models are known as Long Element Models (LEM) and the advantage of this method is that the number of the elements is one order of magnitude less than in a FE method based on tetrahedral or cubic elements. Balaniuk and Salisbury [44] presented the concept of LEM to simulate deformable bodies. Their approach implements a static solution for linear elastic global deformation of objects based on Pascal’s principle and volume conservation. Using this method, it is possible to incorporate physically-based simulation of complex deformable bodies, multi-modal interactivity, stable haptic interface, changes in topology, and increased
graphic rendering, all done in real time. The use of static equations instead of partial differential equations avoids problems concerning numerical integration, ensuring stability during simulation. Sundaraj et al. [45] used the concept of LEM to simulate palpation of the human thigh with a probe, where the average linear elastic material constant was derived from experimental studies. Sagar et al. [62] presented a detailed and complete training system for ophthalmological applications. Their micro-surgical training system included a teleoperated device for the user to interact with the virtual model eye, a high-fidelity 3D anatomical model of the eye, and a FE model of the cornea. Modeling of the collagen fibers in the cornea was done using nonlinear elastic J-shaped uniaxial constitutive laws. Simulation tests concluded that the virtual environment was able to provide graphics in real time. Similar to all the studies mentioned in this section, no comparisons have been made between simulation results and actual tissue deformations during micro-surgery in the eye. In essence, [62] used a FE technique for simulation, but the soft tissues were not modeled using linear or hyperelastic models, and hence this work fits in this section.

FE modeling methods can be extremely sensitive to mesh resolution, and so in the last decade technologies have been developed to avoid using meshes altogether. Such meshless, particle, or finite point methods share the characteristic that there is no need to explicitly provide the connectivity information between the nodes. De et al. [59] described a meshless technique for modeling tool-tissue interactions during minimally invasive surgery. They call this method the Point Collocation-based Method of Finite Spheres (PCMFS), wherein computational particles are scattered on a domain which are linked to a node. Approxima-
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tion functions are defined on each particle and are used to solve the differential equations based on linear elasticity. The PCFMS proved to be computationally superior than commercially available FE packages, and performed simulations in real time. The authors are currently extending PCFMS to include nonlinear elastic properties of tissues and future work would enable users to simulate tissue cutting. The work presented in [59] is based on continuum mechanics but does not use FE techniques for simulation; hence, it is included in this section. In [60], the authors extended the concept of PCMFS to Point-Associated Finite Field Approach (PAFF), where points are used as computational primitives and are connected by elastic force fields. PAFF also assumes linear elasticity for modeling soft tissues. De and Srinivasan [57] presented an innovative method to model soft tissue by modeling organs as thin-walled membranes structures filled with fluid. Using this technique, it was possible to model experimental data obtained in vivo, though the authors did not provide information on the simulation input parameters.

In order to add realism to their simulation models, some researchers have performed experimental studies to populate their models with material parameters. Hu and Desai [65] described a hybrid viscoelastic model to fit the experimental results obtained during indentation experiments on pig liver. The hybrid model uses linear and quadratic expressions to relate the measured force-displacement values, which are valid for small strains (up to 16% compression) and large strains (from 16% - 50% compression), respectively. The model used by the authors represents the local surface deformation of liver. James and Pai [61] have achieved real-time interaction by using boundary element models. If the
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generate, homogeneous material properties, and boundary conditions of the model are known, then reasonable graphical update rates are achievable by precomputing the discrete Green’s functions of the boundary value problem. A force interpolation scheme was used to approximate forces in between time steps which allowed for a higher haptic update rate than the visual update rate. Inhomogeneous materials cannot be supported by the boundary element analysis technique, which is a disadvantage in applications for surgical simulation. Lang et al. [67] used the Green’s functions matrix for linear elastic deformation. The estimation of the Green’s function matrix was based on local deformations while probing an anatomical soft-wrist model and plush toy. The global deformations were based on the range-flow on the object’s surface. Simulation and experimental results have not been compared.

2.5 Invasive Tool-Tissue Interaction Modeling

Almost all surgical procedures involve tissue rupture and damage, usually by cutting with scissors, a blade, or procedures such as electro-cautery, and during operations involving needle insertion. Hence, realistic modeling and simulation of cutting and needle insertion is probably the most important requirement for a surgical simulator. Further, complex but common procedures such as suturing could be extrapolated from the techniques developed for modeling cutting and needle insertion. Modeling and simulation of invasive procedures involves constantly changing boundary constraints and accurate modeling of
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friction, which are difficult to measure. Accurate models of friction become especially im-
portant when simulating minimally invasive surgical procedures, in which the surgeon has
no direct contact with the tissue, but manipulates the tissue via laparoscopic instruments.
In this case, not only must sliding friction between the instruments and the organs be ac-
counted for, but friction in the trocar and hinges must be modeled. Organs are connected
to bones, muscles, and/or other organs via connective tissue. Hence, modeling of these
connective tissues is also essential to simulate accurate response of the organ for both non-
invasive and invasive procedures. Similar to modeling of non-invasive surgical procedures,
linear elasticity-based FE models have been the most prevalent technique for simulating
invasive operations. Very few studies have invoked nonlinear elasticity-based FE methods.
Some modeling techniques that are not based on continuum mechanics are also described
in this section.

2.5.1 Finite Element Methods for Invasive Surgical Simu-
lation

As mentioned earlier, the ability to model the response of soft tissue during needle
insertion and/or cutting is of primary importance in the development of realistic surgical
simulators. Modeling and simulation of invasive tissue deformation in a FE framework is
significantly more challenging than non-invasive modeling primarily due to two factors.
First, it is difficult to measure the fracture toughness of inhomogeneous soft tissues to
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accurately model the rupture process. Second, invasive surgical simulation involves breaking and remeshing of nodes, which is computationally expensive for reliable simulation. Nonetheless, simulation of needle insertion through soft tissue is an active research area because of applications in minimally invasive percutaneous procedures like biopsies and brachytherapy. Research in needle insertion has examined the following topics: modeling and simulation of needle-tissue interaction forces, tissue deformation, deflection of the needle during insertion, path-planning of needle trajectories based on tissue deformation, and devising experimental setups for robot-assisted needle insertion. Also, modeling of surgical cutting has focused on using single blade scalpels or surgical scissors to model the resulting soft tissue deformation. In this section we focus on recent studies of modeling tool-tissue interaction forces and tissue response during invasive procedures using FE methods, while in Section 2.5.2 we highlight methods not based on continuum mechanics.

2.5.1.1 Linear Elastic Simulations

Tissue and needle interactions have been studied by the robotics community primarily for path planning of surgical procedures. DiMaio and Salcudean [82] were the first to develop an interactive linear elastic FE simulation model for needle insertions in a planar environment. The simulated needle forces matched experimental data using a phantom tissue of known material properties and achieved real-time haptic refresh rates by using the condensation technique [46] during pre-processing. Tissue modeling techniques have also been implemented in steering of needles by Alterovitz et al. [75, 113] and DiMaio
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Figure 2.9: Needle insertion and simulation modeling: (a) Probing for estimation of material properties of phantom tissue. (b) 17 gauge epidural needle inserted into phantom tissue while motion of markers and insertion forces are recorded. (c) FE simulation of needle insertion with small target embedded within elastic tissue (DiMaio and Salcudean [15]). Images printed with permission from ©IEEE 2003.

and Salcudean [114]. Further, Goksel et al. [115] extended the work done by DiMaio and Salcudean [15] to integrate needle insertion simulations in 3D models. Figures 2.9(a), (b), and (c), depict the experimental and simulation work done in [15].

A 2D linear FE model for needle insertion during prostate brachytherapy is presented in [75]. The authors fine-tuned the simulation parameters to prostate deformation results obtained from a surgical procedure, but did not independently compare their model to data obtained by needle insertion with real or phantom tissues. Their results indicate that seed placement error depends on parameters such as needle friction, sharpness, and velocity, rather than patient specific parameters (tissue stiffness and compressibility). Crouch et al. [80] used experiments and FE modeling to show that a linear elastic tissue model in conjunction with a dynamic force function could accurately model interaction forces and tissue deformation during needle insertion. They used a phantom tissue model with known material properties and concluded that the accuracy of the model diminished during the
relaxation phase, because soft tissue is viscoelastic. Hing et al. [84] captured the different phases of interaction between needle and pig liver. Using experimental data, the authors estimated the linear effective modulus of the tissue sample during puncture at various speeds.

Cutting is the most common invasive surgical procedure, and this operation has been modeled by some researchers using linear elastic FE models [87, 89]. Picinbono et al. [87] discussed the software for a prototype laparoscopic surgical simulator which used linear extrapolation over time and position of the interaction forces to render haptic feedback to the user. Wu and Heng [89] presented a hybrid condensed FE model, which consisted of operational and non-operational regions. The authors assumed that topological changes only occur in the operational part. The algorithm proved to be computationally efficient, but for both studies [87, 89], no comparison between simulated and experimental results were presented. Chanthasopeephan et al. [90] computed the local effective Young’s modulus of pig liver during cutting experiments. Different values of the effective modulus were obtained for plane strain, plane stress, and quasi-static models, and there was a decrease in liver resistance as the cutting speed increased.

2.5.1.2 Hyperelastic Simulations

Due to the computational burden of using FE methods for modeling invasive surgical procedures coupled with the difficulty in characterizing the nonlinear behavior of real tissues during rupture, very few studies have implemented hyperelastic models. Nienhuys and van der Stappen [76] used a compressible Neo-Hookean material model for simulating...
are submitted to the same forces. While the isotropic model on the left undergoes a ‘‘snake-like’’ deformation, the last two, which are anisotropic along their height, stiffen in order to minimize their stretch in the anisotropic direction. The rightmost model, being twice as stiff as the middle one in the anisotropic direction, starts to squeeze in the plane of isotropy because it cannot stretch anymore.

In the third example (Fig. 7), we apply a force to the right lobe of the liver (the liver is fixed in a region near the center of its back side, and Lam/C19 constants are: 

\[ k = \frac{4}{10^4} \text{kg/cm}^2 \text{ and } l = 10^4 \text{kg/cm}^2 \].

Using the linear model, the right part of the liver undergoes a large (and unrealistic) volume increase, whereas with non-linear elasticity, the right lobe is able to partially rotate, while undergoing a much more realistic deformation.

Adding the incompressibility constraint on the same examples decreases the volume variation even more (see Table 2), and also stabilizes the behavior of the deformable models in strongly constrained areas.

The last example is the simulation of a typical laparoscopic surgical gesture on the liver. One tool is pulling the edge of the liver sideways while a bipolar cautery device cuts it. During the cutting, the surgeon pulls away the part of the liver he wants to remove. This piece of liver undergoes large displacements and the deformation appears fairly realistic with this new non-linear deformable model (Fig. 8).

Obviously, the computation time of this model is larger than for the linear model because the force equation is much more complex (Eq. (9)). With our current implementation, simulation frequency is five times slower than with the linear model. Nevertheless, with this non-linear model, we can reach a frequency update of 25 Hz on meshes made of about 2000 tetrahedra (on a PC Pentium PIII 500 MHz). This is sufficient to reach visual real-time with quite complex objects, and even to provide a realistic haptic feedback using force extrapolation as described in [9].

6. Optimization of non-linear deformations

We have shown in this paper that non-linear elasticity allows us to simulate much more realistic deformations than linear elasticity as soon as the model undergoes

described in [9].

needle insertion in a 3D organ model. The study was purely based on simulations, and no comparisons between real and simulation data were provided. To date, only one study by Picinbono et al. [16] has implemented a nonlinear anisotropic model to simulate cutting of liver (hepatic resection). The anisotropic framework is similar to the study done in [87], and this work was extended to include hyperelasticity based on the St. Venant-Kirchhoff model. Figure 2.10(a) depicts the difference in deformation between the linear and nonlinear elasticity-based models, while Figure 2.10(b) provides a screenshot simulating electro-cautery of the liver. No validation or comparison of the simulation model was presented.

Figure 2.10: Results from work presented by Picinbono et al. [16]: (a) Comparison between linear (wireframe) versus nonlinear (solid) elasticity-based models for same force applied to right lobe of the liver; the linear model undergoes large unrealistic deformation. (b) Simulating hepatic resection using a nonlinear anisotropic model. *Images printed with permission from Elsevier Science (USA) ©2003.*
2.5.2 Other Methods

As discussed earlier, modeling and simulation of invasive procedures requires modification of organ topology with time. Using FE methods is generally computationally expensive, hence, several studies have looked at alternative modeling methods. These are presented in this section. The objective of Glozman and Shoham [77] was to formulate path planning algorithms for flexible needles. Virtual springs were placed orthogonal to the needle insertion axis in order to model the needle-tissue interaction force. They did not mention the stiffness of the springs used in the simulations, but the authors claim they can be determined experimentally or from pre-operative images. In order to compute soft tissue deformations while simulating prostate brachytherapy, Wang and Fenster [79] used a restricted 3D ChainMail method. In the ChainMail formulation, each volume element is linked to its six nearest neighboring elements in the front, back, top, bottom, left, and right. When any of the elements is displaced beyond its defined limit (constraint zone), the neighboring element absorbs the movement due to the flexibility of the structure. The authors proposed a restricted ChainMail method by constraining the angular component of the shear constraint. The 3D prostate image was segmented based on the restricted ChainMail method. Since soft tissue deformation was not based on actual deflection data of the prostate, although the simulations could be performed in real time and were visually pleasing, one cannot be certain of the realism of the simulated tissue deformation. Kyung et al. [78] developed a simulator for spine needle biopsy using a voxel-based haptic rendering scheme. A 3D human anatomical model was generated by segmenting images derived from
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CT scans or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The organs modeled in the region of the lumbar vertebra were bones, lung, esophagus, arteries, skin, muscle, kidney, fat, and veins. The soft tissues were modeled as a series of springs, which is not realistic. The spring stiffness was determined using needle force and insertion depth obtained from experimental results in a previously conducted study [116]. The skin deformation and puncture forces were modeled as a nonlinear viscoelastic model. The simulated forces were calculated from interactions between volume image data and the pose of the needle.

In addition to developing efficient algorithms to simulate tissue rupture, the research presented below also included experimental studies to populate the models with realistic tissue data. Brett et al. [81] described the design of a surgical needle resistance force simulator for the purpose of training and improving skills required for epidural procedures. The tissue model was composed of a Voigt mass-spring-damper model. The skin, muscular and ligamental tissues, connective tissue and fascia, and fat were modeled as nonlinear viscoelastic solid, elastic membrane, and viscous solid, respectively. The material parameters were based by fine tuning the results obtained from porcine samples and cadavers. A similar modeling technique was used by Brett et al. [83], in combination with an elaborate laser-based spectroscopy technique for determining tissue type and measuring tissue deformation. Brouwer et al. [85] fitted an exponential relationship between the applied force and the stretch ratio, which were derived from experimental data on various porcine abdominal organs. Measurements were performed both in vivo and ex vivo during needle insertion and cutting tasks in order to develop a web database of tool-tissue interaction models. The
objective of the work done by Okamura et al. [86] was to model the forces during needle
insertion into soft tissue. Experimental studies were conducted \textit{ex vivo} on bovine liver, with
intended applications for liver biopsy or ablation. They divided the forces during needle
insertion into forces during initial puncture, due to friction, and during cutting. The forces
during initial puncture were modeled as a nonlinear spring. The spring constants were ob-
tained by curve fitting the experimental data and wide variation in data was observed for
these constants. A Karnopp friction model that includes both the static and dynamic fric-
tion coefficients was used to model the friction during needle insertion. Finally, the cutting
forces were obtained by subtracting the puncture and friction force from the total measured
force.

A clever modeling technique would incorporate realistic tool-tissue interactions from
FE models and computational efficiency from mass-spring models. Such a hybrid model
was presented by Cotin et al. [88] to simulate soft tissue deformation and cutting. The
quasi-static linear elastic FE model introduced by the authors was computationally efficient
but did not allow topological changes to the model. On the other hand, the mass-spring
model could simulate tearing and cutting in real time, but was not visually appealing. So
the authors combined the above models, such that the small region of tool-tissue interaction
was composed of a mass-spring model, while the major part of the organ underwent de-
formation based on the linear elastic FE model. Simulation results showed that this hybrid
method was computationally efficient. However, it is very difficult to relate mass-spring
parameters to actual material parameters.
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All the previously mentioned models in this section have focused on global deformation of tissue during interaction with a surgical tool, while the local tool-tissue interaction is simulated as a remeshing problem ignoring the energetics of cutting. In the studies presented below, the researchers investigated and modeled local tissue damage. Mahvash and Hayward [91] attempted to model cutting of soft tissues using the fracture mechanics approach. The process of cutting was divided into three subtasks: deformation, cutting, and rupture, where energy exchange occurs. In the formulation, [91] used fracture toughness to describe the material property. Experimental tests were conducted on potato sample and bovine liver. In order to match experimental results with software simulation results, the authors manually adjusted the material parameters to get the best match. Further, for the experimental studies on liver, the authors were unable to predict the different phases of fracture. Okamura et al. [92] presented the “Haptic Scissors”, a two-degree of freedom device that provides the sensation of cutting in virtual environments by providing force feedback. In this study, they discussed an analytical framework to model tissue cutting, and showed via experimental studies that the users could not differentiate between the analytical model and haptic recordings created earlier. The analytical model was a combination of friction, assumed material properties, and user motion to determine cutting forces. This simplified model did not take into account the material variations in biological tissues. The forces felt by the user at the handle were assumed to be a summation of forces from friction at the scissor pivot and scissor blades, and the cutting force. The data from the analytical model did not match experimental data because the user grip force, inhomogeneous tissue
properties, and elastic forces in the tissue were not modeled. Mahvash and Okamura [117] and Mahvash et al. [118] applied the framework developed in [91] to the “Haptic Scissors”. A physically valid model will require a hyperelastic model to describe the global surgical tool-tissue interactions, while local interactions will be governed by fracture mechanics.

2.6 Methods for Model Acquisition

The importance of having accurate tissue models has been recognized as a key requirement for realistic and practical surgical simulators. This section presents some of the current experimental techniques for extracting tissue properties both in vivo and ex vivo, and using invasive and non-invasive methods. Broadly, there exist two approaches to acquire tissue properties for building surgical simulators: global and local measurement. The choice of measurement is dictated by the intended surgical simulation procedure and in turn results in the type of experimental setup developed. The design of the apparatus used is based on the organ’s structure and composition, boundary conditions, and how the organ is to be loaded in order to extract force-displacement readings.

The most prevalent form of measuring local material properties of tissues involves indentation, uniaxial compression/tension, and/or shear experiments performed ex vivo on a tissue sample. The applied force and tissue displacement are recorded and a constitutive law or force-displacement relation that best fits the experimental results is determined. Most of this research uses phantom or ex vivo tissues, although in vivo tissues may have
significantly different dynamics due to variations in temperature, surrounding and internal blood circulation, and complex boundary constraints, which are almost impossible to replicate during *ex vivo* testing. Hence, some researchers have used elaborate schemes to perfuse the organ *ex vivo*, so as to not compromise the tissue properties that are observed *in vivo* [119]. On the other hand, some researchers have developed novel devices to measure tissue properties *in vivo* [17, 120]. Brown et al. [120] presented the “modified surgical graspers”, while Vuskovic et al. [17] proposed the “tissue aspiration technique”, as shown in Figure 2.11(a). Brouwer et al. [85] described instrumentation to measure the soft tissue-tool forces and tissue deflection, both *in vivo* and *ex vivo*. The following tests were performed in a pig’s abdominal cavity: grasping the pig intestine wall in the longitudinal and transverse directions, indentation, needle insertion during suturing, and cutting using scissors. Further, Ottensmeyer [18] described the TeMPeST 1-D (1-axis Tissue Material Property Sampling Tool), as shown in Figure 2.11(b), which can be used to measure linear viscoelastic properties of soft tissue *in vivo*. TeMPeST 1-D is inserted laproscopically into the pig, and a waveform is commanded to the instrument. Data sampling takes approximately 20 seconds. Such localized measurement of tissue properties only provides information about a specific region of the organ, and for the purposes of modeling, local properties are usually assumed to describe the behavior of the complete organ. But as mentioned earlier, human organs are anisotropic and inhomogeneous, and in some cases tissue properties vary significantly from one location to another for the same organ. Further, with localized measurement and modeling techniques, it is not possible to account for the organ
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Figure 2.11: Devices used to measure tissue properties in vivo: (a) Tissue aspiration technique (Vuskovic et al. [17]). Image printed with permission from ©IEEE 2000. (b) TeM-PeST 1-D with 12 mm surgical port (Ottensmeyer [18]). Image printed with permission from Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd.

geometry and complex boundary conditions.

In light of the shortcomings mentioned above, some researchers have focused on assessing the global deformation of tissues to applied loads. These techniques have typically involved placing fiducial markers on the top of the tissue sample [15] or embedding markers [13, 80, 84] within the tissue sample. As shown in Figures 2.9(a) and (b), DiMaio and Salcudean [15] first performed indentation, followed by needle insertion experiments on the phantom tissue, and captured global tissue deformation using cameras. The displacements of the markers were tracked using computer vision algorithms. A CT scanner and dual C-arm fluoroscopes were used to calculate the dislocation of the fiducial markers in [13] and [84], respectively. The main limitation of this technique is that, placing markers on
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organs (either in vivo or ex vivo) is not practical. This is because use of markers in live organs might change the organ material properties and could possibly damage the organ. As opposed to using markers, Lau et al. [121] implemented an algorithm to compute the surface geometry of beating pig heart in real time using the image intensity data. Other novel techniques that do not use markers to visualize the dynamic response of organs in vivo include attaching an ultrasound probe to the end of a robotically controlled laparoscopic tool [122] and using an air pressure and strobe system to provide an image of the deformed tissue in real time [123]. Leven et al. [122] tested their system on liver, while [123] had designed their device to detect tumors in lungs. The technologies presented in [121], [122], and [123] could be extended to measure tissue properties of organs in vivo.

As an alternative to the aforementioned global measurement techniques, elastography or elasticity imaging is a quantitative technique to map internal tissue elasticity. This is extremely useful in the interpretation of image data for physical modeling process. Several elastography techniques have been developed using imaging modalities such as ultrasound, CT, MRI, and optics, employing different tissue excitations, and extracting various parameters that provide a measure of tissue displacement [124]. Depending on the method of tissue deformation and parameters that are imaged, different terms are used to describe the images obtained, including strain, stress, velocity, amplitude, phase, vibration, compression, quasistatic, and functional images [125]. The underlying method for estimation of tissue properties is that the organ or tissue is loaded with an indentor and then, using imaging, it is possible to visualize the internal strain in the tissues [126, 127]. One of
the fundamental deficiencies in using elastography for modeling tissues is that it is currently only possible to obtain Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the tissue, which are characteristics of linear elasticity. Turgay et al. [128] presented two methods to extract homogenous and inhomogeneous tissue properties while vibrating the tissue at a spectrum of frequencies and using an ultrasound probe to capture the tissue motion. They proposed two methods: modeling the tissues as a mass-spring-damper model and determining the transfer function from the tissue motion at two separate locations. The methods were able to determine the tissue properties for the homogenous tissue sample and only the middle layer of a inhomogeneous (layered) tissue sample.

As a result of the difficulties in measuring tissue properties in vivo with previously described methods, recent studies have also investigated methods for online estimation of local tissue properties during teleoperated surgical procedures. Most of the research done in this area is a subset of the work in environment property estimation during telemanipulation. Duchemin et al. [129] used a hybrid force/position controller for robotic telesurgery in skin harvesting procedures. With appropriate choice of gains, their controller estimated skin stiffness, friction, and thickness. Alternatively, De Gersem et al. [130] used a Kalman filtering technique to estimate the stiffness of soft materials during telemanipulation. Misra and Okamura [131] proposed an indirect adaptive estimation algorithm for estimating tissue properties while palpating the tissue, while Yamamoto et al. [132] presented a recursive least squares technique. Details of the work developed in [131] are given in Appendix A. With all these online estimation methods, the challenges associated with local and global
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measurement of tissue properties still exist.

2.7 Commercial Surgical Simulators

In addition to the published research on modeling tool-tissue interactions summarized in Table 2.1, there exist numerous commercial surgical simulators designed for the purpose of training clinicians. The methods employed by the companies for tissue modeling is not readily available, and there is extensive emphasis on producing models that are visually appealing. Further, in most commercially available simulators, tissue material parameters are tweaked based on qualitative evaluation performed by a few surgeons, rather than actual material testing.

Surgical simulators with force feedback provide an immersive environment for training, and many commercially available simulators provide haptic feedback to the user. Reachin Technologies AB [133] markets a simulator to train for cholecystectomy performed via laparoscopic surgery. In order to train surgeons for endoscopic, endourological, percutaneous access, and laparoscopic surgery, and for interventional endovascular procedures, Simbionix USA Corp. [134] sells GI Mentor II™, URO Mentor™, PERC Mentor™, LAP Mentor™, and ANGIO Mentor™, respectively. Immersion Medical [135] has developed numerous surgical simulation systems. The training simulators include, CathSim® AccuTouch® (for vascular access and phlebotomy), Endoscopy AccuTouch® (for bronchoscopy and gastro-intestinal procedures), Endovascu-
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lar AccuTouch® (for percutaneous transluminal angioplasty and stenting procedures), Hysteroscopy AccuTouch® (for myomectomy and basic hysteroscopy skills), and Laparoscopy AccuTouch® (for laparoscopic abdominal procedures). Surgical Science Ltd. [136] developed the LapSim system to train for abdominal keyhole surgery. ProMIS™, developed by Haptica Inc. [137], is used to train for minimally invasive surgery techniques, while Mimic Technologies Inc. [138] provides custom devices and software for the surgical simulation industry. Mentice AB [139] has the Procedicus VIST™ (Vascular Intervention System Trainer), Procedicus VA™ (Virtual Arthroscopy), and Procedicus MIST™ (Minimally Invasive System Trainer), which are used for training in procedures, such as, cardiac catheterisation, shoulder and knee surgery, and laparoscopic cholecystectomy, respectively. Of these, only the Procedicus VA™ and Procedicus MIST™ do not provide force feedback to the user.

There exist several other commercially available surgical simulators that do not provide haptic feedback, but instead focus on training basic surgical skills (SurgicalSIM) or provide superior visualization capabilities (EYESI®). SurgicalSIM, developed by Medical Educational Technologies Inc. [140], is used to train for general surgical tasks on anatomically accurate models based on patient’s gender, size, and age. EYESI®, developed by VR-magic GmbH [141], is an ophthalmosurgical simulator that simulates stereo vision through the surgical microscope and allow tracking of tool motion. In addition to commercially available surgical simulators, research centers such as the Stanford University Medical Media and Information Technology [142] develop simulators for hospitals, and the Center for
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Integration of Medicine and Innovative Technology [143] and the National Capital Area Medical Simulation Center [144] develop simulation technologies, primarily for defense-related medical treatments.

2.8 Discussion

This review chapter provides an introduction to soft tissue modeling, with emphasis on the relevant continuum mechanics fundamentals and research to model surgical tool and tissue interactions for the purpose of building surgical simulators. We broadly split surgical tasks into non-invasive and invasive categories, and further divided the modeling techniques based on linear elasticity theory, nonlinear elasticity theory, and other methods. We also emphasized the use of accurate organ models by presenting some of the current methods to acquire realistic tissue properties via experiments. Our emphasis was on modeling methods that employed principles of continuum mechanics and used FE methods for simulation. A synopsis of the surveyed literature is provided in Table 2.1, and some of the commercially available surgical simulators are described in Section 2.7.

Based on our literature search, we observed that many researchers have done work in the area of modeling tool-tissue interactions using linear elasticity-based FE methods. However, few studies have been published using the more realistic nonlinear elasticity methods to model invasive tool-tissue interactions. Significant contributions have also been made using other non-standard modeling approaches. Such methods are primarily
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employed to enable simulations to run in real time, and in many cases accurate physics behind tissue deformation is not deemed a priority. It is still an open research question whether continuum mechanics-based FE approaches, meshless techniques, non-physics-based methods, or some combination of these is the best method for simulating surgical tool and tissue interactions in real time. The constant challenge is to develop models that can appropriately and accurately describe the behavior of organs, yet are computationally efficient. Further, as seen in Table 2.1, physics-based modeling of invasive surgical procedures is still an open research area. Limited work has been done to understand and model the interaction of surgical tools as tissue ruptures.

On the basis of our literature survey, this thesis investigates the following three aspects related to the modeling of tool and soft tissue interactions with applications to surgical simulators and planners:

1. Quantitatively demonstrate the differences between linear and nonlinear elasticity-based models (Chapter 3).

2. Highlight the importance of using patient-specific organ geometry and boundary conditions for surgical planning (Chapter 4).

3. Investigate and model the invasive surgical procedure of needle insertion into soft tissue. We looked at the specific case of robotically steered flexible bevel-tipped needles as they interact with soft tissue and studied the effect of needle shape on surgical planning (Chapter 5).
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We begin by quantitatively comparing linear and nonlinear elasticity-based soft tissue constitutive laws, and their application to surgical simulation systems.
Chapter 3

Modeling and Perception of Linear and Nonlinear Elastic Tissues for Surgical Simulation

3.1 Introduction

Surgical simulation systems are an attractive option for surgical training, practice, and both pre- and intra-operative planning. In addition, such simulators help in optimizing surgical tool design and understanding tissue injury mechanisms and damage thresholds. These systems allow real-time visualization of a surgical procedure and, in some cases, provide force feedback to the user. As an example, Figure 3.1 shows a hysteroscopy training
simulator that was developed at ETH Zürich and includes haptic feedback [19].

The development of realistic simulation systems that provide appropriate haptic feedback requires accurate modeling of soft tissues and their interaction with surgical tools. Human organs in general are inhomogeneous and anisotropic, and exhibit nonlinear viscoelastic properties [10]. Due to limits in computation speed and memory, simplified models such as mass-spring-damper or linear elastic models [37] are frequently used to describe tissues for simulating surgical procedures. Such models are only accurate for materials undergoing small strains, while most surgical procedures involve organs being subjected to large strains. The theory of nonlinear elasticity (hyperelastic models) better describes many human tissues undergoing large strains.

In this chapter, we examine the role of the Poynting effect in modeling tissue deforma-
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tion, especially in haptic rendering. The Poynting effect describes the interaction of both shear (tangential) and normal forces during tissue shearing. This chapter consists of three parts: first, theoretical analysis of nonlinear elastic tissue models in order to highlight the Poynting effect; second, experimental studies to demonstrate the presence of the Poynting effect; and third, quantification of the role of the Poynting effect in material discrimination using psychophysical experiments. The Poynting effect is relevant to nonlinear elastic tissue models, but not to linear models. Our work provides a quantitative measure of how tissue modeling techniques relate to human perception of surgical simulators [25–27].

The experimental parameter identification and analysis of nonlinear elastic models were accomplished by considering palpation of bovine myocardial tissue and Sylgard gel samples, which are often used as models for human heart and brain tissue, respectively. In order to highlight the Poynting effect, nonlinear constitutive laws were derived based on the Mooney-Rivlin, Ogden, and exponential forms of the strain energy function. The Ogden form was used for Sylgard gel, while the anisotropic behavior of myocardial tissue was captured using the exponential form of the strain energy function. We quantified the impact of shear and normal forces resulting from the Poynting effect on user perception with a multidimensional scaling (MDS) study. MDS is a family of algorithms that take proximities between pairs of objects as inputs and evaluate the coordinates of the objects embedded in a multidimensional space [145]. In the MDS experiment, different combinations of shear and normal forces are presented to users. In order to select the reference forces for the experiment, a force discrimination pre-study was also performed.
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3.1.1 Related Work

Given the complexity of human organs and challenges in acquisition of tissue parameters, realistic modeling and simulation of tissue deformation is an ongoing research area. Extensive work has been done by researchers in the area of computer graphics to model deformable bodies [37]. In such studies, the focus has been to produce seemingly realistic visualization, while ignoring the physics underlying tissue deformation. The focus of the literature in the domain of biomechanics is understanding the fundamental properties of various tissues, e.g. [2, 10]. Chapter 2 provides an overview of both physical and non-physical organ modeling methods applied to surgical simulation [146].

In this study, we demonstrate that there is a significant difference between the forces applied to the user for linear and nonlinear elastic tissue models. While this is not a new concept, our work provides a concrete example of how modeling techniques relate to human perception of surgical simulators. In addition to the work presented in this chapter and [25–27], Dehghan and Salcudean [147] have compared the effects of linear and nonlinear finite element models on mesh displacement during needle insertion. Dehghan and Salcudean concluded that, in the presence of asymmetric boundary conditions, there are noticeable differences between linear and nonlinear models. Other work has focused on both qualitatively and quantitatively characterizing the efficiency, accuracy, and realism of haptic virtual environments, e.g. [148–150].

Extensive research has also studied how materials are perceived by humans, e.g. [151–153]. Recently, MDS has been used as a quantitative means of understanding hu-
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man perception. Pasquero et al. [154] provide a review of MDS analysis techniques, and they applied them to perceptual data collection of a prototype mobile tactile handheld device. Yoshida [155, 156] was one of the first to use MDS techniques for quantifying metallic and fibrous tactile perceptions. Performing MDS analysis on tactile stimuli data, two dimensions (smooth/rough and hard/soft) were identified [157]. Bergmann Tiest and Kapper [158] investigated roughness and compressibility via MDS studies. MacLean and Enriquez [159] used MDS for mapping haptic perception for the design of haptic icons. Leskovsky et al. [160] evaluated the haptic perception of real and virtual deformable objects using MDS techniques. Their analysis showed a clear perceptual distinction between real and virtual objects only when low-fidelity rendering was used in the virtual environment. Also, MDS analysis showed that objects become more distinguishable as their stiffness increases.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: The derivations for the constitutive law of a body undergoing shear and the Poynting effect are presented in Section 3.2. Experimental studies to populate our model and demonstration of the Poynting effect in Sylgard gel and myocardial tissue are described in Section 3.3. Details of the psychophysical experiment and MDS results are given in Section 3.4. Finally, we conclude by summarizing the results of our study.


3.2 The Poynting Effect

In order to elucidate the differences between linear and nonlinear elasticity-based tissue models and demonstrate the role of the Poynting effect, this section presents the theoretical relationships for the stresses and strains for a body undergoing simple shear, as shown in Figure 3.2. Shear is considered because it is common practice for clinicians to palpate and perform a shearing motion on the organ either by hand or with an instrument.

Figure 3.2: Body undergoing simple shear; the shear strain is $\kappa$ in the $X_1$ direction.

The formulation presented here highlights only the important relationships and does not cover the fundamentals of continuum mechanics. For details, we refer the reader to [161]. The body is assumed to be sheared by an amount $\kappa$, and $\gamma$ is the angle the sheared line makes with its original orientation. The shear strain is given by $\kappa = \tan(\gamma)$. If $y$ represents the position after deformation of a material particle initially located at $X$, we can describe
the simple shear motion by

\[
y = (X_1 + \kappa X_2) e_1 + X_2 e_2 + X_3 e_3,
\]

(3.1)

where \( \{e_1, e_2, e_3\} \) are the Cartesian base vectors. The above expression implies that shear displacement is being applied to the body, while preventing displacement in the normal direction. From (3.1), the matrix of the deformation gradient tensor, \( F \), is computed as

\[
F = \frac{\partial y}{\partial X} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \kappa & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3.2)

The left Cauchy-Green tensor, \( B \), is given in terms of the deformation gradient tensor as

\[
B = F F^T = \begin{bmatrix}
1 + \kappa^2 & \kappa & 0 \\
\kappa & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3.3)

Further, the principal invariants, \( I_1, I_2, \) and \( I_3 \), are defined as

\[
I_1 = B : I, I_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left( (B : I)^2 - (B : B) \right), \text{ and } I_3 = \det B,
\]

(3.4)

where \( I \) is the identity tensor. Thus, for a body undergoing simple shear, we derive expres-
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The deformation of most biological materials under large strains (>1%-2%) can be described by the theory of nonlinear elasticity, and hyperelastic models are commonly used. For a hyperelastic material, the Cauchy stress tensor, $\sigma$, can be derived from a strain energy density function, $W$. There are various formulations for the strain energy density function depending on the material, e.g. Neo-Hookean, Mooney-Rivlin, St. Venant-Kirchhoff, Blatz-Ko, Ogden, polynomial or exponential form. Depending on the choice of $W$, the Cauchy stress tensor for homogenous hyperelastic materials can be derived as [161]

$$\sigma = -pI + 2\left\{ \left( \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_1} + I_1 \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_2} \right) B - \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_2} B^2 \right\},$$

or $\sigma_{ij} = -p\delta_{ij} + \lambda_i \frac{\partial W}{\partial \lambda_j}$,

where $p$ is the Lagrange multiplier (essentially a pressure), $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta $\lambda_i$ ($i = 1, 2, 3$) and $\lambda_j$ ($j = 1, 2, 3$) are the stretch ratios, and $J = \det F$. In this section, using the kinematic relations for a body undergoing simple shear and...
applying the boundary condition \((\sigma_{33} = 0)\), we derive the stresses developed in the body for three different types of strain energy functions (Mooney-Rivlin, Ogden, and exponential form). These constitutive relations are useful to highlight the differences between linear and nonlinear elastic models, and are also relevant for the experimental and human-subject studies described later. It should be noted that the Mooney-Rivlin and Ogden strain energy functions were originally designed to model rubber-like materials, but are sufficient for the purposes of this study to highlight the differences between linear and nonlinear elastic models.

The Mooney-Rivlin strain energy density function in terms of material parameters, \(C_1\) and \(C_2\), is given by

\[
W = C_1 (I_1 - 3) + C_2 (I_2 - 3). \tag{3.10}
\]

As an example, we go through the steps to derive the constitutive relations for body under simple shear with the Mooney-Rivlin model. For the Mooney-Rivlin model given in (3.10)

\[
\frac{\partial W}{\partial I_1} = C_1, \tag{3.11}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial W}{\partial I_2} = C_2. \tag{3.12}
\]

From (3.3), we can compute \(B^2\), and using results from (3.5), (3.6), (3.11), and (3.12), and evaluating (3.8), we obtain the following expressions for the stress in terms of the shear, \(\kappa\):

\[
\sigma_{11} = 2C_1 + 4C_2 + 2(C_1 + C_2) \kappa^2 - p. \tag{3.13}
\]
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\[ \sigma_{22} = 2C_1 + 4C_2 - p. \quad (3.14) \]

\[ \sigma_{33} = 2C_1 + 2C_2 (2 + \kappa^2) - p. \quad (3.15) \]

\[ \sigma_{12} = 2(C_1 + C_2) \kappa. \quad (3.16) \]

\[ \sigma_{13} = 0. \quad (3.17) \]

\[ \sigma_{23} = 0. \quad (3.18) \]

The Lagrange multiplier, \( p \), can be evaluated from the boundary condition. For example, the plane stress case gives

\[ \sigma_{33} = 0 \Rightarrow p = 2 \left( C_1 + 2C_2 + C_2 \kappa^2 \right) \quad (3.19) \]

Thus, substituting (3.19) in (3.13) and (3.14), we derive the stresses in terms of shear, \( \kappa \), as

\[ \sigma_{11} = 2C_1 \kappa^2, \quad (3.20) \]

\[ \sigma_{22} = -2C_2 \kappa^2. \quad (3.21) \]

The Ogden strain energy density function in terms of material parameters, \( \mu \) and \( \alpha \), is of the form

\[ W = \frac{2\mu}{\alpha^2} (\lambda_1^\alpha + \lambda_2^\alpha + \lambda_3^\alpha - 3). \quad (3.22) \]
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We derived the stresses using (3.9) as

\[
\sigma_{11} = \frac{2\mu}{\alpha} (\lambda_1^\alpha - 1),
\]

(3.23)

\[
\sigma_{12} = \frac{2\mu}{\alpha \kappa} (\lambda_1^\alpha - \lambda_1^{-\alpha}),
\]

(3.24)

\[
\sigma_{22} = \frac{2\mu}{\alpha} (\lambda_1^{-\alpha} - 1),
\]

(3.25)

where \( \lambda_1 = \frac{1}{2} \left( \kappa + \sqrt{4 + \kappa^2} \right) \).

The exponential strain energy function that accounts for tissue anisotropy and is a function of the Green strain tensor components, \( E_{ij} \), is

\[
W = \frac{c}{2} \left( e^Q - 1 \right),
\]

(3.26)

where

\[
Q = A_1 E_{11}^2 + A_2 E_{22}^2 + 2A_3 E_{11}E_{22} + A_4 E_{12}^2 + 2A_5 E_{11}E_{12} + 2A_6 E_{22}E_{12}.
\]

(3.27)

In (3.27), \( c, A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4, A_5, \) and \( A_6 \) are material parameters. From (3.26), we can derive the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, \( S \), as [161]

\[
S_{ij} = \frac{\partial W}{\partial E_{ij}}.
\]

(3.28)
The Cauchy stress tensor in terms of $S$ is given by

$$\sigma = \frac{1}{J}FSF^T. \quad (3.29)$$

For the exponential strain energy function, we derived the stresses developed due to simple shear using (3.26) and (3.29) as

$$\sigma_{11} = c\kappa\left(\frac{A_5}{2} + \kappa\left(\frac{A_3}{2} + A_4 + \frac{3A_6\kappa}{2} + \frac{A_2\kappa^2}{2}\right)\right)e^\beta, \quad (3.30)$$

$$\sigma_{12} = c\kappa\left(\frac{A_4}{2} + \kappa\left(A_6 + \frac{A_2\kappa}{2}\right)\right)e^\beta, \quad (3.31)$$

$$\sigma_{22} = c\kappa\left(\frac{A_6}{2} + \frac{A_2\kappa}{2}\right)e^\beta, \quad (3.32)$$

where $\beta = \kappa^2\left(\frac{A_4}{4} + \kappa\left(\frac{A_6}{2} + \frac{A_2\kappa}{4}\right)\right).$ As seen in (3.21), (3.25), and (3.32) for the Mooney-Rivlin, Ogden, and exponential strain energy functions, respectively, $\sigma_{22}$ is non-zero. The presence of normal stress, $\sigma_{22}$, and the inequality $\sigma_{11} \neq \sigma_{22}$, is a manifestation of the Poynting effect, and is a result of the material nonlinearity.

The generalized Hooke’s law for isotropic materials that relates the Cauchy stress tensor and the infinitesimal strain tensor given in (2.9) and restated below is

$$\sigma_{ij} = \lambda \varepsilon_{kk} \delta_{ij} + 2\tilde{G} \varepsilon_{ij}, \quad (3.33)$$

where $\varepsilon_{ij}$ is the infinitesimal strain, $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta, and $\lambda$ and $\tilde{G}$ are the Lamé
moduli. For a linear elastic body undergoing simple shear, \(\varepsilon_{12}\) and \(\varepsilon_{21}\) are the only non-zero infinitesimal strains. Thus, in contrast to the nonlinear elastic case, for a homogenous and isotropic body undergoing simple shear, the stress based on linear elasticity using (3.33) is derived as

\[
\sigma_{12} = \sigma_{21} = 2\tilde{G}\varepsilon_{12},
\]

and all other components of the stress tensor are zero. For the simple shear case, \(\kappa = 2\varepsilon_{12}\), hence, (3.34) could be rewritten as

\[
\sigma_{12} = \tilde{G}\kappa,
\]

where \(\tilde{G}\) is the shear modulus. The constitutive law given in (3.35) presents a computationally simple and easy to implement formulation, but such models do not exhibit the Poynting effect.

### 3.3 Role of the Poynting Effect in Soft Tissues

The theoretical framework for the Poynting effect was described in the previous section. In this section, we provide experimental evidence of the Poynting effect during palpation of Sylgard gel and myocardial tissue using both experiments and simulations. Further experiments were conducted to populate our analytical model with material properties.
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3.3.1 Experiments to Measure Gel/Tissue Properties

We performed uniaxial compression and shear experiments on Dow Corning Sylgard 527 A & B silicone dielectric gel. These tests were done using the Rheometrics Solids Analyzer (RSA) II. Details pertaining to the individual components and various test modes can be found in the RSA II owner’s manual [162]. Note that the experiments described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.5) were also performed using the RSA II. Sylgard gel is commonly used to simulate human brain tissue.

Figure 3.3: (a) The RSA II test station. Sylgard gel sample in the RSA II under (b) uniaxial compression and (c) shear.
Figure 3.4: Strain rate sweep mode used for compression and shear experiments on the RSA II.

The Sylgard gel sample was placed between the actuator and load cell, which are located on the RSA II test station, as shown in Figure 3.3. The position sensor mounted onto the actuator shaft outputs a DC voltage that is proportional to the actuator displacement. The resolution of the actuator is $\pm 0.05 \mu m$. The load cell is operated by using a linear variable differential transducer (LVDT) in order to maintain constant axial position during testing. Following the application of force to the load cell shaft, the LVDT outputs a DC voltage that is proportional to shaft displacement from zero position. The resolution of the load cell is $\pm 0.00981 N$.

We prepared and tested 20 Sylgard gel samples of dimensions $10 \text{ mm} \times 10 \text{ mm}$, and thickness of $1 \text{ mm}$. The experiments used the RSA II in strain rate sweep mode. In this mode, the user commands a compressive or shear strain rate and a period for which the
strain is to be applied. In our experiments, we applied the strain histories shown in Figure 3.4. During Zone 1, the initial compressive or shear strain was applied for 5 seconds and then the sample was allowed to settle for 5 seconds. In Zone 2, the compressive or shear strain was applied for a period of 45 seconds. Zone 1 ensures that the sample is appropriately preconditioned so that reliable stress and strain data are acquired. Zone 2 provides the data for our subsequent analysis. In both zones, the strain rate was set to $0.001 \text{ sec}^{-1}$. The stress versus strain plots for the compression and shear studies for 5 representative cases are given in Figures 3.5(a) and (b), respectively.

In order to obtain the material properties corresponding to the Ogden strain energy density function in (3.22), we derive the constitutive law for uniaxial compression and shear. The constitutive relations based on the Ogden strain energy density function were fit to the experimental data for Sylgard gel. The stress versus strain relation for a body undergoing simple shear for the Ogden strain energy function is given in (3.24). Using (3.9), in terms of the stretch ratio, $\lambda_2$ ($X_2$ being the direction of compression), and the
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Figure 3.6: Sketch of the biaxial experimental setup as designed by Sacks [20]. Inset: Myocardial tissue sample. Images are printed with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media.

material parameters, we derive the compressive stress to be

\[ \sigma_{22} = \frac{2\mu\lambda_2^\alpha}{\alpha} \left( \lambda_2^{\frac{3\alpha}{2}} - 1 \right). \]  (3.36)

The above relation is derived using the fact that for a body under uniaxial compression,

\[ \lambda_1 = \lambda_3 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda_2}}. \]  Also, the strain, \( \varepsilon \), in terms of the stretch ratio is

\[ \varepsilon = 1 - \lambda_2. \]  (3.37)

Using (3.24) and (3.36), the mean Ogden material parameters, \( \mu \) and \( \alpha \), for the 5 repre-
sentative test cases are 836.3 kPa and −0.15, respectively. These material properties were evaluated by simultaneously fitting the experimental data to both the shear and uniaxial compression constitutive relations.

The material properties for myocardial tissue were obtained using biaxial test data acquired by Sacks in [20]. Sacks’s experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6. Five bovine pericardium tissue of good structural consistency and size 25 mm × 25 mm were tested on the biaxial testing device. The test samples were cut such that the myocardial tissue fibers were aligned at 45° with respect to the biaxial device’s testing axes. A detailed description of the testing device and the experimental protocol is presented in [20]. Two loops of nylon suture were attached to each side of the specimens with surgical staples. Pulleys were symmetrically placed on all sides of the sample to conduct both tension and in-plane shear experiments on the same sample. Stress and strain measurements were made using two (one along each axis) force transducers and tracking the displacement of graphite markers on the sample, respectively. The digitized tension and in-plane shear data are given in Figure 3.7(a) and (b), respectively.

The material properties for myocardial tissue based on biaxial tests and using the exponential strain energy function given in (3.26) and (3.27), were computed to be 2.640 kPa, 0.977, 11.201, 7.540, −12.191, −22.406, −4.978 for material parameters \( c, A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4, A_5, \) and \( A_6 \), respectively [20].

This section presented the material properties for both Sylgard gel and myocardial tissue. These material parameters are used in the analytical models described in Section 3.2
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Figure 3.7: Biaxial test data for myocardial tissue for (a) normal and (b) in-plane shear. This data was digitized from results published in [20].

in order to obtain the stress state of a body undergoing simple shear.

3.3.2 Observing the Poynting Effect

In addition to the acquisition of material parameters of Sylgard gel (using RSA II), large gel samples that are representative of actual organ sizes, of dimensions 100 mm × 50 mm, and thickness of 5 mm, 7.5 mm and 10 mm were sheared (30%, 50%, and 80% strains) using a robot (Figure 3.8). The experimental setup was designed to palpate Sylgard gel. The normal force versus displacement plots generated during shear of two samples are shown in Figure 3.9. Also, using the Ogden material parameters and analytical expressions for stresses developed during simple shear given in (3.24) and (3.25), forces were calculated during shear of samples of dimensions similar to the experiments. The dotted line in Figure 3.9 corresponds to the analytically calculated force value. As observed, the normal forces were 0.09 N and 0.07 N for the 5 mm (80% shear) and 10 mm (30% shear)
samples, respectively. Figure 3.10(a) shows both the shear and normal forces developed on the Sylgard gel sample of thickness 10 mm (30% shear). In all experimental cases, the normal forces generated during palpation of Sylgard gel were less than the absolute human perception threshold for force discrimination, determined from psychophysical experiments [163].

The shear and normal forces predicted to be generated during palpation of myocardial tissue are given in Figure 3.10. These forces were generated using the material properties derived from biaxial tests described previously and presented in [20], and analytical expressions derived for the simple shear task given in (3.31) and (3.32). Simple shear experiments were not conducted with myocardial tissue due to unavailability of large tissue samples. Further, such large scale simple shear studies with biological tissue would require redesigning the current experimental setup (Figure 3.8(a)). As seen, a normal force
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Figure 3.9: Normal forces generated during the shear of large Sylgard gel samples. (a) 5 mm thick sample sheared at 80% strain. (b) 10 mm thick sample sheared at 30% strain.

Figure 3.10: (a) Shear and normal forces developed during palpation (30% shear) of the Sylgard gel sample of dimensions 100 mm × 50 mm × 10 mm (thick). (b) Analytically derived shear and normal forces developed on the shear plane of area 100 mm × 50 mm, during palpation (10% shear) of bovine myocardial tissue.

of 2.46 N would be generated by a 10% shear of bovine myocardial tissue, which is significantly larger than the absolute human perception threshold for force discrimination.

In contrast, the only stress developed for the commonly implemented linear elastic tissue model is $\sigma_{12} = G\kappa$, and no normal forces are computed because of the linear elasticity assumption. Thus, depending on the type of tissue (e.g. myocardial tissue versus Sylgard gel) being sheared, the normal forces generated could significantly affect tissue deformation, as
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well as the magnitude of force feedback provided during surgical simulation.

In addition to the presence of the Poynting effect, we also observe that accurate characteriza-
tion of tissues may require at least two independent sets of loading condition, e.g. compression and shear or biaxial tests. The analysis and experimental results imply that, with a nonlinear elastic tissue model in a surgical simulator, the user might perceive noticeably different haptic feedback while interacting with the organ model. A caveat to this statement is that palpation of only some soft tissues will result in significantly large normal forces due to the Poynting effect. Hence, this work emphasizes careful examination of relevant simulator design parameters (e.g. soft tissue constitutive laws) that relate to final simulator behaviors.

3.4 Quantifying the Poynting Effect Using Multidimensional Scaling

As described in the previous section, the Poynting effect is significant for some organs like myocardial tissue in the heart, but may not be for others. This motivates the study of humans interacting with nonlinear virtual tissue models with varying values of shear and normal forces, in order to understand the impact of the Poynting effect on surgical simulators. Thus, we performed human subject experiments in order to determine the effects of shear and normal forces on user perception [27]. These experiments were performed at the Computer Vision Laboratory, ETH Zürich. In order to conduct this study, appropriate
Figure 3.11: Experimental setup used for psychophysical experiments. (a) The Delta haptic device. As the user interacts with the nonlinear elastic virtual model and moves the device, normal ($F_{\text{normal}}$) and shear ($F_{\text{shear}}$) forces are generated. $F_{\text{normal}}$ is due to the Poynting effect. (b) Front view. (c) Side view.

approvals were acquired from both the Johns Hopkins University Homewood Institutional Review Board and the Ethics Committee of ETH Zürich.

In order to study the effects of shear and normal forces, a two degree-of-freedom haptic stimulus is needed. We used the three-degree-of-freedom version of the Delta haptic device (Force Dimension, Inc.) [164] because it is designed to provide high-fidelity force-feedback over a large range of forces and also has a large workspace. As shown in Figure 3.11(a), the end-effector of the Delta haptic device was replaced by a custom-built flat plate covered with silicone rubber, representing the surface of the deformable virtual sample. The complete experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.11. Participants did not have direct visual access to the device, in order to prevent visual cues that might alter force perception.

Research participants were comfortably seated in front of the setup with their right forearm resting on a support. Participants were asked to place their palm on the flat plate
and move the device slowly forward (direction of shear is shown in Figure 3.11(a)). Special care was taken that all subjects touched the plate in a similar fashion; participants were not allowed to grasp the plate. After moving the plate forward by 12 cm, the computer display changed from green to red. Participants were told that this visual signal marked the end of their active movement. Following the forward shearing motion, haptic feedback was provided to guide a participant back to the initial starting position. This was done to ensure that all participants started the shearing task at the same position and sheared the virtual model by the same amount. As participants performed the shearing motion, either shear or a combination of shear and normal forces were displayed to them.

The main goal of this study was the MDS analysis. However, in order to select the force samples to be presented in this main part, a pre-study focusing on force discrimination was also performed. The details of both experiments are provided in the following sections.

### 3.4.1 Force Discrimination Pre-Study

The objective of this experiment was to guide the selection of combinations of material parameters to be used in the MDS study. The pre-study was essentially a force discrimination test following a two-alternative, forced-choice (2AFC) design. Participants were instructed to shear the flat plate in the forward direction twice. They were informed that, in addition to a shearing force, a normal force would be rendered during one of the two tasks. The participants were asked to identify which trial included the normal force.

In the experiment, 4 male and 3 female participants took part, with a mean age of 26.4
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Table 3.1: Parameters of virtual models used for force discrimination study. Shaded rows represent models that were used for the similarity rating study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$C_2/C_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$C_2/C_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$ (Pa)</th>
<th>$C_2/C_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$ (Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>140.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>180.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>220.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>260.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>300.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>500.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

years. None of the participants had any prior experience interacting with a haptic device similar to the Delta. All participants were given about 15 minutes of practice time to familiarize themselves with the experiment. The duration of the session, including instructions and breaks, was three hours. Each participant was compensated with 40 CHF for taking part in the study. After the experiment, users provided additional feedback via a questionnaire.

The rendered shear and normal forces were generated based on the stress equations of the Mooney-Rivlin model given in (3.16) and (3.21), respectively. Three different model categories with $C_1$ values of 100 Pa, 200 Pa, and 400 Pa, and 10 different ratios of $C_2/C_1$ were chosen to yield 30 distinct virtual models. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the model parameters. Lower values of $C_2$ result in smaller normal forces. The material properties used in the pre-study are representative of liver and kidney soft tissues, as reported in [11].

For each of the trials, two forces were generated. One contained shear and normal
forces according to a unique ratio of $\frac{C_2}{C_1}$, while in the other, only the shear force was produced by setting $C_2 = 0$. Each of the reference virtual models was repeatedly shown 15 times in the pairwise comparisons, which resulted in a total to 450 trials per participant. The 2AFC data of the experiment were used to generate psychometric functions using the number of times participants were able to correctly identify the model with the normal forces. Curves were fit using psignifit version 2.5.6 (http://bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/), a software package that implements the maximum-likelihood method [165].

For each participant, three psychometric functions were generated separately for each of the three model categories. Figure 3.12 depicts an example curve for Category I ($C_1 = 100$ Pa). The *stimulus* is given by the ratio $\frac{C_2}{C_1}$, while the *performance* denotes the normalized ratio of correct detection of models containing normal forces.

Point of subjective equality (PSEs) for the ratios $\frac{C_2}{C_1}$ were determined for all curves. The observed variation in the PSEs was found to be considerably large. Means and standard deviations were 0.27 ($\sigma = 0.23$) for Category I, 0.13 ($\sigma = 0.05$) for Category II, and 0.46 ($\sigma = 0.47$) for Category III. Large standard deviations indicate that participants found the task difficult. Especially for virtual models requiring display of large forces (mainly in Category III), the psychometric functions were distorted. In these cases, participants were not able to reliably identify models with normal forces.

These difficulties also became apparent in the written feedback given by the participants via the questionnaires. For larger forces, 4 out of 7 participants reported problems in making their judgments. Participants also indicated that they experienced discontinu-
Figure 3.12: Psychometric curve for a research participant interacting with a Model I ($C_1 = 100$ Pa). *Stimulus* is the ratio $\frac{C_2}{C_1}$, while the *performance* denotes the normalized ratio of correct detection of models containing normal forces.

Figure 3.12: Psychometric curve for a research participant interacting with a Model I ($C_1 = 100$ Pa). *Stimulus* is the ratio $\frac{C_2}{C_1}$, while the *performance* denotes the normalized ratio of correct detection of models containing normal forces.

...ilities, which was later determined to be due to the unstable rendering of large forces. Some participants also reported a low comfort level with using the setup.

The intended purpose of the pre-study was to support the selection of a subset of models that would be used in the similarity rating study. Models were chosen in such a way as to cover stimulus ranges where participants had low, intermediate, and high performance values of correct discrimination of the normal forces. However, due to the reported problems in the study, our choice was finally guided only by a subset of participants who performed better in the pre-study. These models are highlighted in grey in Table 3.1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model #</th>
<th>( C_1 ) (Pa)</th>
<th>( C_2 ) (Pa)</th>
<th>( \frac{C_2}{C_1} )</th>
<th>PSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Models used for the similarity rating study with mean PSE values obtained from force discrimination pre-study.

3.4.2 Multidimensional Scaling Study

MDS is a statistical analysis technique that provides information about relationships between a set of stimuli via similarity or dissimilarity ratings. As in the pre-study, participants were asked to perform trials consisting of shearing two virtual deformable models with the device. The similarity between the forces felt should then be rated by the participants on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being most dissimilar and 7 most similar.

Shear and normal forces were presented according to the previously selected combinations of the parameters \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), representing 9 different virtual tissue samples. Table 3.2 lists the parameter sets used. Each possible combination of models was presented 8 times, which resulted in a total of 360 unique pairwise comparisons.

The study had 8 participants, with equal numbers of males and females. The mean age of the participants was 28.1 years. The duration of one session, including instructions and
breaks, was three-and-a-half hours; each participant was compensated with 40 CHF. The participants in this study were not the same as in the pre-study, in order to avoid learning effects. Again, questionnaires were provided to the participants at the end of the study. In these, the participants were asked to describe the virtual models and explain the cues they used to perform the similarity rating.

3.4.2.1 Results

The inputs to the MDS analysis were the similarity ratings of the pairs of rendered forces; the output was a map of these renderings in a psychological space that helps us interpret the similarity data. Figure 3.13 provides a visual representation of the mean similarity ratings of all participants. The lighter color signifies that participants perceived the

Figure 3.13: Visual representation of similarity rating matrix for all participants. The values correspond to mean rating values of all participants.
two models as being similar, and dark color represents dissimilarity between two models. Based on this proximity map, an MDS analysis was performed using proximity scaling (PROXSCAL) as implemented in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Inc.) [166].

The first question to be addressed was the appropriate dimensionality of the output configuration. This can be determined by inspection of the elbow in the scree plot obtained from the analysis. In MDS, objects are represented as points in a dimensional space, such that the distances between the points match the observed dissimilarities as closely as possible. The overall measure of how the distances in the configuration fit the data is called “raw stress”. Detailed derivations used to calculate the stress are provided in [167]. The raw stress divided by the sum of squared dissimilarities is called the normalized raw stress.
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Figure 3.15: Dimensional configurations obtained from MDS analysis. Configuration with (a) one dimension and (b) two dimensions. “V” denotes the variables (model #) used in the analysis.

The amount of stress is used for judging the goodness of fit of an MDS solution (stress function): a small stress value indicates a good fitting solution, whereas a high value indicates a bad fit. Figure 3.14 shows the scree plot for MDS solutions with increasing dimensionality. We can, use the elbow in the scree plot as a guide to the dimensionality of the solution. As indicated by the elbow in the curve, two perceptual dimensions provide a better fit of the data than a single dimension.

MDS analysis does not provide labels for the dimensions of the output configurations. These must be obtained by visual inspection of the output configuration and interpretation of the feedback given by the participants. Therefore, in the next step we examine the output configurations of the 1D and 2D solutions.

Figure 3.15 shows the configurations obtained both for one and two dimensions in perceptual space. Closer inspection of the 1D configuration (Figure 3.15(a)) indicates an ordering of the nonlinear models according to the corresponding shear force of each model.
For comparison, the shear forces rendered with the samples are depicted in one dimension in Figure 3.16(a). As observed, the MDS appears to be successful in recovering the ordering of the samples according to the shear force magnitude. However, the distances between the samples were not appropriately reproduced. Nevertheless, the first dimension recovered from the similarity data likely represents the shear force of the samples.

In the 2D configuration (Figure 3.15(b)), the interpretation of the dimensions is less straight-forward. However, following the discussion in the case of one dimension, it makes sense to consider for the 2D configuration the normal forces in addition to the shear forces rendered for the samples. Therefore, the corresponding forces are plotted for all virtual models in Figure 3.16(b).

The resulting MDS arrangement in 2D perceptual space has similarities in the first five samples of the force plot. For samples with larger forces, distortions skew the 2D configuration. Thus, similar to the pre-study, participants seemed to have problems perceiving
normal components for renderings with high force magnitudes. Similar findings were again obtained from the questionnaires which are discussed below. According to the questionnaire, participants assumed on average that eight different virtual models were presented, which is close to the actual number of nine examined samples. The models were generally likened to “play-doh”, “rubber”, “cake”, “jelly”, or “sponge”. Materials of varying stiffness generate different forces when palpated. Further, participants would probably have not expected to feel any normal forces when palpating objects like “jelly”, “sponge”, etc., and the perceived reaction along the shearing direction could have been interpreted as overall object stiffness. Thus, the labeling in Figures 3.15(a) and (b) supports the interpretation of the first dimension of the MDS configuration to be related to shear forces.

Some participants generally reported difficulties in judging the similarities between the models. Also, 5 out of 8 participants reported problems in their ratings when forces became large. It was also stated that in the case of large forces, moving the device felt discontinuous and awkward. This was due to device instabilities during rendering of large forces. This could be an explanation for the deviation of the higher force samples in the perceptual space. The instabilities only appeared to occur for certain hand impedances.

For both the force discrimination pre-study and the MDS study, participants had difficulty perceiving normal components for rendering with high force magnitudes (models 6 through 9). These problems were associated with limitations in rendering large forces by the device and normal forces being masked when shear components were large. To test large forces, the experimental setup should be redesigned in the future. This could
be accomplished by using a real-time operating system coupled to the Delta haptic device and also increasing the sampling frequency to speed up force rendering. The addition of virtual or mechanical damping might also mitigate some of the observed instabilities. The study design could also be changed so that participants perform smaller shearing motions, which in turn would prevent larger forces from being rendered. Also, instead of using a virtual model, the participants could interact with physical biological and artificial tissue samples. This would produce realistic shear and normal forces but difficulty in ensuring experimental repeatability is one of the disadvantages of this approach.

3.5 Summary

The presence of normal forces during shearing of tissue is a consequence of the non-linearity of the material, which is not observed in linear elastic or typical non-physical models. For isotropic materials, this phenomenon is known as the Poynting effect. Though linear elastic models are computationally simple and easy to implement, such models do not exhibit the Poynting effect. Depending on the type of tissue (e.g. myocardial tissue and Sylgard gel) being palpated, the normal forces generated could be significant. We showed a significant Poynting effect is to be expected for myocardial tissue but not for Sylgard gel, based on the absolute human perception threshold for contact force discrimination thresholds published in the psychophysics literature. Further, tissue models solely based on one set of experiments, e.g. compression or indentation tests, are not sufficient to describe non-
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linear tissue deformation characteristics accurately. Combinations of tension/compression and shear/torsion or biaxial tests are essential for accurate tissue characterization and identification of material properties.

An MDS study was performed to investigate the influence of the Poynting effect on user perception. Participants interacted with virtual nonlinear elastic tissue models via the Delta haptic device. The selection of the material parameters of the samples was based on a 2AFC force discrimination pre-study. Following the pre-study, MDS was performed on similarity ratings obtained by comparing nine different virtual models. Two dimensions provided an appropriate fit to the perceptual space. The first and second dimensions recovered from the similarity data represented the shear and normal forces, respectively. The MDS arrangement in 2D perceptual space was valid for small resultant forces. The MDS analysis demonstrated that for nonlinear elastic tissue models exhibiting the Poynting effect, both shear and normal forces affected user perception.

This study provides a concrete example of how tissue modeling techniques relate to user perception of forces (haptic feedback) in surgical simulation systems. Other modeling factors that affect the deformation response of the organs include anatomical details and the shape of the surgical tools interacting with the organs. In the next chapter, we investigate the importance of organ geometry and surrounding boundary constraints for surgical planning systems.
Chapter 4

The Importance of Organ Geometry and Boundary Constraints for Planning of Medical Interventions

4.1 Introduction

The development of realistic surgical simulation systems requires accurate modeling of organs and their interactions with the surrounding organs and tissues, as well as the instrumentation tools. Tool-tissue interaction modeling is useful for training, planning, and practice of surgical and medical interventional procedures. Further, modeling such interactions helps in optimizing surgical tool design, creating “smart” instruments capable of assessing pathology, and understanding tissue injury mechanisms and damage thresholds.
Chapter 2 highlighted tool-tissue interaction models, complete simulator design approaches, specific medical applications, and training evaluation methods have been widely studied in the last two decades [39, 40, 146]. However, developing accurate models for surgical simulation is challenging. Biological tissues are generally inhomogeneous, anisotropic, and viscoelastic, and require complex experimental techniques to measure accurate force versus displacement characteristics in a laboratory. Further, development of organ models requires measurement of tissue properties in vivo, since organs have significantly different dynamics due to variations in temperature and blood circulation, which are difficult to precisely replicate during ex vivo experiments. Moreover, the task of choosing an appropriate constitutive law that describes the stress-strain response of the tissue under various loading conditions is not straightforward. On the other hand, current medical imaging modalities such as x-ray, ultrasound, computed tomography (CT) scans, and magnetic resonance (MR) images, can be used to determine organ geometry with a high level of accuracy. Complex boundary constraints and connective tissues that support the organs can also be observed, but with less accuracy.

Many surgical and interventional procedures require generating a plan prior to performing the task, which is typically performed with the aid of one or more of the imaging techniques listed above. The development of a patient-specific plan is critical in many surgical and interventional radiology procedures for drug delivery and biopsies, brachytherapies, and tumor ablations, during which needles must reach specific deep locations inside the organ. Prostate brachytherapy is one example of a procedure that requires target-specific
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needle insertion, so that radioactive seeds can be permanently implanted in the prostate for cancer destruction. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging or MR imaging with an endorectal coil are imaging modalities used clinically to guide the needle to its intended target. The success of the brachytherapy depends on the accuracy of placement of seeds, whose locations are determined during the planning stage of the procedure. Deformations caused during the pre-rupture phase, and also during needle insertion and retraction, can result in the needle missing its intended target. Thus, a method to predict the deformation of the organ prior to needle insertion would help clinicians in planning the path of the needle through tissue.

Patient-specific organ models useful for planning surgical or other interventional procedures and predicting tissue deformation require knowledge of the organ anatomy and its surrounding tissues, as well as information about the properties of all tissues involved in the surgical procedure. In this study, we hypothesize that organ geometry and boundary constraints play the most important role in determining the deformation of the organ during planning of procedures such as needle insertion. As highlighted in Chapter 2, several researchers have studied interactions between needles and soft tissues for surgical simulation and planning using continuum mechanics-based formulation techniques [15, 46, 75, 76, 80, 84, 115, 168]. Among these studies, [75, 84, 115] specifically investigated needle insertion during prostate brachytherapy. All these studies presented methods to model the needle-tissue interaction forces and computational techniques required to enhance the simulation environment for real-time applications such as visual display
of realistic organ deformations, haptic feedback, or surgical path planning, and did not consider detailed anatomical structures surrounding the organ. For example, Mohamed et al. [169] studied deformations of the prostate by considering a simple geometry (the prostate was an egg-shaped structure while the rectum was a cylinder) and limited boundary conditions (sacrum and pubic arch) along with a nonlinear elasticity-based model. By considering some anatomical details, a nonlinear constitutive law, and statistical modeling techniques, their goal was to predict deformations of the prostate. In another example, Dehghan and Salcudean [147] compared the effects of linear and nonlinear FE models on the mesh displacement during needle insertion and concluded that in the presence of asymmetric boundary conditions, noticeable differences result. All of the studies mentioned above emphasized the importance of realistic tissue properties in their work and few studies have also incorporated anatomical details in their models. However, no prior work has quantified the effects of both material properties and realistic anatomical details on accurate simulation of invasive procedures, such as needle insertion.

In this chapter we show that when an organ is subjected to displacements during needle insertion, the geometry and boundary constraints surrounding the organ rather than the constitutive model dominate its deformation response. For this work, we considered the clinical application of needle insertion into the prostate (e.g. for biopsy or brachytherapy). We extracted pertinent anatomical structures from an MR image and generated a FE mesh in order to study the deformation of the prostate. In order to simulate the relative contact between the prostate and its surrounding tissue, we employed cohesive zone models. Fi-
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Finally, we conducted sensitivity studies to show the effects of including these boundary constraints in the model.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents representative cases that highlight the importance of geometry and boundary constraints for path planning surgical procedures. Section 4.3 applies these approaches specifically to needle insertion into the prostate and describes a method to generate FE meshes from MR images, while Section 4.4 presents the results of the sensitivity studies. Section 4.5 concludes by summarizing the results of this chapter.

4.2 Study of Model Systems

The deformation of organs when interacting with interventional tools is fundamentally governed by the following factors: (1) organ geometry, (2) soft tissue properties, and (3) boundary constraints due to surrounding structures that support the organ. In surgical and other interventional procedures such as needle insertion, the clinician intends to reach a designated target. This implies that the input to the system is a displacement that results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Square ($S$)</th>
<th>Circle ($C$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boundary condition</td>
<td>Fixed edge ($F$)</td>
<td>Partially constrained ($P$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material behavior</td>
<td>Linear elastic ($L$)</td>
<td>Hyperelastic ($H$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Study of some of the factors affecting deformation of organs viz. geometry, boundary condition, and material behavior; combinations of the various factors result in 8 simulation cases with the following nomenclature: $SFL$, $SFH$, $SPL$, $SPH$, $CFL$, $CFH$, $CPL$, and $CPH$.  
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Figure 4.1: Simulation scenarios where the top edge was completely fixed and partially constrained edges, for objects with square and circular geometries. These represent a total of 8 simulation cases, in which the constitutive laws of the objects are described by linear elastic or hyperelastic models.

in deformation of the organ. In order to understand and quantify the significance of each of the items, we performed a set of simulation studies of model systems, in which two sets of geometries (square and circle), linear and nonlinear elasticity-based material properties, and different boundary conditions were compared. Table 4.1 provides the range of variables considered. The simulation cases with the boundary conditions and applied displacements are depicted in Figure 4.1.

### 4.2.1 Constitutive Models

Most simulators today use a linear elastic assumption. For homogenous and isotropic models, the Cauchy stress tensor, $\sigma$, and the infinitesimal strain tensor, $\varepsilon$, given in component form, are related by

$$
\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1 + \nu}{E} \sigma_{ij} - \frac{\nu}{E} \sigma_{kk} \delta_{ij},
$$

(4.1)
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where $E$ and $\nu$ are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material, respectively, and $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta.

However, since biological organs undergo large strains, hyperelastic models are better suited to describe the constitutive behavior of soft tissues. Hyperelastic models are defined by a strain energy density function, $W$, associated with the material. The Mooney-Rivlin model is commonly used to approximate the response of rubber-like materials and some biological tissues [10], and was chosen for our analysis. For incompressible and isotropic materials, the Mooney-Rivlin model is of the form

$$W = C_1 (I_1 - 3) + C_2 (I_2 - 3), \quad (4.2)$$

where $I_1$ and $I_2$ are the invariants of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, $C = F^T F$, and $F$ is the deformation gradient tensor. $C_1$ and $C_2$ are material properties. The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress in the material as a result of deformation can be obtained from

$$P = \frac{\partial W(F)}{\partial F}, \quad (4.3)$$

The Cauchy stress tensor, $\sigma$, and first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, $P$, are related by

$$PF^T = J\sigma, \quad (4.4)$$
with $J = \det(F)$. The invariants of $C$ are

$$I_1 = C : I,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

$$I_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left( (C : I)^2 - (C : C) \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

with $I_3 = \det C = 1$ for incompressible materials,  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

where $I$ is the identity tensor.

### 4.2.2 Modeling Methods

The simple square- and circular-shaped objects with distinctly different boundary constraints and elastic behavior provide example models that allow us to assess the importance of factors affecting the object’s deformation under applied displacement conditions. We performed 2D FE simulations to quantify the relevance of these factors, namely object geometry, boundary condition, and material behavior. FE simulations of the 8 cases, as highlighted in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, were performed using the ABAQUS/Standard [97] simulation environment. The elements consisted of 8-node bi-quadratic plane strain quadrilaterals (ABAQUS element $CPE8H$) with nodes placed 1 mm apart for the square- and circular-shaped geometric objects. Plane strain FE models assume that the object is infinitely thick, so out-of-plane strains are not considered. This assumption is applicable for both models considered in this section and for the 2D simulation models presented in the
following sections. Mesh resolution sensitivity studies were also performed to ensure that
nodes placed 1 mm apart resulted in convergence of solution. Figure 4.3(a) provides as
an example, a mesh of coarser resolution used for the square object with partially fixed
boundary constraints and shows the location of applied displacement. Also shown in the
figure is the location of one representative node whose displacements were scrutinized in
detail.

ABAQUS provides the capability to input both linear and nonlinear constitutive laws,
along with user-defined boundary conditions and input displacements. For the linear elastic
case, the Young’s modulus, $E$, and the Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$, were set to 15 kPa and 0.49,
respectively. These were reported in [170] as a linear elastic approximation to liver. For the
nonlinear case, we choose the Mooney-Rivlin model described in (4.2), and the material
parameters $C_1$ and $C_2$ were assigned to be 3.46 kPa and 2.78 kPa, respectively. These were
obtained via in vivo indentation studies on porcine liver [170].

4.2.3 Simulation Results for Model Systems

Contour plots depicting the resultant magnitude of the computed nodal displacements
for the square- and circular-shaped geometries are shown in Figure 4.2. For both the square
and circular geometric objects, the differences in boundary constraints result in varying
displacement contour plots. Thus, the displacement fields are insensitive to material prop-
erties. However, the maximum increase in the von Mises stress, for a given geometry and
boundary constraint, was observed to be 188.6%. This increase was between the $CPL$ and
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Figure 4.2: Contour plots depicting the magnitude of the nodal displacements for the 8 simulation cases. The nomenclature for the 8 simulation cases are: $S$: Square, $C$: Circle, $F$: Fixed edge, $P$: Partially constrained, $L$: Linear elastic, and $H$: Hyperelastic.

$CPH$ cases. Figure 4.3(a) depicts a representative node used to compare nodal displacements for the 4 simulation cases for the square object, while Figure 4.3(b) provides the magnitude of the displacements at the node. The maximum increase in nodal displacement between the $SPL$ (or $SPH$) and $SFL$ (or $SFH$) cases was observed to be 55.1% at the representative node.

Needle insertion procedures are primarily displacement-driven problems, and our results indicate that the deformation response of the object is sensitive to boundary conditions surrounding it and not to its material properties. The $SFL$ and $SPL$ results are quantitatively different, as are $SFL$ and $CFL$. When the input to the system is displacement, the deformation of the object is relatively insensitive to the constitutive law. On the other hand, the stresses induced in the material are very different for the linear and nonlinear elastic mod-
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Figure 4.3: Simulation conditions for the square object: (a) Example mesh where nodes are placed 5 mm apart for clarity, with partially constrained boundary conditions, applied displacement of 3 mm, and representative node. (b) Magnitude of nodal displacement for the 4 simulation cases (SFL, SPL, SFH, and SPH) at the representative node.

...els, since displacements are related to the stresses via the material properties, as shown in (4.1) and (4.4) for linear and nonlinear elastic models, respectively. This implies that, for needle insertion procedures in which linear approximations of the tissue properties are available and needle bending is not of concern, greater emphasis must be placed on accurately modeling the organ geometry and tissues surrounding the organ.

4.3 Prostate Model

In the previous section, we compared square and circular geometric objects with simplified boundary constraints, which do not represent specific human organs. In this section, we apply the results obtained from the previous section to invasive procedures involving needle insertion, examples of which are biopsies, brachytherapies, and tumor ablations.
In order to determine the importance of organ geometry and boundary constraints during a clinically relevant interventional procedure, we will examine needle insertion into the prostate for the purpose of brachytherapy. Prostate cancer is one of the most common malignancies among men and prostate brachytherapy represents one of the treatments options. This procedure consists of permanently placing radioactive seeds, most often $^{125}$I, inside the prostate via needles passing through the perineum, relying intensively on imaging guidance using TRUS [171] or MR imaging [172].

In order to model the boundary constraints of the prostate accurately, we need to identify the various anatomical structures, that surround the prostate and connect it to other
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organs. Figure 4.4(a) shows an anatomically accurate drawing of the male human pelvis in the sagittal plane, while Figure 4.4(b) provides a sagittal schematic of the various fatty tissue, ligaments, muscle, and bone surrounding the prostate based on an MR image (Figure 4.5). The urethra passes through the prostate and there are pubic ligaments attached to the prostate and the pubic bone. Also, Figure 4.4(b) shows the probable needle insertion location and applied displacement during insertion. In addition to identifying the boundary constraints of the prostate gland, it is necessary to model the geometry of the prostate as well as its surrounding tissue. In order to accomplish this, we extracted the geometric information from a sagittal view of an MR image. As opposed to other imaging modalities, MR images have larger field of view and produce the highest resolution of detail for pelvic soft tissues including prostate and surrounding structures, which in turn results in better segmentation of organ geometry. The MR image was acquired in a 3D T2-weighted sequence of the male pelvis at 3.0 T magnetic field strength (TR: 1600 ms, TE: 115 ms, field of view: 35 cm, slice thickness: 1 mm with no gap) and was reconstructed in the sagittal plane. The various anatomical parts, identified in Figure 4.4(b) and extracted from the MR image in Figure 4.5(b), were segmented using the random walker algorithm presented in [22]. Figure 4.5(c) shows the final segmented image generated from the input MR image, with the prostate in black. The random walker algorithm uses image intensities to segment an image without any prior model for the segmentation target. Therefore, it is difficult to categorize the accuracy of segmentation since the algorithm is a general purpose segmentation tool as opposed to being application specific. However, note that the random
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Figure 4.5: Segmentation of an MR image using the random walker algorithm [22]. (a) Sagittal view of the male pelvis. (b) Approximate location of the prostate and surrounding tissue identified, where the cyan color indicates the anatomy not of interest. (c) Segmented image, where the colors red, magenta, green, yellow, black, and blue signify bone, fascia, fat, muscle, prostate, and urinary bladder, respectively and also entered in Figure 4.4.

The random walker algorithm is an interactive technique and one can easily correct any errors in the segmentation results obtained in the first attempt. In particular, if the user is not satisfied with the required result, additional scribbles (points) can be added to improve the segmentation. Due to the lack of ground truth segmentation, we performed a qualitative evaluation of our segmentation. More specifically, an experienced radiologist confirmed that the estimated segmentation (shown in Figure 4.5(c)) is of high level of accuracy. Moreover, there has been a comparison of the random walker algorithm with state of the art segmentation schemes and it has been shown that the algorithm’s performance is robust to changes in placement of the scribbles [173]. In this study, segmentation is an intermediate step in the process of developing FE meshes. The random walker algorithm was able to segment the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>$E$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$\nu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>$1.80 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fascia</td>
<td>4249.78</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligament</td>
<td>489.71</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>29.85</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary bladder</td>
<td>$1.32 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Material properties of prostate and surrounding tissue were obtained from [1] and [2], respectively. These model constitutive parameters were derived from *ex vivo* tests. The properties of the urinary bladder were assumed to be that of water, with a bulk modulus, $K = 2.2$ GPa i.e. $E = 3K (1 - 2\nu)$.

MR image with desired accuracy levels.

Software for conversion from segmented images to FE meshes exist, examples of which are [174, 175]. Bharatha et al. [176] used the FE mesh generation algorithm described in [174] in order to generate a mesh while Crouch et al. [177] generated a FE mesh after image segmentation using the m-rep technique, which are a multiscale medial means for modeling 3D solid objects. Both studies only segmented the prostate gland. On the other hand, Sullivan et al. [175] developed a system to generate 3D elements and applied their technique to the abdominal region of a human body model and meshed the following regions: air, water, fat, bone, kidney, rectum, stomach, appendix, muscle, liver, bladder, prostate, and intestines. For our study, the FE mesh was generated from the segmented MR image using the open source object-oriented finite element analysis (OOF) [178] software developed by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). OOF was designed to help materials scientists calculate macroscopic properties of materials from
images of microstructures. The FE mesh generated consisted of 8090 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements (ABAQUS element CPE4) as shown in Figure 4.6. Further, mesh resolution sensitivity studies were done to ensure that 8090 elements resulted in convergence of solution. The material properties assigned to the prostate and surrounding tissue are given in Table 4.2. It is difficult to acquire and test tissue samples of the prostate gland and surrounding organs. Further, most soft tissue constitutive model parameters are based on data acquired ex vivo (rather than in vivo) and there exists limited published data [2, 10].

As the needle indents, punctures, and travels through the prostate, the gland slides and shears with respect to its surrounding tissue. In order to simulate this interaction between the prostate and its surrounding structure, we employ cohesive zone (also known as relative slip) models (Figure 4.7). Cohesive zone modeling techniques are commonly used to simulate interface failure in composite structures [179]. The cohesive zone is a mathematical approach to modeling the fact that work must be done to separate the two surfaces at an interface. This work is described in terms of a prescribed relationship between the forces required to separate the surfaces and the relative displacements of those surfaces. Cohesive zone elements are placed between bulk elements, as shown in Figure 4.7. A detailed explanation of the numerical implementation of cohesive zone models is presented in [180]. Alternatively, modeling the relative slip between the prostate and its surrounding tissue could be simulated as a contact problem. This method is computationally challenging since the interaction forces and displacements between elements are computed on the
Figure 4.6: FE mesh of the prostate with its surrounding tissue generated from the segmented MR image used for simulation studies. (a) Close-up view of the simulation case where no cohesive elements surround the prostate (NoCoh). (b) Close-up view of the simulation case where prostate gland is surrounded by cohesive elements (in bold black) (Coh). Also shown are the data points at which nodal displacement were measured and the point of applied displacement used to simulate needle insertion.

basis of the inter-penetration distance between elements. Cohesive zone models are not plagued by such numerical instabilities and present an efficient solution to simulate interaction between elements.

The cohesive zone elements were defined around the prostate and are placed between continuum (bulk) elements, as shown in Figure 4.7(a). In our FE models, the cohesive zone
Figure 4.7: The cohesive zone model. (a) A sketch depicting application of cohesive zone elements along the bulk element boundaries; tensile/compressive (normal) and shear displacements result in deformation of the cohesive elements. (b) Linear traction-strain laws with 10 MPa and 100 Pa normal elastic and shear elastic moduli, respectively.

was implemented using 4-node elements (ABAQUS element COH2D4). The applied displacement primarily results in sliding of the prostate with respect to its surrounding tissue, and cohesive zone elements open up and deform in order to simulate this behavior. All of the cohesive elements use a traction-strain law (Figure 4.7(b)), which defines the relationship between the vectorial tractions (force density vectors), $t$, and strains, $\delta$, across the element. For unit original constitutive thickness of the cohesive element, which is different from the geometric thickness (which is typically close or equal to zero), the separation displacement is equal to the strain of the cohesive element. Thus, the tractions and strains are
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given by

\[ t = t_n e_n + t_s e_s, \]

\[ = \mu_n \delta_n e_n + \mu_s \delta_s e_s, \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where

\[ \delta = \delta_n e_n + \delta_s e_s, \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

and \( t_s, t_n \) and \( \delta_s, \delta_n \) are tractions and strains in the shear and normal directions, respectively.

The description of the deformation and the traction evolution in these elements is governed by a linear traction law, as shown in Figure 4.7(b). Given that the relative tangential sliding is expected to be easier than normal separation or inter-penetration, we arbitrarily choose a tensile/compressive (normal) elastic modulus, \( \mu_n \), of 10 MPa and shear elastic modulus, \( \mu_s \), of 100 Pa. Changing the individual elastic moduli values by an order of magnitude did not produce significant variations in results. Experimentally-derived values for these moduli could be obtained from force-displacement measurements of the prostate interacting with its surrounding tissue, but are not currently available.

### 4.4 Sensitivity Studies for the Prostate Model

The deformation of the prostate gland during needle insertion can be classified into the following three distinct phases [86, 91]:
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• First, the prostate undergoes elastic deformation as the tip of the needle indents the outer surface of the gland prior to puncturing the gland’s capsule. The prostatic capsule is a fibromuscular membrane encasing the prostate.

• Second, the user-defined needle displacement induces a load on the prostate. When this load reaches a critical threshold the gland ruptures. The rupture process is characterized by a sharp and recognizable peak in the local organ deformation and load.

• Third, following rupture, the needle penetrates the tissue by cutting its surface. The fracture toughness of the material is the energy necessary to increase the area of fracture by an incremental amount and governs the propagation of rupture through tissue.

Consultations with clinicians and observations of needle insertion procedures indicated that maximum organ deformation occurs during the pre-rupture (first phase) stage of the prostate and the simulation of this phase is described in the chapter. In order to simulate this process, a displacement boundary condition of 3.25 mm was applied to nodes on the outer periphery of the prostate as shown in Figure 4.6. The external boundary of the FE model (Figure 4.6) was fixed since this represents regions that are outside the human body or far away from the prostate gland, so they do not affect the prostate’s deformation. Further, the region marked as rectum and sigmoid in Figure 4.4(b) contains the transrectal probe or endorectal coil (depending on the imaging modality used for guiding the needle). These devices are relatively stiff and so are simulated as a fixed boundary condition. It should
be noted that the MR image (Figure 4.5(a)), from which the FE models were generated, does not contain a transrectal probe. But an image with a transrectal probe could be segmented and meshed using the procedure described earlier. As highlighted in the anatomical drawing and sketch in Figures 4.4(a) and (b), respectively, the urethra is embedded in the prostate tissue and pubic ligaments are not visible in an MR image, but (because of their relative stiffnesses) they should be accounted for in the simulation model. Figures 4.8(a) and (b) depict the elements assigned to be urethra muscle and pubic ligaments, respectively, and the cohesive zone has been modified to account for the urethra and pubic ligaments. The material properties for these tissues are given in Table 4.2.

In order to understand and compare the various modeling techniques we performed simulation studies with the following scenarios:

1. **NoCoh**: No cohesive zone or relative slip model employed (Figure 4.6(a)).

2. **Coh**: Cohesive zone model between the prostate and surrounding organs (Figure 4.6(b)).

3. **CohUr**: Cohesive zone model around the prostate and urethra passing through the prostate (Figure 4.8(a)).

4. **CohLig**: Cohesive zone model around the prostate and pubic ligaments attached to the prostate (Figure 4.8(b)).

5. **Crop**: A simpler model that is a cropped version of our original mesh wherein the
Figure 4.8: Close-up views of FE meshes used for sensitivity studies. (a) Inclusion of the urethra (in blue) passing through the prostate (CohUr). (b) Pubic ligaments (in blue) connecting the prostate to the pubic bone (CohLig). The elements corresponding to the urethra and pubic ligaments have material properties associated with muscle and ligaments as provided in Table 4.2, respectively. The figure also shows the modified cohesive zone (in bold black) surrounding the prostate, location of applied displacement, and representative nodes.

surrounding tissue properties had been assigned a single value of 30 kPa and the boundary mesh had been fixed only in the region to the right of the prostate, to signify the presence of the transrectal probe or endorectal coil (Figure 4.9). This simulation case represents a 2D approximation to traditionally performed modeling scenario for
Figure 4.9: Simplified mesh generated by cropping the original mesh with only the right-hand side fixed (Crop). Location of representative nodes are also shown.

prostate brachytherapy where detailed organ geometry and boundary conditions are not considered [75, 79, 115].

In order to quantify the deformation of the prostate mesh for the five simulation cases, we observed the nodal displacement at the same 4 nodes specified in Figures 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9. Figure 4.10 shows the nodal displacements for the 5 simulation cases. In Figure 4.10(a), we provide the nodal displacement for simulation cases NoCoh and Crop, model with detailed anatomy and cropped up mesh, respectively. The maximum nodal displacement at node 3 for Crop was 14 times larger than that observed for NoCoh. Figure 4.11 depicts the magnitude of prostate nodal displacement for both NoCoh and Crop simulation cases. The deformation of the nodes is similar for both cases close to the location of the
Figure 4.10: Nodal displacement for the 5 simulation cases: (a) NoCoh and Crop (b) Coh, CohUr, and CohLig
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Figure 4.11: Surface plots depicting the magnitude of nodal displacements for the prostate, where $X$ and $Y$ axes represent the nodal co-ordinates of the prostate in the FE model. (a) Simulation with complex anatomy and boundary conditions ($NoCoh$) and (b) simulation with simple organ geometry and boundary conditions ($Crop$). For both simulation cases relative motion between the prostate and surrounding tissue is not modeled.

input displacement, but further away the magnitudes of displacement are highly dissimilar. In Figure 4.10(b) we compare nodal displacements for the simulation cases $Coh$, $CohUr$, and $CohLig$. In addition to having complex geometry and boundary conditions, these simulation cases also include cohesive zones, the urethra passing through the prostate, and pubic ligaments connecting the prostate to the pubic bone, respectively. A $9.5\%$ (at node 1) and $20.4\%$ (at node 2) increase in maximum nodal displacement was observed for the $CohUr$ and $CohLig$ cases, respectively, when compared to $Coh$. Thus, in the 2D simulation cases, the inclusion of the urethra and pubic ligaments did not cause large differences in the
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nodal displacement. However, significant differences in nodal displacement are observed between the anatomically accurate and simpler models.

4.5 Summary

Biopsies, brachytherapies, and other needle insertion procedures are primarily displacement-driven interventional operations. This means that the clinician applies an input displacement to the needle in order to reach the target, and this applied displacement results in deformation of the organ. For one such task, our results show that the organ geometry and boundary constraints surrounding the organ (rather than the constitutive behavior of the tissue) dominate its deformation. We apply this approach to the clinical procedure of needle insertion into the prostate by identifying boundary constraints and tissue surrounding the prostate gland, and simulated the pre-rupture deformation of tissue. We compare our results to a case where the anatomy surrounding the prostate was not accurately defined, and our results show that the use of more detailed geometry results in significantly smaller displacements (by a factor of 14 at one representative point). It should be noted that this study does not attempt to equate greater or lesser nodal displacements to better performance of the model. Rather, it presents sensitivity studies in which simulation models of varying fidelity (in terms of realistic organ geometry and surrounding boundary constraints) are compared. We believe our study is the first to consider this level of sophistication in simulation by incorporating anatomical details and using the concept of cohesive
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zone models to account for relative slip between the prostate and surrounding tissue.

The previous chapter investigated the importance of soft tissue constitutive laws in the context of surgical simulation. The current chapter quantitatively demonstrated that anatomically valid organ geometry models and appropriate boundary constraints are essential for accurate simulation of organ deformation during planning of invasive surgical procedures. In the following chapter, we investigate the importance of the shape of the surgical tool and tissue properties in the context of surgical planning. We specifically examine the interaction of robotically steered flexible bevel-tip needles with soft tissues.
Chapter 5

Effects of Tool Geometry and Tissue Properties for Medical Intervention Planning

5.1 Introduction

Percutaneous needle insertion is one of the most common minimally invasive clinical procedures. It is used for diagnosis, localized therapeutic drug delivery, and sample removal from tissues deep within the body. Inaccurate needle placement may result in malignancies not being detected during biopsy, radioactive seeds not being placed in the correct location to destroy cancerous lesions during brachytherapy, and traumatic or even
Figure 5.1: Asymmetry of the bevel tip produces a resultant transverse load which causes the flexible needle to naturally bend when it interacts with a soft medium. This phenomenon is not observed in needles with symmetric tips.

fatal effects during administration of anesthesia. Thus, for effective medical diagnoses and treatments, the needle must reach its intended target. However, a variety of issues (e.g. tissue inhomogeneity and anisotropy, organ deformation, anatomy obstructing the needle path, and physiological processes, such as respiration, flow of fluids, and edema) cause the needle to deviate from its intended path. A possible method to mitigate needle targeting errors is to use a needle that can be robotically steered inside the body to reach the intended target. Such needle insertion systems promise to enhance physicians’ abilities to accurately reach targets and maneuver inside the human body while minimizing patient trauma. An
understanding and model of the needle and soft tissue interaction is required to plan such robotic medical interventions.

Several groups have examined the use of robotically steered flexible needles through tissue [82, 168, 181–185]. Abolhassani et al. [186] provide a review of recent research being conducted in the area of robotic needle insertion in soft tissue. One of the methods to steer needles through the body uses flexible needles with standard bevel tips that naturally cause the needle to bend when interacting with soft tissue [185]. This phenomenon is attributed to the asymmetry of the bevel edge, which results in bending forces at the needle tip (Figure 5.1). Ideally, a mechanics-based model of the tip force would be used to predict needle behavior based on information about geometry and material properties.

Several research groups have developed physics-based needle and soft tissue interaction models that are not specific to bevel-tipped needles [15, 75, 76, 80, 84, 187]. A general survey of surgical tool and tissue interaction models, which describes both physics- and non-physics-based interaction models, is provided in Chapter 2 and [146]. In all these studies, the objective of the researchers was to develop models to render simulation of needle-tissue interaction for real-time applications without specifically focusing on the interaction forces at the needle tip. However, experimental work has identified forces (due to puncture, cutting, and friction) that develop during needle insertion through tissue [86]. Further, Shergold and Fleck [188] provided a fracture mechanics-based model for flat-bottomed and sharp-tipped cylindrical punches as the tip interacted with soft solids (although their model does not consider the interaction of the punch shaft with the surrounding medium). Web-
ster et al. [185] presented a nonholonomic model for steering flexible needles with bevel tips. The parameters for their kinematic model were fit using experimental data, but this model did not consider the interaction of the needle with an elastic medium. None of these studies focused on relating the tip forces to the amount of needle deflection based on the fundamental principles of continuum and fracture mechanics.

In this chapter, we present experimental results and an analytical model to study the effect of tissue material and needle tip geometric parameters on tip forces. Also, using FE simulations we show the relationship between the bevel angle and the forces generated at the needle tip. The FE model includes contact between the needle tip and tissue, and also incorporates a cohesive zone model to simulate the tissue cleavage process. In addition, we present a 2D model for a bevel-tip needle embedded in an elastic medium (shown in Figure 5.2). Our mechanics-based model is based on both macroscopic observations of a
robotically steered needle inserted through soft gels and microscopic observations of the needle tip interacting with soft gels. The model accounts for the needle’s geometric and material properties, and also the medium’s nonlinear material properties. Uniaxial compression and toughness tests were performed to extract medium-specific material properties. We incorporate these physical values into our FE simulation and mechanics-based analytical model. In addition to capturing needle tip effects, our analytical model attempts to provide a physics-based understanding of the effect of the needle-tissue interaction (both along needle shaft and at the bevel tip) on the evolving shape of the needle with applications to surgical planning.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents microscopic and macroscopic observations of needle-gel interactions. Section 5.3 highlights the importance of both tissue elasticity and toughness for needle bending calculations, while Sections 5.4 and 5.5 present the mathematical preliminaries and experiments required to obtain the tissue elasticity and toughness values for several gels and soft tissue, respectively. Section 5.6 describes the FE simulations and sensitivity studies done to evaluate forces at the bevel tip using the derived material properties. Section 5.7 provides an energy-based formulation for a needle inserted in an elastic medium. Section 5.8 compares the results from the experimental needle-gel interaction studies to those obtained from the energy-based model. Finally, this chapter concludes with a summary of these efforts.
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5.2 Observations of Needle-Tissue Interactions

In order to guide the development of models for a needle embedded in an elastic medium, we conducted microscopic and macroscopic experiments. Nitinol wires (Nitinol Devices and Components, Fremont, CA, USA) of varying diameter were used as flexible “needles”. These needles were solid rather than hollow. Each needle had a bevel tip. A smooth and sharp bevel was obtained by fixing the needles at an angle in Crystalbond™ (Aremco Products, Inc., Valley Cottage, NY, USA) mounting adhesive, which is a thermo-plastic, and then polishing the edges (Figure 5.3). Crystalbond™ holds the needles at a fixed angle while they are polished. After the needle tips have been polished, the needles are removed by breaking the Crystalbond™ mounting adhesive. Finally, the needle tips are cleaned with Acetone solution. The Plastisol (M-F Manufacturing Co., Inc., Ft. Worth, TX, USA) gels were used in the experiments; the ratio of plastic and softener was varied to change the stiffness of the gel.

5.2.1 Global Observations

We used the experimental setup shown in Figure 5.4 to measure the radius of curvature for three needles inserted into two phantom tissues. This setup was developed by Webster et al. [189], and revised by Reed et al. [190] and John Swensen (Locomotion in Mechanical and Biological Systems Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University). The device can rotate and...
Figure 5.3: Preparation of needles with bevel edges. (a) Two needles fixed at an angle in Crystalbond™ mounting adhesive in a plastic petri dish. (b) The needles tips being polished using a rotating disc polisher (Allied High Tech Products Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA) to get a smooth edge. (c) Needles with polished bevel edges.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental setup used to robotically steer a flexible needle through soft elastic materials.

insert a needle into tissues using two DC motors. A 6-axis sensor (ATI Nano 17) measures the force and torque at the base of the needle. Motion control and measurements run at 1 kHz. Nitinol wires with diameters of 0.40 mm ($\alpha = 38.0^\circ$), 0.71 mm ($\alpha = 38.7^\circ$), and 0.90 mm ($\alpha = 30.9^\circ$) were used. Two transparent Plastisol gels were used, with a plastic to softener ratio of 4:1 (gel #1) and 32:9 (gel #2). Tracking of the needle tip was performed at 7 Hz by triangulating images from a pair of XCD-X710 firewire cameras (Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) mounted above the phantom tissue. A telescoping support sheath prevents the needle from buckling during insertion. The device is further described in [189].

For each experiment, we inserted the needle 20 cm into the gel at a constant velocity of 0.25 cm/sec. To determine the radius of curvature throughout the insertion, we segmented the needle tip position every 5 cm and calculated the radius of curvature over three regions.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gel, Ø (mm)</th>
<th>5-10cm (mm)</th>
<th>10-15cm (mm)</th>
<th>5-20cm (mm)</th>
<th>mean ρ (mm)</th>
<th>max % deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1, 0.40</td>
<td>165.1</td>
<td>161.0</td>
<td>168.5</td>
<td>179.4</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1, 0.71</td>
<td>201.0</td>
<td>176.8</td>
<td>191.5</td>
<td>196.6</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1, 0.90</td>
<td>299.4</td>
<td>191.3</td>
<td>259.9</td>
<td>289.1</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2, 0.40</td>
<td>278.1</td>
<td>264.2</td>
<td>272.8</td>
<td>276.0</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2, 0.71</td>
<td>368.9</td>
<td>314.8</td>
<td>337.0</td>
<td>327.3</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2, 0.90</td>
<td>541.7</td>
<td>340.2</td>
<td>428.7</td>
<td>404.1</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Radius of curvature for needle path segments where Ø is the diameter of needle and ρ is the radius of curvature.

Data from the first 5 cm were not used in the radius of curvature calculation because the pre-puncture deformation, the interaction of the support sheath, and the gel surface contaminate the initial needle deflection data. Figure 5.5 shows the needle tip positions for three needles inserted into both materials. The figures show planar data. The depth direction varied by a maximum of 15 mm. The needle tip deviates from the horizontal plane since the initial rotation angle of the bevel varies slightly from trial to trial. The radius of curvature for each insertion was determined using a 3D least squares fitting algorithm. Table 5.1 shows the radii calculated over each section of the needle. We found that a needle length segment of 5 cm was sufficiently small to fit a circle while highlighting the low variation in the radius of curvature across different segments. The radius of curvature varies by an average of 10.7% for these six insertions, with most of this deviation found in the Ø 0.90 mm needle. The other two needles have an average deviation of only 5.7%. Given this low variation, we assume a constant radius of curvature throughout the insertion, which corresponds to the kinematic model of [185].
Figure 5.5: Needle tip position: During each 20 cm insertion, the tip position is measured. The radius of curvature remains relatively constant throughout the insertion. (a) Gel #1 (stiffest). (b) Gel #2 (less stiff).
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5.2.2 Local Macroscopic Tip Observations

In order to understand the tissue cleavage process as the needle tip interacts with the medium, we performed experiments in which we physically magnified the bevel tip by machining needles of diameter Ø 1.5 cm. These needles had bevel angles ranging from 10° to 60°. Figure 5.6 shows the needles with five bevel angles used in the experiments.

Three different types of Plastisol gel were used as the soft medium for these studies. The ratio of plastic to softener for the Plastisol was set to 3:1 (gel A), 8:1 (gel B), and 4:1 (gel C). These experiments were performed using the experimental setup described in Section 5.2.1 and shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.6: Scaled needles of Ø 1.5 cm used to understand the interaction between the needle tip and medium. Needles of various bevel angles (10°, 15°, 30°, 45°, and 60°) were used in the study.
As the needle tip cuts through the soft solid, it moves material out of the way. We assume that the needle tip cuts the elastic medium along the dotted line, as shown in Figure 5.8(a). The angle by which the needle tip cuts and displaces material is given by $\gamma$. The resulting material displacements along the dotted line (cut path) in order to accommodate the needle tip are $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ (Figure 5.8(a)). This material displacement as the needle tip interacts with medium and moves forward results in a distributed load along the bevel and bottom edges of the needle tip.

The load distribution along the edges of the needle tip is hypothesized to be triangular
Figure 5.8: (a) Displacement of material as the needle tip interacts with a soft solid. (b) As material is moved out of the way to accommodate the needle tip, this results in a load distribution along the edges of the needle tip. \( \xi \) and \( \eta \) are defined as the positive directions for the triangular load distributions on the bottom and bevel edges of the needle tip, respectively. We define \( \xi \) and \( \eta \) as the positive directions for the triangular load distributions on the bottom and bevel edges of the needle tip, respectively. Characterization of the frictional forces along the edges of the needle tip needs to be performed in order to choose an appropriate friction model. This has not been performed at the current state of our analysis. Hence, the effects of friction along the edges of the needle tip have not been considered in this calculation. However, when needles interact with soft biological tissues during clinical procedures, the fluids within the organ lubricate the needle’s surface and reduce friction. Thus, we believe that friction will not play a major role in the needle-tissue interaction forces.
Figure 5.9: Free-body diagram of the forces acting on the needle tip as it interacts with the medium.

The resultant forces and moments acting on the needle tip due to deformation of the medium and inclusion of the bevel tip are shown in Figure 5.9. Using $d$ and $\alpha$, the diameter of the needle and the bevel angle, respectively, we define other variables representing various dimensions in Figure 5.9 as follows:

\begin{align*}
\alpha &= \gamma + \beta. \quad (5.1) \\
\alpha &= \gamma + \beta. \quad (5.1) \\
a &= \frac{d}{\tan \alpha}. \quad (5.2) \\
b &= \frac{d}{\sin \alpha}. \quad (5.3) \\
e &= d - a \sin \beta - \frac{b}{3} \sin \alpha. \quad (5.4)
\end{align*}
\[ \theta = 90^\circ - \alpha. \quad (5.5) \]

Our objective is to derive expressions for the forces and moments developed at the bevel tip. In particular, we are interested in the transverse load, \( Q \), that results from the tip asymmetry and causes the needle to bend. We define \( K_T \) as the needle-tissue interaction stiffness per unit length. The triangular load distribution along the bottom edge of the needle, \( \omega_1 (\xi) \), has the following constraints:

\[ \omega_1 (0) = K_T \delta_1 (0) = K_T a \tan \beta, \quad (5.6) \]
\[ \omega_1 (a) = 0, \quad (5.7) \]

where \( \delta_1 (0) = a \tan \beta \). Similarly, the triangular load distribution along the bevel edge of the needle, \( \omega_2 (\eta) \), has the following constraints:

\[ \omega_2 (0) = K_T \delta_2 (0) = K_T b \tan \gamma, \quad (5.8) \]
\[ \omega_2 (b) = 0, \quad (5.9) \]

where \( \delta_2 (0) = b \tan \gamma \). With this triangular load distribution assumption, we derive the following total forces along the bottom and bevel edges of the needle:

\[ F_1 = \int_0^a \omega_1 (\xi) d\xi = \frac{K_T a^2}{2} \tan \beta, \quad (5.10) \]
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\[ F_2 = \int_0^b \omega_2(\eta) \, d\eta = \frac{K_T b^2}{2} \tan \gamma. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

These resultant forces act at the bevel edge of the needle tip. Let us define \( P_{\text{input}} \) as the input force used to drive the needle into the medium, then using (5.10) and (5.11), the forces along the \( x \) and \( y \) directions are as follows:

\[ \Sigma F_x = -P = P_{\text{input}} - F_2 \cos \theta. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.12)

Thus,

\[ P = -P_{\text{input}} + \frac{K_T b^2}{2} \tan \gamma \sin \alpha. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)

\[ \Sigma F_y = Q = -F_1 + F_2 \sin \theta. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.14)

Thus,

\[ Q = \frac{K_T b^2}{2} \tan \gamma \cos \alpha - \frac{K_T a^2}{2} \left( \frac{\tan \alpha - \tan \gamma}{1 + \tan \alpha \tan \gamma} \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.15)

Similarly, we derive the resultant moment, \( M \), acting on the needle tip by resolving the moments about point \( O \) (Figure 5.9)

\[ \Sigma M_o = M = \frac{F_1 a}{3} - \frac{F_2 b}{3} \sin \theta \cos \alpha + F_2 e \cos \theta. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)

Thus,

\[ M = \frac{K_T a^3}{6} \left( \frac{\tan \alpha - \tan \gamma}{1 + \tan \alpha \tan \gamma} \right) - \frac{K_T b^3}{6} \tan \gamma \cos^2 \alpha + \frac{K_T b^2 e}{2} \tan \gamma \sin \alpha. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.17)
We observe in (5.15) and (5.17) that the transverse tip force and the resultant tip moment are independent of the input force, respectively. Also, we have provided an expression for tip loads that is function of the elastic medium \( K_T \) and the needle tip geometry. Both (5.15) and (5.17) are linear in \( K_T \).

The inputs to the model are \( K_T \) and \( \gamma \). \( K_T \) is a material property of the elastic medium, while \( \gamma \) depends both on the medium and the bevel angle. The material property of the medium, \( K_T \), is 4.83 kN/m\(^2\), 9.21 kN/m\(^2\), and 12.61 kN/m\(^2\), for the gels A, B, and C, respectively. These values were measured using uniaxial compression tests, described in greater detail in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.5. The optimized values for \( \gamma/\alpha \) were obtained by minimizing the error between the experimentally derived normal force to the analytically derived \( Q \), given in (5.15). For our model, \( \gamma/\alpha \) were calculated to be 0.97, 0.79, and 0.74, for gels A, B, and C, respectively. We compared the transverse tip force, \( Q \), derived in (5.15) to the experimental results. Figure 5.10(a) provides the maximum experimentally observed transverse force and analytically derived tip force for all bevel angles. The analytically derived transverse tip forces qualitatively match the experimental values. In Figure 5.10(b), when the ratio \( \gamma/\alpha \) is fixed to be 0.83, the transverse tip force also follows a trend similar to that of the experimental results. The ideas resulting from this analysis could be applicable not just to bevel-tipped needles, but to any wedge embedded in an elastic medium.
Figure 5.10: Transverse tip load ($Q$) based on the analytical model and experiments. (a) The solid curves represent the analytical results where the ratio $\gamma/\alpha$ is varied for each material. (b) The dashed curves represent the analytical results where the ratio $\gamma/\alpha = 0.83$ for all the materials.
5.2.3 Local Microscopic Tip Observations

Microscopic observations of needle and elastic medium interactions have been reported previously (e.g. [191]), but most of the published literature focuses on observing the damage to the gel or tissue surface after the needle has punctured the medium. Sections of the gel have also been observed, but again only after the needle has penetrated the medium. In order to observe the needle-tissue interaction within the gel as the needle is embedded in the medium, we used a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta laser scanning confocal microscope. The needle and gel were visualized with differential interference contrast (DIC), epifluorescence,
and reflected light using the 488 nm line of an argon/ion laser and 0.3 NA Plan-Neofluar 10x objective lenses (Carl Zeiss Inc., Maple Grove, MN, USA) with pin hole diameter set at 9.33 Airy units.

The ratio of plastic to softener for Plastisol gel was 4:1. The Plastisol gel (400 cm$^3$) was doped with 20 µl of 10 mg/ml rhodamine green solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). This dye was added to facilitate epifluorescent confocal imaging of Plastisol gel. Since a very small amount of dye was used, we assume that it does not significantly change the material properties of the gel. Cubes of 0.5 cm$^3$ were prepared and needles were manually inserted into the gel and viewed under the microscope. Observations were made in two configurations (axial and perpendicular), for needles of 4 different diameters and bevel angles (Figure 5.11). In the axial configuration, the laser light was along the needle axis, while in the perpendicular configuration the laser light was perpendicular to the needle axis. DIC and epifluorescent images were obtained for each configuration, as shown in Figure 5.12.

In classical fracture mechanics, a Mode-I crack is characterized by opening and a Mode-II crack by sliding, as shown in Figure 5.13. Shergold and Fleck [188] model the interaction of symmetric sharp-tipped and flat-bottomed punches with a soft medium as Mode-I and Mode-II cracks, respectively. As a bevel-tipped needle interacts with a soft elastic medium, we hypothesize that a combination of Mode I and II cracks are developed. Figure 5.14 shows the hypothesized interaction and corresponding rupture of the soft medium. The
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Figure 5.12: DIC (first and third columns) and epifluorescent (second and fourth columns) images taken using a confocal microscope where the first and third rows are in the axial configuration, while the second and fourth rows pertain to the perpendicular configuration. The needle geometric properties were: (a) Ø 0.38 mm, $\alpha = 26.4^\circ$ (b) Ø 0.40 mm, $\alpha = 33.9^\circ$ (c) Ø 0.71 mm, $\alpha = 28.2^\circ$ (d) Ø 0.90 mm, $\alpha = 26.6^\circ$. Arrows in the DIC and epifluorescent images in the axial configuration indicate the occurrence of a Mode-I crack (opening), while in the perpendicular configuration a Mode-II crack (rupture) is observed.
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Figure 5.13: Modes of fracture. (a) Mode-I (Tension, Opening). (b) Mode-II (In-Plane Shear, Sliding). Arrows indicate the direction of applied load.

Figure 5.14: Bevel-tipped needle interacting with a soft elastic medium. (a) Mode-I crack or opening (axial configuration) where $R$ and $a$ are the needle radius and crack length, respectively. (b) Mode-II crack or rupture (perpendicular configuration) where $\alpha$ is the bevel angle.

size of the cracks has been exaggerated to highlight the modes. Figure 5.14(a) is a form of Mode-I crack while Figure 5.14(b) represents a Mode-II crack (a “rupture”). We believe that these modes of fracture are visible in the microscopic images.
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For all the needles, rupture and opening are observed at the bevel edge. In the axial configuration, the needle cross-section appears crescent-shaped because of the bevel edge. As pointed out in Figure 5.12, arrows in both the DIC and epifluorescent images in the axial configuration indicate regions where Mode-I crack (opening) of the gel is visible. In the perpendicular configuration, arrows point to the occurrence of Mode-II crack (rupture) near the bevel edge of needle. In the epifluorescent images, the speckle pattern is uniform except in regions near the bevel face of the tip. In these regions, the gel appears to trace along the edges of the needle tip. This is an indication of Mode-I crack (axial) and Mode-II crack (perpendicular) in the gel. Unlike brittle materials, crack propagation (classical unstable Mode-I fracture) is not seen during the interaction of sharp needles and soft gels.

5.3 Dimensional Analysis

Our objective is to develop a mechanics-based needle-tissue interaction model that relates the radius of curvature of the needle to tissue and needle material and geometric properties. The radius of curvature of a bevel-tipped needle is a function of several parameters (shown in Figure 5.15):

- The needle’s Young’s modulus \((E, \text{units: Pa})\), second moment of inertia \((I, \text{units: m}^4)\), and tip bevel angle \((\alpha)\).

- The tissue’s nonlinear (hyperelastic) material property \((C_{10}, \text{units: Pa})\), rupture toughness \((G_c, \text{units: N/m})\), and coefficient of friction \((\mu)\).
Figure 5.15: Schematic of a bevel-tip needle interacting with a soft elastic medium.

- The input insertion force from the robot controller ($P_{\text{input}}$, units: N).

Thus, the radius of curvature of the needle ($\rho$, units: m) can be written as a function, $f$, of these parameters

$$\rho = f \left( \frac{E, I, \alpha, C_{10}, G_c, \mu, P_{\text{input}}}{\text{needle, tissue, input force}} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.18)

Dimensional analysis provides an organized method to group dimensionally similar variables. The Buckingham $\Pi$ theorem is commonly used to perform dimensional analysis [192]. This theorem describes how a physically meaningful equation involving $n$ variables can be equivalently rewritten as an equation of $n - m$ dimensionless parameters, where $m$ is the number of fundamental dimensions used. Dimensional analysis involves scaling quantities by characteristic units of a system or natural units of nature (e.g. mass, length, and time). This gives insight into the fundamental properties of the system.
Performing dimensional analysis and invoking Buckingham’s Π theorem on this system (5.18) results in the following Π-groups, for primary variables $E$, $I$, $C_{10}$, and $G_c$:

$$\Pi_1 = \frac{\rho EC_{10}^{\frac{4}{\sqrt{I}}}}{G_c^2}, \quad \Pi_2 = \frac{P_{\text{input}} EC_{10}^{\frac{4}{\sqrt{I}}}}{G_c^2}, \quad \Pi_3 = \frac{\alpha EC_{10}^{\sqrt{I}}}{G_c^2} \quad \text{and} \quad \Pi_4 = \frac{\mu EC_{10}^{\sqrt{I}}}{G_c^2}.$$  

Thus, the non-dimensional form of (5.18), is given by

$$\frac{\rho}{\rho_0} = \frac{\rho EC_{10}^{\frac{4}{\sqrt{I}}}}{G_c^2} = g \left( \frac{P_{\text{input}} EC_{10}^{\frac{4}{\sqrt{I}}}}{G_c^3}, \frac{\alpha EC_{10}^{\sqrt{I}}}{G_c^2}, \frac{\mu EC_{10}^{\sqrt{I}}}{G_c^2} \right), \quad (5.19)$$

where $\rho_0$ is the length scale of the system given by

$$\rho_0 = \frac{G_c^2}{EC_{10}^{\frac{4}{\sqrt{I}}}}. \quad (5.20)$$

We observe that with increase of the medium toughness, the length scale increases, while increasing the medium or needle stiffness results in reduction of $\rho_0$, and vice versa. From (5.19), irrespective of the choice of the primary variables, it is observed that the radius of curvature is dimensionally scaled by both the tissue elasticity (global parameter) and also the tissue rupture toughness (local parameter), which tells us that in addition to $\alpha$ and $\mu$, the effect of both of these parameters ($C_{10}$ and $G_c$) needs to be investigated.

### 5.4 Tissue Elasticity and Toughness

In order to understand and characterize the needle-tissue interaction, medium-specific material parameters need to be evaluated and incorporated into the model. In this section,
we present the mathematical formulation and data acquisition techniques used to evaluate the tissue elasticity and rupture toughness.

5.4.1 Tissue Elasticity

The deformation of materials under strains greater than 1%-2% is described by the theory of nonlinear elasticity, and hyperelastic models are commonly used. As highlighted previously in this thesis in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.4), Chapter 3 (Section 3.2), and Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.1), for a hyperelastic material, the Cauchy stress tensor, $\sigma$, can be derived from a strain energy density function, $W$. There are various formulations for the strain energy density function depending on the material. The material parameters associated with the hyperelastic model are experimentally derived using tensile, compression, shear, or biaxial tests. In this study, only uniaxial compression experimental data was used and it fit the Neo-Hookean model well.

In order to fit the experimental data to a nonlinear elastic constitutive relation, we proceed to derive the stress-strain relationship. For a body under uniaxial compression (Figure 5.16), if $y$ represents the position after deformation of a material reference initially located at $X$, we can describe compression by

$$y = \lambda_1 X_1 e_1 + \lambda_2 X_2 e_2 + \lambda_3 X_3 e_3,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.21)

where $e_i$ and $\lambda_i$, for $i = 1$ to 3, are the Cartesian base vectors and stretch ratios, respec-
From (5.21), the matrix of the deformation gradient tensor, $F$, for axisymmetric ($\lambda_1 = \lambda_3$ and $\lambda = \lambda_2$) and incompressible ($\lambda_1 = \lambda_3 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}}$) materials is computed as

$$F = \frac{\partial y}{\partial X} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \lambda & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}} \end{bmatrix}. \quad (5.22)$$

For an isotropic, homogenous, and incompressible hyperelastic material, $\sigma$ can be derived as [161]

$$\sigma = -pI + 2\left\{ \left( \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_1} + I_1 \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_2} \right) B - \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_2} B^2 \right\}, \quad (5.23)$$
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where \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) are the principal invariants, \( \mathbf{B} \) is the left Cauchy-Green tensor, and \( p \) is the Lagrange multiplier (essentially a pressure). The Neo-Hookean strain energy density function is given by

\[
W = C_{10} (I_1 - 3), \tag{5.24}
\]

where \( C_{10} \) is a material parameter specific to the tissue. In (5.24), the principal invariant, \( I_1 \), can be evaluated from \( \mathbf{B} = \mathbf{F} \mathbf{F}^T \) as

\[
I_1 = \mathbf{B} : \mathbf{I} = \frac{2 + \lambda^3}{\lambda}. \tag{5.25}
\]

The Lagrange multiplier, \( p \), in (5.23) can be evaluated from the boundary condition

\[
\sigma_{11} = \sigma_{12} = 0 \Rightarrow p = \frac{2C_{10}}{\lambda}. \tag{5.26}
\]

From (5.22) and (5.24) we can compute \( \mathbf{B}^2 \) and \( \frac{\partial W}{\partial I_1} \), respectively, and using (5.23) and (5.26), the compressive stress, \( \sigma_{22} \), is computed as

\[
\sigma_{22} = \frac{2C_{10}}{\lambda} (\lambda^3 - 1), \tag{5.27}
\]

where the stretch ratio is \( \lambda = 1 - \text{strain} \). (5.27) is used to fit experimental stress-strain data to obtain \( C_{10} \). In Section 5.5 we describe the uniaxial compression tests performed on the RSA II to evaluate \( C_{10} \).

We now redefine \( K_T \) as the needle-tissue interaction stiffness of the medium per unit
length $(\text{N/m}^2)$. $K_T$ is calculated from the stress-strain uniaxial compression data of a tested sample (height: $\tilde{h}$, width: $\tilde{w}$, and cross-sectional area: $\tilde{a}$) of the elastic medium. For a linear elastic medium

$$K_T = E_T \frac{\tilde{a}}{\tilde{h}\tilde{w}}, \quad (5.28)$$

where $E_T$ is the Young’s modulus of the material. For cylindrical samples,

$$K_T = E_T \frac{\tilde{a}}{\tilde{h}\tilde{c}}, \quad (5.29)$$

where $\tilde{c}$ is the sample circumference. In both (5.28) and (5.29), we assume that $\tilde{a}/(\tilde{h}\tilde{w})$ and $\tilde{a}/(\tilde{h}\tilde{c})$ are of the same order of magnitude as the ratio of the medium displaced perpendicular to the insertion direction to the out-of-plane displacement of the medium during the needle-tissue interaction. Alternatively, evaluating the slope, $\frac{\partial \sigma_{22}}{\partial \lambda}$, for unit uniaxial stretch ratio, $\lambda = 1$, results in

$$E_T = 6C_{10}. \quad (5.30)$$

Thus, using (5.28), (5.29), and (5.30) results in

$$K_T = 6C_{10} \frac{\tilde{a}}{\tilde{h}\tilde{w}}, \quad (5.31)$$

$$K_T = 6C_{10} \frac{\tilde{a}}{\tilde{h}\tilde{c}}. \quad (5.32)$$
Figure 5.17: Schematic describing the procedure to calculate the rupture toughness of an elastic material during needle insertion.

5.4.2 Tissue Toughness

As the needle penetrates through material, the total insertion force during this phase includes the forces needed to cut through tissue, overcome friction, and slide through tissue. Figure 5.17 provides a schematic representation of the method we use to extract the toughness. $F_1$ is the insertion force recorded when the needle travels some distance $L_1$. The work done to overcome friction and slide, and to cut through tissue is $G_{ftc}$, and is given by

$$G_{ftc} = \int_0^{L_1} F_1 dL.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.33)
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Once the needle tip has completely passed through the material, there is no cutting force. The force recorded during this phase, for a distance $L_1$ travelled by the needle, is given by $F_2$. $F_2$ includes the frictional force along the needle shaft and is given by

$$F_2 = \mu (\sigma_n \pi \bar{d}) L_2 = \bar{k} L_2 \Rightarrow \bar{k} = \frac{F_2}{L_2}. \quad (5.34)$$

where $\mu$, $\sigma_n$, and $\bar{d}$ are the co-efficient of friction between the needle and the tissue, stress along the needle shaft normal to the direction of insertion, and diameter of the needle, respectively. In order to account for the differences in frictional force along the needle shaft when the needle tip has completely passed through the material versus the case when the needle tip is interacting with the elastic medium let

$$F_2' = \bar{k} L_1. \quad (5.35)$$

Substituting (5.34) in (5.35)

$$F_2' = F_2 \frac{L_1}{L_2}. \quad (5.36)$$

Thus, the work done to overcome friction and slide a distance $L_1$, when the needle tip has completely passed through the material is $G_{ft}$, and is given by

$$G_{ft} = \int_0^{L_1} F_2' dL. \quad (5.37)$$
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In both (5.33) and (5.37), $dL$ is the variable of integration that represents the incremental increase in needle length. Hence, the work done per unit needle cross-section area, $A$, to rupture and cut through tissue, is the rupture toughness (effective) of the tissue, $G_c$, and is given by

$$G_c = \frac{1}{A} \left( G_{ftc} - G_{ft} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.38)

where $G_{ftc}$ and $G_{ft}$ are calculated for various materials using needle insertion experiments. In the following section we describe experimental studies done to evaluate $G_c$ for several gels and tissues.

5.5 Tissue Parameter Acquisition

Experimental studies on soft tissue simulants (gels) and chicken tissue were performed in order to obtain both tissue elasticity and toughness parameters. Specifically, we found the Neo-Hookean model material parameter $C_{10}$ given in (5.27) and the rupture toughness derived in (5.38).

In Section 5.5.1 we describe the experiments conducted to evaluate elasticity properties ($C_{10}$) of Plastisol gels, which were used in the analysis presented in Section 5.2.2. In Section 5.5.2 we present experiments used to calculate both elasticity ($C_{10}$) and toughness ($G_c$) properties for Plastisol and porcine gels, and chicken tissue. The Plastisol gel samples described in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 were prepared several months apart, hence the material parameter acquisition tests had to be repeated.
5.5.1 Elasticity Properties of Plastisol Gel

In this section, we describe the experiments conducted to evaluate $C_{10}$ for three variants of Plastisol gel (similar to the gels used in Section 5.2.2). In order to obtain values for $C_{10}$, uniaxial compression tests were performed on the soft materials using the RSA II shown in Figure 5.18. Seven samples of each material were prepared and tested. The mean diameter of the samples was Ø 6.34 mm (gel A), Ø 6.51 mm (gel B), and Ø 7.03 mm (gel C). The mean height of the tested samples was 7.31 mm (gel A), 6.78 mm (gel B), and 6.31 mm (gel C). The compression tests were performed at a strain rate of 0.001 s$^{-1}$. Representative stress versus strain curves for various materials are shown in Figure 5.19.
Figure 5.19: Representative compressive stress versus strain curves for Plastisol recorded using the RSA II.

The experimental data were fit to the constitutive equation given in (5.27) to obtain $C_{10}$, and Table 5.2 provides the mean values of tissue elasticity for various materials. Linear elastic models were also fit to the experimental data. Table 5.2 gives the mean values of the Young’s modulus, $E_T$, and stiffness per unit length, $K_T$ (5.28), for the various materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$C_{10}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$E_T$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$K_T$ (kN/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gel A</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>22.29</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gel B</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>38.38</td>
<td>9.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gel C</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>45.24</td>
<td>12.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Measured material elasticity and rupture toughness properties for various Plastisol gels.
5.5.2 Elasticity and Toughness Properties for Gels and Tissue

In this section we describe tests conducted to evaluate material elasticity ($C_{10}$) and the rupture toughness ($G_c$) for two variants of Plastisol gel (soft and hard versions), porcine gel, and chicken breast tissue. The measured material parameters are used in the analysis presented in Section 5.6. All tests were performed at room temperature and the chicken samples were thawed prior to the experiments.

![Image of tissue elasticity measurement performed on several materials via uniaxial compression tests using the RSA II.](image)

Figure 5.20: Tissue elasticity measurement performed on several materials via uniaxial compression tests using the RSA II.

In order to obtain values for $C_{10}$, uniaxial compression tests were performed on the soft materials using the RSA II, as shown in Figure 5.20. Three $1 \text{ cm}^3$ cube samples of each material were prepared and tested. The compression tests were performed at a strain rate of $0.001 \text{ s}^{-1}$. Representative stress versus strain curves for various materials are shown
Figure 5.21: Representative compressive stress versus strain curves for various materials recorded using the RSA II.

Table 5.3: Measured material elasticity and rupture toughness properties for gels and tissue. Note: $E_T = K_n = K_s$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$C_{10}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$E_T$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$G_c$ (N/m)</th>
<th>$t_c$ (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastisol (soft)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>110.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastisol (hard)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>131.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcine</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>114.4</td>
<td>322.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in Figure 5.21. The experimental data were fit to the constitutive equation given in (5.27) to obtain $C_{10}$, and Table 5.3 provides the mean values of the tissue elasticity for various materials. Linear elastic models were also fit to the experimental data and Table 5.3 gives the mean values of the Young’s modulus, $E_T$, for the various materials.

In addition to tissue elasticity, the rupture toughness of several materials were evaluated...
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Figure 5.22: Insertion force versus distance travelled by needle used for rupture toughness measurement. The representative snapshots show the needle tip interacting and outside the tissue samples. Data collected in the windows during which the needle tip travelled $L_1$ are used to calculate $G_{ftc}$ and $G_{ft}$. The choice of $L_1$ is arbitrary, as long as the force data collected within this window is rich and the same $L_1$ is used for both the $G_{ftc}$ and $G_{ft}$ calculations.

using the needle steering robot shown in Figure 5.4. The nitinol needle had a diameter of 0.71 mm and a tip bevel angle of 55°. As the needle penetrated through the material, the insertion force was recorded using an ATI Nano 17 force sensor. The material toughness was calculated for soft and hard versions of plastisol gel, porcine gel, and chicken breast tissue using the expression given in (5.38).

Figure 5.22 shows the insertion force recorded as the needle travels through different
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materials. The needle was driven at a constant insertion velocity of 0.125 cm/sec and the length, \( L_2 \), for all gels was 10.2 cm, for the chicken tissue it was 7.5 cm. Also shown in Figure 5.22 are representative snapshots during which the toughness measurements were made. The length of the window when the needle tip is interacting and outside the tissue is given by \( L_1 \). During the phase when the needle tip is outside the tissue and only the needle shaft interacts with tissue, the insertion force is fairly constant. The rupture toughness for the various materials are provided in Table 5.3.

5.6 Bevel Tip and Tissue Interaction Forces - Sensitivity Studies

This section presents a FE-based method to calculate the forces acting at the needle tip. The inputs to the simulation model are the tissue elasticity and toughness parameters determined as described in the previous section. The FE model includes both contact and cohesive zone models to simulate tissue cleavage. We investigated the sensitivity of the tip forces to tissue rupture toughness, linear and nonlinear tissue elasticity, and needle tip bevel angle.

The material parameters obtained from the experiments in the previous section were incorporated into FE simulations using ABAQUS [97] in order to evaluate the forces at the needle tip. Figure 5.23 shows the various forces acting on the needle interacting with
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Figure 5.23: Distributed load acting on a needle shaft as it interacts with an elastic medium. Inset: Forces acting on the bevel tip, where $P$ and $Q$ are the resultant forces along the bevel edge. $K_T$ is the stiffness of the elastic medium per unit length, while $P_{\text{input}}$ is the insertion force.

an elastic medium. The needle is subjected to compressive and frictional forces along its needle shaft, and forces due to tip asymmetry. In this section, we investigate the effect of rupture toughness, bevel angle, and tissue elasticity on the forces at the bevel tip.

5.6.1 Sensitivity to Tissue Rupture Toughness

In order to simulate the interaction of the needle tip deforming and rupturing tissue as it travels, we employ a cohesive zone model (Figure 5.24). Cohesive zone modeling techniques are commonly used to simulate interface failure in composite structures. The cohesive zone is a mathematical approach to modeling, using the fact that work must be
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done to separate the two surfaces at an interface. This work is described in terms of a prescribed relationship between the tractions, $t$, required to separate the surfaces and the relative strains, $\delta$, of those surfaces. A detailed explanation of the numerical implementation of cohesive zone models is presented in [180]. Cohesive zone elements are placed between bulk elements, as shown in Figure 5.24(a).

The cohesive zone elements are placed between continuum (bulk) elements and are defined in a small region (1 mm long and 0.072 mm wide) near the needle tip, as shown in Figure 5.25(a). In our FE simulation models, the cohesive zone is implemented using quadrilateral elements (ABAQUS element COH2D4), while the bulk elements are a mixture of quadrilaterals (ABAQUS element CPE4H) and triangular elements (ABAQUS element CPE3H). The bulk elements are assigned the nonlinear material properties ($C_{10}$) given in Table 5.3, in addition to having geometric nonlinearity. As the needle tip deforms the tissue and the cleavage process is initiated, the cohesive zone elements open up in order to simulate this behavior. All of the cohesive elements use a traction-separation law (Figure 5.24(b)), which defines the relationship between the vectorial tractions (force density vectors), $t$, and strains, $\delta$, across the element. The tractions and strains are given by

$$t_c = K_n \delta_n e_n + K_s \delta_s e_s,$$

(5.39)

where $K_s$, $K_n$ and $\delta_s$, $\delta_n$ are stiffnesses and strains in the shear and normal directions, respectively. The description of the deformation and the traction evolution in these elements
Figure 5.24: The cohesive zone model used to simulate tissue cleavage process. (a) A sketch depicting application of cohesive zone elements along the bulk element boundaries, where tensile/compressive (normal) and shear strains result in deformation and rupture of the cohesive elements. (b) Linear traction-separation laws where values for $K_n$, $K_s$, $G_c$, and $t_c$ are obtained from experiments and given in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.25: FE simulation setup used to model needle and tissue interaction for a needle with 55° bevel angle and 0.71 mm diameter. The needle tip was made of nitinol ($E = 50$ GPa, $v = 0.3$). (a) The green border used to signify contact surfaces and the elements in red are assigned to be the cohesive zone. (b) Magnitude of nodal displacement contour plot for the needle tip penetrating the tissue. The elements where the needle appears to penetrate the medium have reached the critical traction ($t_c$) value and are deleted from the simulation. The visualization of element deletion does not work in ABAQUS and is a software bug.
Figure 5.26: Forces acting on the bevel tip, where $F_x = q_x + P$ and $F_y = q_y + Q$.

is governed by a linear traction-separation law, as shown in Figure 5.24(b). The damage evolution and subsequent cleavage of the tissue is given by the rupture toughness, $G_c$. In order to define the traction-separation law, inputs to the FE simulation model are: $K_n$, $K_s$, $t_c$, and $G_c$. We assume the cohesive stiffnesses in the normal and shear directions are the same and given by the elastic modulus of the tissue, as provided in Table 5.3, i.e. $K_n = K_s = E_T$. $G_c$ values are also provided in Table 5.3. For unit original constitutive thickness of the cohesive element, $\delta_c$ is taken to be the same order of magnitude as the diameter of the needle (i.e. $\delta_c = 0.71$ mm) and $t_c$ is calculated for $G_c$ being the area of the shaded region (Figure 5.24(b)). The frictionless contact surfaces and the cohesive zone are highlighted in Figure 5.25(a) with an applied displacement of 0.35 mm.
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Figure 5.27: FE simulation results for needle tip forces with variation in nonlinear material elasticity and rupture toughness. Note: The slight increase in force values for $G_c < 40$ N/m is believed to be an artifact of the interpolation performed in order to generate the mesh plots.
Figure 5.25(b) shows the contour of the magnitude of nodal displacement in the vicinity of the needle tip and cohesive zone. Also shown is the needle tip penetrating through the tissue elements and the initiation of cleavage. The tissue rupture process is simulated as the cohesive zone elements open up, which in turn is governed by the traction-separation law. The resultant tip forces in the axial and transverse directions are given by $F_x = q_x + P$ and $F_y = q_y + Q$, respectively (Figure 5.26). Figure 5.27 shows the variation in $F_x$ and $F_y$ as the rupture toughness, $G_c$, and the material elasticity, $C_{10}$, changes for the different tested materials. $G_c$ and $C_{10}$ varied from 24.22 N/m to 114.4 N/m i.e. 372.3% change, and 3.57 kPa to 4.93 kPa, i.e. 38% change, respectively. This resulted in a 38% (0.44 N to 0.61 N) and 260.2% (0.11 N to 0.39 N) variation in $F_x$ and $F_y$, respectively. Also, as seen in Figure 5.27, changes in tip forces are dominated by the variations in $G_c$, and not $C_{10}$. The overall bending of the needle is due to a combination of forces along the needle shaft and at the tip. The results of this study indicate that the tip forces are primarily governed by the rupture toughness. However, in order to predict the path the needle will follow, the structural stiffness of the needle shaft needs to be included in the model.

### 5.6.2 Sensitivity to Needle Tip Bevel Angle and Tissue Elasticity

FE simulations were performed to assess the effect of bevel angle and tissue elasticity. Figure 5.28 shows the simulation setup with boundary conditions and input displacement.
Also shown is an example FE mesh used for the study. The elements used in this study are a combination of quadrilateral (AB AQUS element \textit{CPE8}) and triangular (AB AQUS element \textit{CPE6} and \textit{CPE6M}) elements. Unlike the study presented in Section 5.6.1, in which contact was simulated between the needle tip and the elastic medium, here we model the tissue and needle tip as one body but assign different material properties to signify the needle and tissue.

To study the effect of bevel angle, \( \alpha \) was varied from 10° to 80°, while the tissue Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio were kept constant at \( E_T = 25 \text{ kPa} \) and \( \nu_T = 0.45 \), respectively. In order to study the sensitivity of tip forces to tissue elasticity, \( E_T \) was varied from 10 kPa to 35 kPa with \( \nu_T = 0.45 \) and \( \alpha = 45^\circ \). It should be noted that a variation in bevel angle entails changing the geometry of the model, and requires re-meshing the model, unlike the cases in which the elastic property of the tissue is changed. For all studies, needle tip Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio were set to \( E = 2 \times 10^{11} \text{ Pa} \) and \( \nu = 0.3 \), and the needle diameter was 2 mm with applied displacement of 0.5 mm. Also, though the constitutive behavior of the elements is linear, geometric nonlinearity of the elements has been incorporated.

Figure 5.29(a) provides the variation of the needle tip forces in the axial \((P, q_x)\) and transverse \((Q, q_y)\) directions as bevel angle is changed. \( q_x \) decreases in a nonlinear manner with increase in bevel angle, while \( P \) decreases to a minimum value at approximately 35° and then begins to rise for increase in bevel angle. It is seen that \( Q \) monotonically decreases
Figure 5.28: (a) FE simulation model for performing tip force versus bevel angle and tissue elasticity sensitivity studies. (b) Example FE mesh for a 20° bevel angle where the elements within the red border have been assigned needle material properties.
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(a) Forces in the axial (x) and transverse (y) directions change with bevel angle.

(b) Forces in the axial (x) and transverse (y) directions change with tissue elasticity.

Figure 5.29: FE simulation results depicting the sensitivity of tip forces to changes in bevel angle and tissue elasticity, where the solid lines show the trend in the tip forces.

with increase in bevel angle, while $q_y$ monotonically increases (decreases in the opposite direction) with increase in bevel angle. The trends observed for $q_x$, $q_y$, and $Q$ could be explained as follows: With the increase in bevel angle, for constant needle diameter, the length of the bevel and bottom edges decrease and hence the sum of the nodal forces along these edges also decrease. In Figure 5.29(b), $Q$ and $q_y$ linearly increase and decrease (increases in the negative direction) with increase in tissue elasticity, respectively. Further, $Q$ follows a similar trend as the analytical model for transverse tip force (Figure 5.10), although the numerical values of the forces for both cases are different. This is due, at the
minimum, to differences in elastic medium and needle geometric parameters. Also, $P$ and $q_x$ increase linearly with increase in tissue elasticity. The trend followed by the tip forces could be explained as follows: With the increase in Young’s modulus (linear elasticity), the tissue resistance increases and thus, the tip forces linearly increase for the same input displacement.

5.7 Models for Needle-Tissue Interaction

We now present a mechanics-based model that incorporates the observations from microscopic and macroscopic experiments described in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3.

5.7.1 Energy Approach

We derive expressions that describe the deflection of a bevel-tip needle embedded in an elastic medium. The analysis assumes a 2D model with the needle undergoing a single bend. The derived expression incorporates the needle material and geometric properties, as well as the local and global elastic properties of the medium. Further, given the deflection, the radius of curvature of the needle can be readily evaluated. In the derivation presented below, the needle trajectory is discretized into a series of steps, $i$, where the length of the needle is $l_i$ and the deflection is $y_i$. Figure 5.23 depicts the load distribution of a needle of length $l_i$ surrounded by an elastic medium, where $P_{\text{input}}$ is the applied needle insertion force, $P$ and $Q$ are the tip loads at the bevel edge, and $K_T$ is defined as the stiffness per unit
length of the elastic medium. The functional form for the deflection of the needle in an elastic medium is initially assumed and the Rayleigh-Ritz approach is used to evaluate the coefficients of the deflection equation. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is a variational method in which the minimum of a potential defined by the sum of the total energy and work done by the system are calculated.

The system potential, $\Lambda$, of a needle of length, $l_i$, interacting with an elastic medium, is given by

$$\Lambda = (N_E + S_E) + \left(-W_Q - W_P - W_R\right) + P_{input} l_i,$$  \hspace{2cm} (5.40)

where $N_E$ and $S_E$ are the energies associated with needle bending and needle-tissue interaction, respectively, $W_Q$ and $W_P$ are the work due to transverse and axial bevel tip loads, respectively, and $W_R$ is the work done to rupture the tissue. We now derive explicit expressions for each of the terms in (5.40).

### 5.7.1.1 Needle Bending

$N_E$ is the sum of energy due to pure needle bending, $U_B$, and bending due to axial load, $U_P$, i.e. $N_E = U_B + U_P$. The expression for curvature is

$$\frac{1}{\rho} = \left(\frac{d^2y_i/dx^2}{\left(1 + (dy_i/dx)^2\right)^{3/2}}\right) \approx \left(\frac{d^2y_i}{dx^2}\right).$$  \hspace{2cm} (5.41)
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Thus, for needle segments of length \( l_i \), \( N_E \) is reported in [193] as

\[
U_B = \frac{EI}{2} \int_0^{l_i} \frac{1}{\rho^2} dx = \frac{EI}{2} \int_0^{l_i} \left( \frac{d^2 y_i}{dx^2} \right)^2 dx. \tag{5.42}
\]

The bending due to axial load, \( P \), is evaluated by considering a segment, \( dl_i \) (Figure 5.30), along the needle. The axial strain due to \( P \) is \( \frac{dl_i}{dx} \). Thus, \( E \frac{dl_i}{dx} = \frac{P}{A} \), where \( A \) is the needle cross-sectional area. Hence, using change of variable such that \( ds = dl_i \)

\[
U_P = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{l_i} P ds = \frac{1}{2AE} \int_0^{l_i} P^2 dx. \tag{5.43}
\]

Substituting (5.42) and (5.43) into the expression for \( N_E \) gives

\[
N_E = \frac{EI}{2} \int_0^{l_i} \left( \frac{d^2 y_i}{dx^2} \right)^2 dx + \frac{1}{2AE} \int_0^{l_i} P^2 dx. \tag{5.44}
\]
5.7.1.2 Needle-Tissue Interaction

In (5.40), $S_E$ is a combination of energy stored in the system due to compression of the elastic medium due to the needle, $U_C$, and interaction of the elastic medium along the needle shaft, $U_T$. Thus,

$$S_E = U_C + U_T. \quad (5.45)$$

The compression of the gel due to the bevel-tipped needle occurs along the needle shaft. Pressure is applied by the needle to the elastic medium and $\Delta V$ is the resulting change in volume of the medium. Thus, $U_C$ is

$$U_C = \text{Pressure} \times \Delta V = K \frac{(\Delta V)^2}{V}, \quad (5.46)$$

where $K$ is the bulk modulus of the elastic medium and the change in volume of the medium is $\Delta V = Al_i$. For linear elastic materials $K = \frac{E_T}{3(1-2\nu_T)}$, where $E_T$ and $\nu_T$ are the Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the medium, respectively. Thus,

$$U_C = \frac{E_T (Al_i)^2}{3V (1-2\nu_T)}. \quad (5.47)$$

For compressible hyperelastic strain energy functions, using (5.30), we can also express $U_C$ in terms of hyperelastic material parameters.

As mentioned earlier, the needle trajectory is discretized into a series of steps and $U_T$ is calculated at each step. In the absence of an elastic medium surrounding the needle,
no tip forces would be generated and the needle would not bend. This corresponds to the stress-free path of the needle and the deflection in this case is denoted by $y_c_i$. The key idea in the calculation of $U_T$ is that the elastic medium interacts with the needle shaft only when the needle deviates from the rupture trajectory it has previously established. Figure 5.31 provides a sketch of $y_c_i$ and $y_i$, and the shaded area represents $U_T$ at each step. Thus, for $i = 1$ and a needle segment of length $l_1$,

$$U_T = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{l_1} K_T (y_1 - y_{c_1})^2 dx, \quad (5.48)$$

where $K_T$ is the previously defined needle-tissue interaction stiffness per unit length, given
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in (5.28). In (5.48), \( y_{c_1} \) is a function of the bevel angle (\( \alpha \)) and for simplicity is assumed to be

\[ y_{c_1} = 0. \quad (5.49) \]

Similarly for the needle segment of length, \( l_2 \), \( U_T \) is calculated as the sum of energies for needle segments 0 to \( l_1 \) and \( l_1 \) to \( l_2 \)

\[ U_T = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{l_1} K_T (y_2 - y_{c_1})^2 \, dx + \frac{1}{2} \int_{l_1}^{l_2} K_T (y_2 - y_{c_2})^2 \, dx, \quad (5.50) \]

where

\[ y_{c_2} = y_1(l_1) \quad (5.51) \]

Thus, the general expression for \( U_T \) for a needle of length, \( l_n \), is

\[ U_T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{l_i} K_T (y_n - y_{c_i})^2 \, dx, \quad (5.52) \]

where

\[ y_{c_i} = y_{i-1}(l_{i-1}). \quad (5.53) \]

The necessity of treating \( U_T \) step-wise can be understood through closer inspection of (5.52). The needle-tissue interaction energy is a function of the square of the deformation in the medium itself. If the needle was embedded in the tissue straight and then bent by tip loads, the deflection in the tissue would be \( y_i \). However, since the needle tears a path
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through the tissue, only the difference between the ruptured path and the current needle trajectory, \( y_i - y_{e_i} \), interacts with the tissue. As insertion continues, the needle trajectory deviates from the original ruptured path it has taken, thus engaging the tissue. Prediction of this process is handled step-wise; the previous path of the needle and current predicted path of the needle are known for every \( i^{th} \) step. \( y_{e_i} \) is a linear discretization of the ruptured path employed to determine the tissue deformation. Note, the path predicted by \( y_{e_i} \) converges for smaller step sizes.

5.7.1.3 Work Done

In (5.40) the work done due to the transverse tip load, \( Q \) is

\[
W_Q = Q y_i (l_i). \tag{5.54}
\]

The work done by axial tip load, \( P \), is

\[
W_P = \int_0^{l_i} P \, du, \tag{5.55}
\]

where \( du = dl_i - dx \), shortening of the needle, as shown in Figure 5.30. Using the series expansion it is possible to express \( du \) in terms of \( dy_i \) and \( dx \)

\[
du = dl_i - dx = \sqrt{(dx)^2 + (dy_i)^2} - dx \approx \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{dy_i}{dx} \right)^2 \, dx. \tag{5.56}
\]
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Substituting (5.56) into (5.55) results in

\[ W_P = \int_0^{l_i} \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{dy_i}{dx} \right)^2 dx. \] (5.57)

The work done to rupture the elastic medium, \( W_R \), is a function of the effective rupture toughness, \( G_c \), and the amount of tear or opening, \( a \) (crack length). \( G_c \) is defined as the work done per unit needle cross-section area to rupture and cut through tissue [30]. Thus,

\[ W_R = aGcl_i. \] (5.58)

5.8 Results

We now present the needle deflection simulation results obtained using the model developed in the previous section. The Rayleigh-Ritz method, the functional form of the needle deflection is initially assumed. We chose

\[ y_i = a_0 + a_1x + a_2x^2 + a_3x^3, \] (5.59)

where \( y_i \) satisfies the boundary conditions \( y_i(0) = 0 \) and \( \frac{dy_i(0)}{dx} = 0 \). Using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the coefficients \( a_0, a_1, a_2, \) and \( a_3 \) are evaluated by minimizing the system potential, \( \Lambda (5.40) \). For each step of needle length segment, \( l_i, N_E, S_E, W_Q, W_P, \) and \( W_R \) are calculated using (5.44), (5.45), (5.54), (5.57), and (5.58), respectively. The deflection
equation coefficients, $a_j$ (for $j = 0, 1, 2, 3$), are calculated by setting

$$\frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial a_j} = 0. \quad (5.60)$$

The system parameters used for the simulation study are provided in Table 5.4 and are based on mean values calculated in Section 5.5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needle</th>
<th>Ø (mm)</th>
<th>I (m$^3$)</th>
<th>A (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>E (GPa)</th>
<th>a (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>$K_T$ (kN/m)</th>
<th>ν</th>
<th>$C_{10}$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$G_c$ (N/m)</th>
<th>V (m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Simulation input parameters

Figure 5.32 depicts the simulated deflection of a needle of length 20 cm embedded in an elastic medium with $P_{\text{input}}$, $P$, and $Q$ set to 2 N, 0.03 N, and 0.3 N, respectively. Figure 5.32 provides the deflection of needles for two additional cases with the same tip and insertion forces. In the first case, needle deflection is calculated in the absence of an elastic medium, i.e. $U_T = 0$. In the second case, needle deflection is computed when there is an elastic medium surrounding the needle but no rupture trajectory, i.e. $U_T = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^l K_T y_1^2 dx$.

In both cases tip forces are applied to the needle. As seen, the deflection in the absence of a medium is greater than in the presence of the medium, while the absence of a rupture trajectory results in small deflection ($\sim$ 1 mm) of the needle. For the approximate material and needle properties, the final tip deflection of the needle was iteratively calculated to be 9.2 cm, which is in the same range as the observed deflection given in Figure 5.5. For this
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Figure 5.32: Simulation results for needle deflection versus insertion.

simulation case, the radius of curvature was also observed to be almost constant at 140 mm. The radius of curvature converges after approximately 18 iteration steps.

During the initial needle insertion phase, the needle-tissue interaction stiffness does not play a significant role in the needle bending process. But as the needle is further engaged in the elastic medium, the importance of the needle-tissue interaction stiffness increases. Figure 5.33 shows the contribution of the various energies in the system for a 20 cm insertion. As seen, $U_T$ dominates the total energy contribution to the system. $U_T$ and $U_B$ contain 76.4% and 23.5% of total stored strain energy of the system. Simulation studies were also performed where the needle radius and tissue stiffness per unit length, $K_T$, were varied, and the changes in the radius of curvature, $\rho$, were observed. As seen in Figure 5.34, for a medium of fixed elasticity, as the radius of the needle increases, the radius of curvature
Figure 5.33: Contribution of various components of the system energy. $U_T$ is the energy associated with the interaction of the elastic medium along the needle shaft, while $U_C$ is the energy stored in the system due to compression of the elastic medium due to the needle. $U_B$ and $U_P$ are energies due pure needle bending and bending due to axial load, respectively. Both $U_C$ and $U_P$ are small ($\sim 5$ mN-mm) compared to $U_T$ and $U_B$.

also increases. The numbers for the radius of curvature observed in the simulation studies are in the same range as those seen in the experimental studies given in Table 5.1.

5.9 Summary

Our objective in this chapter was to understand of effects of surgical tool shape, specifically bevel-tipped flexible needles, for surgical simulation and planning. We conducted both microscopic and macroscopic experiments to observe the interactions at the needle tip with a soft elastic medium. We developed a macroscopic analytical model that pro-
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![Figure 5.34: Variation of the radius of curvature ($\rho$) for changes in needle radius and tissue stiffness ($K_T$).](image)

vided a relationship to calculate the tip loads. We also developed a FE-based model of the needle tip-tissue interaction using cohesive zone models. A mechanics-based model of a flexible bevel-tipped needle interacting with a soft elastic medium was developed using the Rayleigh-Ritz formulation. Elasticity and toughness experiments were used to populate our models. The deflection and radius of curvature predicted by the model was in the same as the those observed in the needle insertion studies. In this section, we summarize the results of this chapter.

This chapter presented a method to determine bevel-tip needle and tissue interaction forces using both an analytical model and FE simulations. Our analytical model relates the needle tip geometric and tissue material parameters to the needle-tissue interaction forces and moments at the bevel tip. The transverse tip load was compared to experimental data. The experiments used needle tips with a large diameter ($\Omega$ 1.5 cm) and varying bevel angle.
The experimental results and analytical models exhibit a similar trend for the transverse tip loads. Possible causes for discrepancies between the model and experiments are due to neglecting the effects of friction, and lack of accurate knowledge of the angle ($\gamma$) by which the needle tip cuts and displaces material in order to accommodate itself in the elastic medium. Experimental evidence has shown that needles with smaller bevel angles have larger curvature and hence, greater steerability [189]. Both our analytical model and experiments also show that smaller bevel angles result in larger transverse tip forces, which is an indication of greater needle bending and thus, larger curvature.

We demonstrated a technique to extract physically relevant tissue properties (tissue rupture toughness and nonlinear elasticity) and incorporated them into our FE simulation model in order to simulate the tissue cleavage process. Tissue properties for several materials were measured experimentally and the sensitivity of the needle tip forces to these parameters were shown using FE simulations. The needle tip forces were observed to be sensitive to the rupture toughness. A 38% variation in nonlinear material elasticity did not produce significant changes in tip forces. For most applications, in which the needle would be steered through soft tissue, large variations in tissue elasticity are not expected. Further, sensitivity of needle tip forces to changes in the bevel angle were also studied through FE simulations. In general, smaller bevel angles resulted in larger axial and transverse tip forces.

We also developed a mechanics-based model to determine the deflection of a robotically steered needle interacting with a soft elastic medium. The model was influenced by
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observations made from microscopic images of the needle-gel interactions. Tissue properties such as rupture toughness and nonlinear elasticity were used in a mechanics-based needle-tissue interaction model. The simulation results concur with the trend observed in macroscopic observations of a needle inserted into a gel. The results indicated that the energy associated with the needle-tissue interaction stiffness dominates the total potential energy of the system, and energy due to compression and work done due to rupture and tip loads are less significant. The energy-based formulation used physically relevant tissue and needle properties, and computes the deflection of the needle by discretizing the needle length into segments. The simulation results for tip deflection was calculated to be 9.2 cm, which is in the same range as the observed deflection from needle insertion experiments. The simulation results for the radius of curvature also converge to a constant value. The method presented could be applied in general to a needle interacting with an elastic medium and is not specific to bevel-tipped needles.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Surgical tool-tissue interaction modeling and simulation are of interest for the development of physically-based virtual training, and for guidance systems aimed at reducing the incidence of complications, and improving planning of medical interventions. This thesis identified some of the factors that affect realism in the development of surgical simulators and planners. We specifically investigated factors that influence the deformation response of surgical tool-tissue interaction models. These factors include the soft tissue constitutive laws, organ anatomy and their surrounding connective tissue, and the geometry of the surgical instrument interacting with the tissue. The salient contributions of this thesis include:

- We used the Poynting effect to provide a concrete example of how tissue modeling techniques relate to haptic feedback in surgical simulators;

- For medical interventional planning procedures, which are essentially displacement-driven tasks, we quantitatively demonstrated that organ geometry and surrounding
connective tissue dominate the deformation response of the organ;

• Using robotically-steered bevel-tipped flexible needles, we provided a mechanics-based needle-tissue interaction model that calculates needle deflection during needle insertion.

In this chapter we summarize the work done in this thesis and also provide possible directions for future work.

6.1 Summary

Modeling and perception of nonlinear elastic tissues for surgical simulation:

Realistic modeling of the interaction between surgical instruments and human organs has been recognized as a key requirement in the development of high-fidelity surgical simulators. Primarily due to computational considerations, most previous real-time haptic simulation research has assumed linear elastic behavior for modeling tissues, even though human soft tissues generally possess nonlinear properties. For a nonlinear model, the well-known Poynting effect developed during shearing of the tissue results in normal forces not seen in a linear elastic model. In Chapter 3, constitutive equations of several nonlinear tissue models were derived in order to highlight the Poynting effect. Experimental studies using these models demonstrated that the difference in force magnitude for myocardial tissue was larger than the just noticeable difference for contact force discrimination thresholds published in the psychophysics literature. A MDS study was used to quantify the role of the
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Poynting effect on material discrimination. For nonlinear elastic tissue models exhibiting the Poynting effect, MDS analysis indicated that both shear and normal forces affected user perception.

The importance of organ geometry and boundary constraints for surgical planning:
Organ geometry, the soft-tissue constitutive laws, and boundary conditions imposed by the connective tissues surrounding the organ are some of the factors that govern the accuracy of medical intervention planning. In Chapter 4 we demonstrated that for needle path planning, the organ geometry and boundary constraints surrounding the organ are the most important factors influencing deformation. As an example, the procedure of needle insertion into the prostate (e.g. for biopsy or brachytherapy) was considered. Image segmentation was used to extract the anatomical details from magnetic resonance images, and object-oriented finite element analysis (OOF) software was used to generate FE meshes from the segmented images. 2D FE simulations that account for complex anatomical details along with relative motion between the prostate and its surrounding structure using cohesive zone models were compared with traditional simulation models having simple organ geometry and boundary constraints. Nodal displacements for these simpler models were observed to be up to 14 times larger than those obtained from the anatomically accurate models.

Effects of tool geometry and tissue properties for medical intervention planning:
The asymmetry of a bevel-tip needle results in the needle naturally bending when it is inserted into soft tissue. In Chapter 5 we presented an analytical model for the loads developed at the bevel tip during needle-tissue interaction. The model calculated the loads based
on the geometry of the bevel edge and gel material properties. The modeled transverse force developed at the tip was compared to forces measured experimentally. The analytical model explained the trends observed in the experiments. We also developed an FE model to compute forces at the needle tip. In order to find the forces acting at the needle tip, we measured rupture toughness and nonlinear material elasticity parameters of several soft tissue simulant gels and chicken tissue. We incorporated these physical parameters into the FE model that included both contact and cohesive zone models to simulate tissue cleavage. We investigated the sensitivity of the tip forces to tissue rupture toughness, linear and nonlinear tissue elasticity, and needle tip bevel angle. The model showed that the tip forces are sensitive to the rupture toughness.

We also presented a mechanics-based model that calculated the deflection of the needle embedded in an elastic medium. Microscopic observations for several needle-gel interactions were used to characterize the interactions at the bevel tip and along the needle shaft. The model design was guided by microscopic observations of several needle-gel interactions. The energy-based model formulation incorporated tissue-specific parameters such as rupture toughness, nonlinear material elasticity, and interaction stiffness, and needle geometric and material properties. Simulation results followed similar trends (deflection and radius of curvature) to those observed in macroscopic experimental studies of a robot-driven needle interacting with different kinds of gels. The results from this chapter contribute to a mechanics-based model of robotic needle steering, extending previous work on kinematic models.
6.2 Future Work

A quantitative method to measure the fidelity of a surgical simulation system would help provide realistic organ deformation response to the user. This deformation response would be useful for surgical planning systems as well as simulators providing haptic feedback. In Chapter 1, we proposed an approach to quantify realism in simulators, by modeling the flow of information starting from acquiring data from real tissue to haptic and/or visual display to the user (Figure 1.1). The process of modeling tool-tissue interactions for surgical simulators and planners begins with choosing a specific clinical procedure and acquiring material properties of the organs involved. These tissue properties may be acquired either ex vivo or in vivo, depending on the fidelity of the required data and access to tissue samples. This acquired information flows into the development of complex tissue models, which include both anatomical and material properties of the organ. This complex organ model might need to be simplified so that it can rendered in real time. This is required so that force-position information is displayed to the human using a haptic device and/or other immersive virtual reality aids. The limiting factors during the rendering stage might be resolution of the haptic device or the graphics update rates of the virtual environment. This thesis specifically investigated the factors important in the development of the complex tissue models. One area of future work is to analyze each source of information loss in the surgical modeling and simulation procedure, and link them to metrics related to simulator realism, human perception, and clinical outcomes.

Chapter 3 provided a concrete example of how tissue modeling techniques relate to hap-
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tic feedback in surgical simulators. The applicability of linear versus nonlinear elasticity-based constitutive models will depend on the surgical simulation application. This would require *in vivo* material parameter testing of the relevant organs and evaluation (experimental or FE simulation) of the Poynting effect. For both the force discrimination pre-study and the MDS study, participants had difficulty perceiving normal components for rendering with high force magnitudes (models 6 through 9). These problems were associated with limitations in rendering large forces by the device and normal forces being masked when shear components were large. To test large forces, the experimental setup should be redesigned in the future. This could be accomplished by using a real-time operating system coupled to the Delta haptic device and also increasing the sampling frequency to speed up force rendering. The addition of virtual or mechanical damping might also mitigate some of the observed instabilities.

The study design could also be changed so that participants perform smaller shearing motions, which in turn would prevent larger forces from being rendered. Also, instead of using a virtual model, the participants could interact with physical biological and artificial tissue samples. This would produce realistic shear and normal forces. An increase in the number of participants in the research study would improve statistical significance of the results. The long-term goal of this research is to quantify and understand how organ model fidelity affects realism in surgical simulators and planners. Considering physical phenomena such as the Poynting effect, which is significant for some organs but may not be for others, in combination with human perception studies, will allow researchers to
make justified simplifications to create realistic, real-time simulation of realistic tool-tissue interactions.

The objective of the research presented in Chapter 4 was to quantitatively demonstrate that anatomically valid organ geometry models and appropriate boundary constraints are essential for accurate simulation of organ deformation during invasive procedures such as needle insertion into the prostate. Each procedure brings to bear different tissue constitutive models, geometry, and boundary conditions. The extent to which our hypothesis is valid for any specific procedure needs to be examined, and only then can its general validity be considered. The current study considered 2D organ models and future work should include 3D geometry and boundary constraints. There exist several challenges in going from 2D to 3D models, which include acquiring 3D MR image data sets, generation of 3D elements, 3D mesh modification to simulate needle insertion, visualization of 3D mesh deformation, and significant increase in computational time. Also, there does not exist a standard validated method to generate 3D FE meshes. Further, with changes in boundary condition as the needle interacts with tissue, the simulation of 3D contact and 3D cohesive zone models is an ongoing research topic. For boundary value problems in which the input is an applied displacement, the induced stresses in the system are intrinsically linked to the material properties. Thus, for surgical simulation applications in which force is fed back to the user, the constitutive model of the organ and surrounding tissue should be studied in detail. In addition to accurate calculation of stresses developed, simulators with haptic feedback also require that the interaction forces be rendered in real time, which can be
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computationally challenging. Further, for needle insertion procedures in which the needle is flexible and bends due to interactions with tissues, high-fidelity tissue models need to be considered. But for scenarios in which stiff needles are used, the boundary conditions govern the deformation of the organ.

To date, we have not compared the tissue deformation model to data from actual needle insertion tasks such as prostate biopsy or brachytherapy. Model validation will be addressed in future work, and could be accomplished by recording tissue deformation data from a sequence of ultrasound or MR images and comparing them to simulation data. The validation of the simulation model requires experiments in which a needle is inserted in a controlled manner (possibly by a robotic device) into a patient, and organ deformation is quantitatively recorded by soft tissue registration. During these in vivo needle insertion experiments, cutting forces would also need to be separated from the puncture and friction forces. Further, advanced simulation environments requiring accurate tissue deformation models might need to incorporate tissue rupture models using concepts from fracture mechanics.

In Chapter 5, preliminary validation showed that the model and experimental data followed similar trends for needle deflection and constant radius of curvature. The variations in experimental and simulation results could be attributed to: (1) gel properties (both elasticity and toughness) that were not measured accurately, (2) approximate value of the needle insertion force that was provided as input into the simulation model, and (3) medium-specific bevel tip loads that provided as input to the model. Thus, immediate extension
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to this work includes detailed validation, which would cover obtaining tissue- and needle-
specific material properties, and comparing the results of our model to experimental studies.
Further, the model presented in this study introduces the needle-tissue interaction stiffness
per unit length, $K_T$, which was assumed to be a constant. Future work could include con-
sidering tissue inhomogeneity and anisotropy by making $K_T(x,y)$ and $K_T(x) \neq K_T(y)$,
respectively. Another possible extension to this work includes performing FE simulations
with contact and cohesive zone models for various bevel angles. Also, including the needle
shaft within the FE simulation model is essential to predict the needle curvature. Fur-
ther, the validation of computational models with experimental data is integral for planning
needle insertion procedures. These FE computational models would include the complete
needle-tissue interaction, both along the needle shaft and also at the bevel tip.

One of the primary goals within the domain of robotically steered bevel-tip needles is to
have an analytical and/or simulation model that would take inputs as the tissue and needle
material properties, and needle geometry, and predict the interaction forces and deflection
of the needle. This model could also be used to predict the needle path given an input his-
tory. Our present work investigated the interactions between a needle and an elastic medium
as a 2D problem with a single curve. Future work could include extending this model to 3D
needle-tissue interaction, or a needle insertion with multiple curves. The integration of the
mechanics-based models into the current needle steering experimental setup for planning
of needle insertion procedures is also deemed as future work. Other directions for future
work include development of fast and optimized mechanics-based simulation algorithm for
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interactive needle insertion, and to use the model to choose feasible clinical applications and optimize needle design. Further, needles with pre-bent tips have been shown to have greater steerability than bevel-tipped needles. The formulation techniques and modeling could be extended to model the interaction of pre-bent needles with soft tissues.

In order to accomplish surgical training, and pre-and intra-operative planning using simulators that incorporate realistic tool-tissue interaction models, some significant challenges need to be overcome. The three main hurdles that need to be conquered are: first, the ability to obtain global responses of tool-tissue interactions in vivo; second, formulating a methodology to incorporate this experimental data in a continuum mechanics framework to simulate realistic deformations of organs; and finally, making simplifications to the computational model such that the simulation runs in real time but does not compromise the effective realism of the tissue response. In spite of scientific challenges, this thesis and trends over the past decade suggest that significant strides are being made by interdisciplinary research teams from the robotics, mechanics, graphics, and medicine communities to design surgical simulators. Such simulators hold great promise for surgical training, practice, and patient-specific pre-operative planning.
Appendix A

Environment Parameter Estimation
during Bilateral Telemanipulation

Accurate models of remote environments generated during telemanipulation can be used to improve transparency, generate realistic simulations, and evaluate environment state. This appendix presents an architecture for environment parameter estimation during bilateral telemanipulation. Nonlinear stiffness and damping properties of the environment are estimated using an indirect adaptive control approach. The slave-environment contact force tracks the sum of the force applied by the human to the master and a persistent excitation force required for accurate environment parameter estimation. Since force feedback to the human operator should only reflect the environment properties, several methods for force feedback are considered. Simulations confirm the validity of the proposed telemanipulation architecture for obtaining reasonable estimates of nonlinear environment properties.
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and providing appropriate force feedback to the operator.

A.1 Introduction

A telemanipulator is an electro-mechanical system comprised of a master and a slave robot connected via a communication channel and controllers. The human operates a master device, while the slave robot directly interacts with the environment. To achieve reasonable performance in many telemanipulated tasks, the human operator needs information about the remote environment. Feedback can be provided in many different forms, including audio, visual, and haptic displays. The telemanipulated system is said to be bilateral if there is an exchange of energy between the master and slave robots through the feedback of force information [194].

This appendix provides a method for extracting environment properties, specifically the stiffness and damping properties of soft materials, during bilateral telemanipulation. Bilateral telemanipulation is typically performed without explicit environment modeling. However, accurate models of remote environments generated during telemanipulation can be used to improve transparency, generate realistic simulations, and evaluate environment state. We are particularly interested in surgical robotics applications, where soft tissue models obtained during surgery may improve operator performance, develop realistic training systems, and enable online diagnosis. It is envisioned that, during tissue palpation, estimation of environment properties would help surgeons quantitatively track variations in
stiffness and damping properties for diagnosis. Also, estimated environment properties would help in the development of realistic, patient-specific virtual environment models for surgical planning and training.

A.1.1 Previous Work

There are two main areas of prior work relevant to this research: soft tissue modeling and environment property estimation during telemanipulation.

Past research on soft tissue modeling has primarily focused on designing specialized surgical instruments and experimental apparatus for measuring tissue deformation and interaction forces, and using the resulting data to build finite element models, e.g. [13, 15, 17, 71, 85]. Most of this research uses phantom or *ex vivo* tissues, although *in vivo* tissues may have significantly different dynamics [119]. Researchers have also examined the theoretical and computational aspects of finite element modeling for soft tissues to be used in surgical simulators [146]. While the eventual goal of our work is to create similarly complex tissue models, in this appendix we are concerned with the identification of the effective environment stiffness and damping parameters at a single location.

Environment property estimation has been performed by both autonomous and telemanipulated robots. Dupont et al. [195] presented a high-level framework for property estimation during telemanipulation that considers three steps: task decomposition, data segmentation, and parameter estimation. Their algorithm directly computed the geometry, mass, and coefficient of friction of the environment, but did not generate sufficient excitation
for estimation of damping. Park et al. [196] presented a modified position-position tele-manipulation architecture for online environment stiffness adaptation during force control of the slave robot. Hashtrudi-Zaad et al. [197] presented simulation studies that achieved transparency during telemanipulation using a composite adaptive controller to estimate the dynamic properties of high-stiffness environments. Duchemin et al. [129] used a hybrid force/position controller for robotic telesurgery in skin harvesting procedures. With appropriate choice of gains, their controller estimated skin stiffness, friction, and thickness. Diolaiti et al. [198] and Colton et al. [199], both used a least-squares method to estimate the stiffness of the environment. Alternatively, De Gersem et al. [130] used a Kalman filtering technique to estimate the stiffness of soft materials during telemanipulation.

A.1.2 Contributions

The goal of this work is to estimate and collect environment properties during a tele-manipulated procedure, while simultaneously providing the user with a realistic feel of the environment dynamics. The new contributions of this work include: (1) a computationally efficient and easily implementable online parameter estimation algorithm for bilateral telemanipulation systems, (2) estimation of both nonlinear stiffness and damping during telemanipulation, and (3) methods to prevent the excitation signals from being fed directly back to the human operator.

Environment parameter estimation is achieved by using an indirect adaptive control scheme [200]. The indirect adaptation law is formulated to ensure that the interaction force
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between the slave robot and its environment tracks the reference force provided from the master side. The indirect adaptive control approach has been considered because of its relative ease of implementation for real-time estimation of environment parameters [201].

This appendix also addresses higher level questions associated with persistent excitation of the environment, which is required for good parameter estimation [202]. We consider a closed-loop telemanipulation system architecture, which includes the slave-environment interaction force fed back to the operator. Since the required excitation is oscillatory, the contact force is also time varying. Various force feedback methods are explored to cancel the oscillations and to give the operator a more “transparent” telemanipulation experience during the parameter estimation process.

A.2 Integrating Telemanipulation and Parameter Estimation

In this section, we present a bilateral telemanipulation architecture that includes an environment parameter estimation algorithm. Online parameter estimation using indirect adaptive control requires a trajectory generator and a parameter adaptation law. The online trajectory generator and indirect adaptive law enable force tracking between a reference force and the sensed slave-environment contact force. Richness of the reference force is required for the estimated environment parameters to converge to the actual values [202]. In the proposed telemanipulation system, the reference force is generated as the sum of the
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force applied by the human operator to the master robot and a high-frequency excitation force. The persistent excitation could possibly be accomplished by the operator’s movements, but we ensure excitation by explicitly superimposing high-frequency vibrations.

A.2.1 System Architecture

Bilateral telemanipulation systems may have two-channel or four-channel controllers. Examples of two-channel control architectures are direct force feedback [194], position-position [203], force-force [204], and force-position [205] controllers. In contrast, four-channel controllers transmit both force and position information from the master to slave and vice versa [203]. The telemanipulation architecture we present uses a modified two-channel controller.

Figure A.1 provides an overview of the salient components of the proposed system required for parameter estimation during telemanipulation. $f_h$ is the force applied by the human operator to the master robot and is measured by the force sensor on the master side. A position sensor measures the location of the master robot end-effector, $x_m$. $f_r$ represents the reference force (which includes the excitation signal) provided from the master side. $f_e$ is the interaction force between the slave robot end-effector and its environment, as measured by a force sensor located on the slave robot. $x_s$ is the slave robot end-effector position measured by a position sensor. $f_{fb}$ is the force fed back from the slave side to the master robot and subsequently to the operator.
Figure A.1: Bilateral telemanipulation system components for environment parameter estimation.

Figure A.2 depicts the block diagram of the bilateral telemanipulation system. The elements corresponding to the human + master robot and slave robot + controller + environment have been grouped together for clarity. The dynamics and control model of the human + master robot is represented by the master robot ($Z_m(s)$) and human hand ($Z_h(s)$)
impedances, which are given in (A.1) and (A.2), respectively.

\[ Z_m(s) = M_m s^2 + B_m s + K_m \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

\[ Z_h(s) = M_h s^2 + B_h s + K_h \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

In (A.1) and (A.2), \( M_m, B_m, \) and \( K_m, \) and \( M_h, B_h, \) and \( K_h, \) represent the effective mass, damping, and stiffness of the master robot and human hand, respectively. In Figure A.2, the input to the system is an exogenous force, \( f_h^* \), that the operator intends to apply to the
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master robot [203]. Since Figure A.2 represents a closed-loop telemanipulation system, $f_h$ is the summation of $f^*_h$, $f_{fb}$, and the force due to the impedance of the human hand. As mentioned earlier, persistent excitation is essential for good parameter estimation [202], and this is represented by $f_{excite}$. Further, as seen in Figure A.2, $f_r = f_h + f_{excite}$.

The slave robot + controller + environment control block has been expanded in Figure A.3. The complete control architecture for the slave robot includes the impedance controller $Z^{-1}_t(s)$, trajectory generator, parameter estimator, and position controller $C_s$. The slave robot is essentially a position-controlled manipulator, and the input to $C_s$ is the commanded position, $x'_s$, and the output is the measured position, $x_s$, of the slave robot end-effector. Further, $x_e$ represents the initial deformation of the environment. Since $x_s$ is the position of the end-effector of the slave robot, which is provided by the slave robot position sensor, the instantaneous deformation of the environment can be computed as $x_s - x_e$. Using the inverse kinematics, joint controllers, and robot dynamics, $C_s$ computes the joint torques required to drive the slave robot.

In Figure A.3, $x_p$ is the perturbed trajectory produced by the impedance controller and $x_r$ is the reference trajectory generated by the trajectory generator. The perturbed trajectory alters the reference trajectory, resulting in the commanded slave robot trajectory, which is tracked by the slave robot position controller. Further, $\hat{K}_e$ and $\hat{B}_e$ are the estimated environment stiffness and damping, respectively, which are computed by the parameter estimator. Details and formulation of the impedance controller, trajectory generator, and parameter estimator are provided in Section A.3.
The dynamics of the slave robot impedance controller and environment are:

\[ Z_t(s) = M_t s^2 + B_t s + K_t \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

\[ Z_e(s) = B_e s + K_e \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

In (A.3) and (A.4), \( M_t, B_t, \) and \( K_t \) represent the impedance control gains for the slave robot, and \( K_e \) and \( B_e \) are the actual stiffness and damping of the soft environment, respectively.

For the applications we are considering, the time delays are very small [206]. Hence, the delays caused by the communication channels are not shown in Figures A.2 and A.3.
A.2.2 Force Feedback Methods

As mentioned earlier, in Figure A.2, $f_{\text{excite}}$ represents the persistent excitation required for good parameter estimation [202]. The proposed estimation algorithm is in essence part of a force tracking method, and since the reference force, $f_r$, is oscillatory, the sensed force between the slave robot end-effector and its environment is also oscillatory. Thus, it is practical to employ a vibration cancellation method prior to feeding back the contact force, $f_e$, to the human operator. This is represented by the force feedback method block in Figure A.2.

We consider three force feedback methods, which are depicted in Figure A.4 and described as follows:

(a) In Figure A.4(a), $f_{fb}$ is based on the position and velocity of the master robot end-effector and the estimated environment parameters:

$$F_{fb}(s) = \hat{Z}_e(s) X_m(s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

where $\hat{Z}_e(s)$ represents the estimated environment impedance and $X_m(s)$ is the Laplace transform of the master robot end-effector motions. If good estimation of the environment parameters is achieved, then the operator would be able to feel the environment appropriately. As the user-applied force is constant, $X_m(s)$ is devoid of excitation signals, and thus, $F_{fb}(s)$ is not oscillatory.
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Figure A.4: Possible force feedback methods include (a) passing master robot motions through the estimated environment impedance, (b) low-pass filtering the environment contact force, and (c) subtracting the excitation force from the environment contact force.

(b) In Figure A.4(b), \( f_e \) is filtered to cancel out the high frequency vibrations. 5 – 10 Hz is the maximum frequency beyond which the human finger cannot easily apply purposeful force or position commands [207]. So by adding a low-pass filter, the high frequencies (greater than 5 Hz) can be removed before sending them to the operator to ensure a “better feel” of the environment.

(c) As \( f_{excite} \) is provided by software, it is a known quantity. Thus, in Figure A.4(c), the
persistent excitation is explicitly subtracted from the contact force before being fed back to the operator.

The performance of the force feedback methods described in this section in conjunction with the complete bilateral telemanipulation system are examined by software simulations in Section A.4.

## A.3 Environment Parameter Estimation

In Section A.2.1 an overview of the proposed bilateral telemanipulation system involving environment parameter estimation was presented. This section discusses in detail the adaptation law used for environment parameter estimation. As mentioned previously, the slave robot is considered to be position controlled, and the *impedance controller, trajectory generator, and parameter estimator* are provided as outer control loops. The estimation algorithm is based on force tracking; the goal is to have the contact force between the slave robot end-effector and its environment track the reference force. To achieve good force control, the position controller has to be accurate. In the method presented, force tracking is achieved by impedance control and an indirect adaptive control strategy for parameter estimation, introduced by Seraji et al. [200].
A.3.1 Force Tracking

Impedance control aims to control the position and force by adjusting the mechanical impedance of the end-effector to external forces [208]. The external forces are generated due to contact between the slave robot end-effector and its environment. For the purposes of this study, we consider position-based impedance control. For clarity, we consider the master and slave robots as one degree-of-freedom linear time-invariant systems. The formulation presented can be extended to telerobotic systems with more than one degree of freedom. Figure A.5 shows the basic components of the slave robot under impedance control. In general, the impedance controller is chosen as a linear second-order system, where $M_t$, $B_t$, and $K_t$ represent the controller gains [200]. Alternatively, $M_t$, $B_t$, and $K_t$ could be interpreted as the target mass, damping, and stiffness of the impedance controller, respectively [201]. In Figure A.5, the slave robot is assumed to be probing a soft environment via a single point contact.
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The variables used in Figure A.5 have been defined previously in Section A.2.1. As mentioned earlier, $x_e$ is the initial deformation of the environment, so $\dot{x}_e = 0$ and is thus not included in the derivation presented. The force tracking error in terms of the user-applied reference force (including persistent excitations) and the sensed contact force is given as

$$ e = f_r - f_e, \quad (A.6) $$

The impedance controller equation for the slave robot is given by the error dynamics of a second-order system as

$$ e = M_t (\ddot{x}_s' - \ddot{x}_r) + B_t (\dot{x}_s' - \dot{x}_r) + K_t (x_s' - x_r), \quad (A.7) $$

where $x_r$ and $x_s'$ are the reference and commanded positions of the slave robot end-effector, respectively. Also, the perturbed slave position is given by, $x_p = x_s' - x_r$. When the slave robot is not in contact with the environment, $f_e = f_r = 0$ and hence, $x_p = 0$. While the slave robot end-effector probes the environment, the force sensor measures $f_e$, resulting in perturbation of the reference trajectory. Thus, (A.7) is rewritten as

$$ e = M_t \ddot{x}_p + B_t \dot{x}_p + K_t x_p, \quad (A.8) $$

which is analogous to a mass-spring-damper system, shown in Figure A.5. The perturbed trajectory is used to modify the reference trajectory to generate the commanded slave robot
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trajectory \( x'_s = x_p + x_r \), which is tracked by slave robot position controller \( C_s \), as shown in Figure A.3. Further, for good slave robot position control, \( x'_s \approx x_s \), which implies \( x_s = x_p + x_r \). Taking the Laplace transform of (A.8) and using (A.4) results in

\[
E(s) = Z_t(s) X_p(s). \tag{A.9}
\]

The contact force depends on the actual nonlinear environment stiffness and damping, and can be expressed as

\[
f_e = K_e (x_s - x_e) + B_e \dot{x}_s. \tag{A.10}
\]

The mass of the environment is ignored in (A.10), since for medical robotics applications the environment tends to be quasi-static. Using (A.6), (A.10), and \( x_s = x_p + x_r \), the error can be rewritten as

\[
e = f_r + K_e (x_e - x_r) - B_e \dot{x}_e - K_e x_p - B_e \dot{x}_p. \tag{A.11}
\]

Taking the Laplace transform of (A.11), and using (A.4) and (A.9) results in

\[
E(s) = \frac{Z_t(s) [F_r(s) + Z_e(s)(X_e(s) - X_r(s))]}{Z_t(s) + Z_e(s)}. \tag{A.12}
\]

Thus, the steady-state force tracking error \( e_{ss} \) is obtained as

\[
e_{ss} = \frac{K_f}{K_f + K_e} (f_r + K_e x_e - K_e x_r). \tag{A.13}
\]
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Further, $e_{ss} \rightarrow 0$ as

$$x_r = \frac{f_r}{K_e} + x_e, \quad (A.14)$$

and $E(s) \rightarrow 0$ as

$$\dot{x}_r = \frac{f_r + K_e (x_e - x_r)}{B_e}. \quad (A.15)$$

Also, substitution of (A.14) in (A.15) results in

$$\dot{x}_r = 0. \quad (A.16)$$

Thus, in order to have perfect force tracking, the slave robot end-effector must follow the reference position and velocity as defined in (A.14) and (A.16). In practice, we believe that reasonable environment parameter estimates can be achieved with good force tracking.

### A.3.2 Indirect Adaptive Control

As seen in (A.14) and (A.15), accurate knowledge of the environment parameters is necessary for good force tracking. The indirect adaptive control strategy aims to adaptively compute the estimated environment stiffness ($\hat{K}_e$) and damping ($\hat{B}_e$) online during telemanipulation. The estimated parameters are then used to compute the reference trajectory. Hence, (A.14) and (A.16) are rewritten in terms of estimated environment parameters as:

$$x_r = \frac{f_r}{\hat{K}_e} + x_e. \quad (A.17)$$
\[ \dot{x}_r = 0. \tag{A.18} \]

The \textit{trajectory generator}, shown in Figure A.3, is described by (A.17) and (A.18).

In order to develop the indirect adaptive control method for estimating environment parameters used in (A.17) and (A.18), consider the estimated contact force:

\[ \hat{f}_e = \hat{K}_e (x_s - x_e) + \hat{B}_e \dot{x}_s. \tag{A.19} \]

Subtracting (A.10) from (A.19) results in

\[ \hat{f}_e - f_e = (\hat{K}_e - K_e) (x_s - x_e) + (\hat{B}_e - B_e) \dot{x}_s. \tag{A.20} \]

Defining \( \hat{f}_e = \hat{f}_e - f_e \), (A.20) can be rewritten as

\[ \tilde{f}_e = \phi^T \tilde{\theta}, \tag{A.21} \]

where

\[ \phi = \begin{bmatrix} x_s - x_e \\ \dot{x}_s \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{\theta} = \begin{bmatrix} \hat{K}_e - K_e \\ \hat{B}_e - B_e \end{bmatrix}. \tag{A.22} \]

Estimated parameters should be updated so that the predicted force error \( \tilde{f}_e \) is reduced. In order to achieve this, we use a Lyapunov-based approach [200]. Consider the Lyapunov
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function candidate

\[ V = \tilde{\theta}^T \Gamma \tilde{\theta}, \quad (A.23) \]

where \( \Gamma \) is a positive definite and symmetric gain matrix. For successful parameter estimation, the estimated parameters, \( \hat{\theta} = [\hat{K}_e \quad \hat{B}_e]^T \) must be updated in the opposite direction of the gradient of the squared prediction error with respect to the estimated parameters [202], which results in

\[ \dot{\hat{\theta}} = -\Gamma^{-1} \frac{\partial}{\partial \hat{\theta}} (\tilde{f}_e^T \tilde{f}_e). \quad (A.24) \]

Using (A.21) and (A.24) results in the following parameter adaptation law [201],

\[ \dot{\hat{\theta}} = -\Gamma^{-1} \phi \tilde{f}_e. \quad (A.25) \]

From (A.23) and using (A.25), the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is computed as

\[
\dot{V} = 2\tilde{\theta}^T \Gamma \dot{\tilde{\theta}}
= -2\tilde{\theta}^T \phi \phi^T \tilde{\theta}
< 0. \quad (A.26)
\]

Further, from (A.23) and (A.26), we infer that if \( \tilde{\theta} \) is adjusted according to parameter estimation law given in (A.25), then \( \tilde{\theta} \to 0 \) as \( t \to \infty \) i.e. \( (\hat{K}_e, \hat{B}_e) \to (K_e, B_e) \) [200]. (A.25) represents the parameter estimator, shown in Figure A.3. Thus, we have demonstrated...
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### Table A.1: Values of system parameters used in numerical simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human hand ((Z_h))</td>
<td>(M_h)</td>
<td>2.0 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B_h)</td>
<td>5.0 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(K_h)</td>
<td>100.0 N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master robot ((Z_m))</td>
<td>(M_m)</td>
<td>2.5 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B_m)</td>
<td>50.0 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(K_m)</td>
<td>250.0 N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance controller ((Z_t))</td>
<td>(M_t)</td>
<td>5.0 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B_t)</td>
<td>450.0 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(K_t)</td>
<td>800.0 N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position controlled slave robot</td>
<td>(C_s)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that if the slave robot end-effector follows the prescribed reference trajectory, then force tracking is ensured by the impedance controller and accurate estimation of environment parameters is obtained.

### A.4 Simulation Results and Discussion

Numerical simulations were performed to evaluate the proposed method for simultaneous bilateral telemanipulation and environment parameter estimation. The simulations were based on the system presented in Figure A.2. The system parameters for the human hand, master robot, and impedance controller used in the simulation studies are provided in Table A.1.

In the simulation, the slave robot was commanded to make contact with the soft environment, after which \(f_h^*\) was applied as a constant force of 15 N to the master robot. \(f_{excite}\) was provided as \(4.5 \sin(15t)\) N. The gain matrix \((\Gamma)\) for the parameter adaptation law given
in (A.25) was

\[
\Gamma = \begin{bmatrix}
1500 & 0 \\
0 & 500
\end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(A.27)

For the system parameter and \( f_h^* \) values chosen, \( f_{\text{excite}} \) and \( \Gamma \) were selected manually in order to produce stable and accurate estimation of the environment parameters.

Simulations of the system for the three force feedback methods described in Section A.2.2 were performed. The schemes used to generate the feedback force were: (1) using the estimated environment impedance, (2) low-pass filtering the environment contact force, and (3) explicitly subtracting the excitation force from the environment contact force. Further, for the purposes of comparison, we also consider feeding back the “measured” contact force without modification.

Figure A.6 shows the performance of the environment estimation for the four force feedback methods described above. The solid lines represent the actual nonlinear environment stiffness and damping, and the dashed lines represent the estimation. The stiffness and damping of the soft environment varies nonlinearly with the deformation of the environment from 175 N/m to 230 N/m and 75 kg/s to 100 kg/s, respectively. In the simulations, initial conditions for the environment stiffness and damping estimates were set as 150 N/m and 65 kg/s, respectively. Also, the estimator is active only when the slave robot comes in contact with the environment and reset laws are used to ensure that the estimates do not go to zero. As seen in Figure A.6, the indirect adaptive algorithm was able to stably pre-
dict the nonlinear environment stiffness and damping for all force feedback methods. The convergence time for the damping estimate varied significantly, depending on the force feedback method. Also, persistent excitation in the reference force was only required for correct estimation and convergence of environment damping, not for stiffness. In order to compare the different force feedback methods, the system inputs and gains were the same for all the simulation cases considered. Thus, better environment damping estimates could be obtained for each method with a different choice of controller gains.

Figure A.7 shows the force fed back to the operator for each of the force feedback methods mentioned previously. Figure A.7(b), which uses the estimated environment parameters to generate the force feedback, shows the best results in terms of reducing the oscillatory behavior of $f_e$, and would likely create the most realistic environment sensations for the operator. As mentioned earlier, $5 - 10$ Hz is the maximum frequency range beyond which the human finger cannot apply meaningful position or force commands [207]. So for Figure A.7(c), a low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 2 Hz was applied to remove the high-frequency oscillations from the environment contact force. For the purposes of this simulation study, a 2 Hz low-pass filter was used instead of a 5 – 10 Hz low-pass filter because the frequency of the excitation signals was not greater than 5 Hz. Using persistent excitation of higher frequency did not produce better results for environment parameter estimation, and in some applications higher frequency excitation might not be advisable. Nonetheless, using low-pass filters to ensure a “better feel” of the environment is still a valid option. Since there is a phase difference between $f_r$ and $f_e$, direct subtraction of
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Figure A.6: Estimated versus actual environment parameters for various force feedback cases during bilateral telemanipulation.

\( f_{fb} = f_e \) (a)
\( F_{fb}(s) = \hat{Z}_e(s)X_m(s) \) (b)
\( f_{fb} = \text{Low-pass filter}(f_e) \) (c)
\( f_{fb} = f_e - f_{excite} \) (d)

\( f_{excite} \) from \( f_e \) did not reduce the oscillations substantially, as seen in Figure A.7(d).

A.5 Conclusion

We presented a bilateral telemanipulator system that used an indirect adaptive control algorithm to estimate soft environment parameters. The scheme was based on achieving
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Graphical representations of feedback force during bilateral telemanipulation:

(a) $f_{fb} = f_e$

(b) $F_{fb}(s) = \hat{Z}_e(s)X_m(s)$

(c) $f_{fb} = \text{Low-pass filter}(f_e)$

(d) $f_{fb} = f_e - f_{excite}$

Figure A.7: Feedback force during bilateral telemanipulation

force tracking between the reference (user-applied force superimposed with excitations) and environment contact forces. This was done using an online trajectory generator and an indirect adaptation law. The slave robot was a position-controlled manipulator and the estimator control architecture was provided as an outer control loop. This non-intrusive approach for parameter estimation enabled straightforward implementation of control algo-
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rithms. Simulation studies showed that it was possible to get accurate and stable estimates for nonlinear environment properties.

Persistent excitation of the environment was required for robustness of the parameter estimator. Since our intended application is surgical robotics, the excitation signals are of small amplitude in order to prevent unwanted tissue motion during robot manipulation. Further, various methods were explored to eliminate the effects of persistent excitation in the force fed back to the human operator, so as to make the parameter estimation process seamless and transparent to the user. It was concluded that using the estimated environment impedance produces the least oscillatory force feedback. Hence, this would give the most realistic feel of environment to the operator during parameter estimation.

Possible extensions to this work will be to implement and test the environment parameter estimation algorithm first on a set of one degree-of-freedom haptic devices equipped with force and position sensors during telemanipulation of a phantom soft tissue environment. Further, we will obtain more complex environment models using telemanipulation systems with more degrees of freedom, such as the da Vinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) [209]. Efforts will also be made to theoretically quantify the stability of the proposed telemanipulation system. Sensitivity studies will be done in order to evaluate the effects of force sensor noise, choice of adaptation law gains, and larger variation in environment stiffness and damping values on the environment property estimation and force feedback to the human. We will also explore variations of the proposed algorithm that eliminate the use of force sensors. In the long-term, we would like to explore
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the online development of large-scale virtual tissue models based on estimated soft tissue properties.
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